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IN THE

United States Court oi Appeals

For the Ninth Circuit

No. 22,627

Port Angeles Telecable, Inc., Petitioner

V.

United States of America and

Federal Communications Commission, Respondents

KVOS Television Corporation, Intervenor

On Petition for Review of Memorandum. Opinion and Order
of the Federal Communications Commission

BRIEF FOR PETITIONER
PORT ANGELES TELECABLE, INC.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

|A. Jurisdictional Statement

I This is a Petition for Review brought pursuant to Section

402(a) of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended,

66 Stat. 718, 47 U.S.C. § 402(a); pursuant to Section 10

of the Administrative Procedure Act of 1946, as amended,

60 Stat. 237, 5 U.S.C. § 702 ;
pursuant to the Judicial Review



Act of 1950, as amended, 64 Stat. 1129, 28 U.S.C. §2342;

and pursuant to Rule 34 of the Rules of this Court. (R. 20

and 21).

B. Venue of the Proceeding

Petitioner, Port Angeles Telecable, Inc. of Port Angeles,

Washingtoai, a corporation organized in and operating un-

der the laws of the State of Washington, with its principal

office located in Port Angeles, Washington, the said State

of Washington being within the Ninth Judicial Circuit, iS;

subject to the venue of the Ninth Judicial Circuit pursuant

to the Judicial Review Act of 1950, as amended, 60 Stat.

1129, 28 U.S.C. § 2343. (R. 21).
'

C. Relief Sought Below

This is a Petition for Review in which the Petitioner,'

Port Angeles Telecable, Inc., appeals from a Memorandum'
Opinion and Order of the Federal Communications Com-
mission released January 23, 1968 (R. 0015), by which the'

Commission denied Petitioner's Request for Waiver

(R. 0016) of the non-duplication provisions of Section

74.1103(e) of the Rules of the Commission (47 C.F.R.'

§74:1103(e)), adopted March 8, 1966. (Attached to this

Brief as Appendix A).

D. Introduction
j

Unlike AM radio signals which tend to hug the ground,

television signals travel in a straight line. Because of the|

curvature of the earth, therefore, their normal range for

good reception is limited to the horizon, usually a distancei

of around 70 miles. Moreover, the nature of the television

signal is such that it is effectively blocked when it en-

couters hills or certain man-made structures.

Community antenna television (hereinafter CATV) first

developed in localities where satisfactory television recep-

tion was not possible through the use of normal house top



Mennas, either because of the distance from transmitting

I'ations or because mountainous terrain blocked the signals,

'^le first commercial system was started about 1948.

Originally a CATV system consisted merely of an

atenna erected on a hill top and connected by cable or wire

I subscribing homes. Such systems are ordinarily

escribed as "off-the-air" or "non-microwave" systems,

''lere are some systems, however, which are too far from

jlevision stations to receive the signals directly. They,

(erefore, rely on point-to-point microwave transmission

f relay the signals to them. A microwave transmitter

liUzes a portion of the spectrum and therefore requires

Jicense from the Federal Communications Commission.

The CATV system in the instant case is a non-microwave

istem, and all the signals which it carries are received

(rectly off the air from the television stations without use

(, the spectrum. All of the signals can be received by the

ihabitants of Port Angeles, Washington, with the use of

1 of-top antennas without resort to Petitioner's CATV
f stem. However, all television signals except the signal

( KVOS-TV can be viewed less well in certain sections of

Iprt Angeles with the use of roof-top antennas because

( the Olympic Mountain range which severely impedes the

1 caption of television signals from all United States

nations except Television Station KVOS, Bellingham,

'ashington. (R. 0002). This means that the picture

i.;ailability of these other United States stations can be

i'lproved generally for subscribers to Petitioner's CATV
t'stem, because the antenna of the CATV system is placed

•i a high elevation.

The history of the Federal Communications Commis-

i'on's view of its authority over CATV systems is a

uronicle of vacillation and contradiction. In 1959, approx-

ately a decade after the advent of CATV operations,

le Commission first considered the question and concluded

at it was without such authority—whether the CATV



systems were "off-the-air" or fed by microwave. CAT
and TV Repeater Services, 26 F.C.C. 403 (1959). (

April 23, 1965, the Commission reversed its position wi

respect to CATV fed by microwave and asserted jurisdi

tion over such systems. First Report and Order, 38 F.C.'

683 (1965). On March 8, 1966, the Commission complete,

reversed its earlier position and asserted authority OV',

non-microwave CATV systems also. Second Report at

Order, 2 F.C.C. 2d 725 (1966).

This, in brief, is the record of the Commission's vie

of its authority to regulate CATV. A more detailed stat

ment of these successive positions and the bases relied up(

by the Commission is set forth below.

When the Commission first considered the question

1959, it expressly concluded that it had no power to regula

CATV systems. In reaching this conclusion it considert

among other arguments, the contention that it derived suf,

regulatory authority over microwave CATV systems ai.

should exercise it because of

. . . the impact upon a television broadcaster of gra

of radio facilities to a communications common carrie

where the common carrier facilities will be used for tl

purpose of providing communications service to a coi,

munity antenna system operating in competition wi'

the broadcaster. '

The Commission dismissed the contention as follows:

In essence, the broadcasters' position shakes do\vii

the fundamental proposition that they wish us f

regulate in a manner favorable toward them vis-a-w

any non-broadcast comj^etitive enterprise. Thus, f

'

example, we might logically be requested to invoke
prohibition against access to common carrier faciliti

by such enterprises as closed-circuit music and ne>;

services, closed-circuit theater television operate)',

and, possible, even ordinary motion picture ai

legitimate stage operators, magazine and newspap
publishers, etc., comprising all of the entities whi



compete with broadcasting for the time and attention

of potential viewers and listeners. The logical ah-

surdity of such a position requires no elaboration.

(26 FIC.C. at 431-32 (emphasis added)).

This view of the matter was not long-lived. In 1962 the

ommission, on the basis of a protest initiated by a local

flevision station, denied an application of a common
crrier by radio for permission to construct a microwave

idio communications system to be used to transmit tele-

Agion signals to CATV systems serving three towns in

""iyoming. It concluded that grant of the application would

ift serve the public interest because it would result "in

le demise of the local television station and the eventual

hs of service" to certain residents of the area which

^)uld not be reached by CATV. However, the denial was
iiued without prejudice to refiling of the application if

i could be shown that the CATV operation would not

c'plicate the programs carried by the local television

sition and would also carry the signals of the local broad-

esters. In reaching its conclusion, the Commission stated

:

'j^o the extoiiit that this decision departs from our views

ij the Report and Order in Docbet No. 12443, 26 F.C.C.

^ (released April 14, 1959), those views are modified."

Crter Mountain Transmission Corp., 32 F.C.C. 459, 465

(962), aff'd sub nom. Carter Mountain Transmission Cor-

tration v. FCC, 321 F.2d 359 (D.C. Cir.), cert, denied,

35 U.S. 951 (1963). Thus the Commission took the first

S'p in effectuating a program—which it had earlier

rjected as a "logical absurdity"—of protecting broad-
Ci^ters against the economic competition of CATV.

The second step was to translate the action it had taken
x\\Carter Mountain into general rules. This was done on
/';)ril 23, 1965, when it released its First Report and Order,
3j F.C.C. 683 (1965). There the Commission also stated

t|it it had:

. . . determined as an initial matter that the Com-
munications Act vests in this agency appropriate rule



making authority over all CATV systems, includig

those which do not use microwave relay service {fi

so-called "off-the-air systems")- Ihid. at 684.

However, at that time it limited its asserted authority o

microwave CATV systems and deferred action with resp-t

to off-the-air CATV systems. Further, it simultaneouy

issued a Notice of Inquiry and a Notice of Proposed R e

Making^ in order to develop "an appropriate recor''

and to meet its "need for more definitive informatio''

Ibid, at 685.

In the First Report and Order the Commission arth'

lated its "belief that CATV service should supplement, !ij

not replace, off-the-air television service," Ibid, at 13

The Commission asserted that duplication of broadc^l

program material by CATV systems in a local market f 1

1

distant sources dilutes such audiences and is not "a lii

method of competition" or "consistent with CAT 's

appropriate role as a supplementary service." Ibid, i

order "to create reasonably fair and open conditions )i

competition between CATV and broadcasting stations .

[and] to ameliorate the adverse impact of CATV ca

petition upon local stations,
'

' the Commission adopted ri'JS

requiring microwave CATV systems to carry the sigili

of local television broadcasters and imposed " reason; 1(

carriage and non-duplication requirements." Ibid, at 'i3

714.

The next step was the adoption of the Second Report u

Order on March 4, 1966, 2 F.C.C. 2d 725 (1966).^ The Cn

1 1 F.C.C. 2d 453 (1965). There was attached to the document a "'jm

mission's Memorandum On Its Jurisdiction and Authority", which 'H

eluded that "... the Commission presently has jurisdiction over all C f^

systems, whether microwave is used or not. '
' Ibid, at 478-482. This ir

randum was also appended to the Second Eeport and Order.

10

2 The Second Report and Order waa modified in minor respects by M^'O

randum Opinions and Orders adopted on April 20, 1966, 3 F.C.C. 2djO(

(1966), and January 5, 1967, FCC 67-34.



'mission modified its earlier issued rules and made them

applicable to all CATV systems—whether microwave or

non-microwave.

In essence, the Second Report and Order and the rules

j
adopted therein regulate and limit the operation of CATV

i systems in three major respects. First, the "Compulsory

I Carriage" rules provide that CATV systems are required

to carry the signals of local and nearby television stations

iif requested. Second, the "Exclusivity" rules provide

that a television station with a stronger signal over the

CATV community may prevent the system from carrying

on the same day those programs of another station with

ja weaker signal which duplicate its programs.^ Third, the

"Top 100 Market" rules provide that in the markets so

'designated CATV systems may not, without Commission
authorization, carry the signals of television broadcast

stations unless such stations place a signal of Grade B
strength over the community serviced by the CATV
system.'*

The foregoing history spells out the sharp change
[|between 1959 and 1965 in the Commission's view of its

authority to regulate CATV. It should, however, be

ipointed out that during that period the Commission

I

3 The Commission rules governing television broadcast stations recognize

jthree grades of signal strength—Principal City Grade, Grade A and Grade B.

^hese grades are defined in terms of the level of signal intensity which is re-

^quired to provide an acceptable signal to 90% of the locations for the foUow-
ng percentages of time: Principal Qty Grade—90%; Grade A—70%; Grade
;B—50%.

4 Section 74.1101, et scq. of the Commission's Regulations. 47 C.F.R.
1 74.1101, et seq. (1967).

t
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repeatedly sought, but Congress did not enact, authorizing

legislation dealing specifically with CATV.''

E. The Proceedings Here Involved

Petitioner is the operator of a community antenna tele

vision system (hereinafter CATV)« in Port Angeles

Washington. (R. 0001). Petitioner's CATV system com

menced operations in May of 1960. (R. 21). At that tim(

the Commission had not attempted to exercise jurisdictioi

over CATV systems and had actually refused to regulati

them. (R. 21). In the year before Petitioner began thi

operation of its CATV system, the Commission had decidec

unanimously that it did not possess jurisdiction to regulat<

CATV systems directly. (R. 21 and 22). It stated ;

reason for its decision (refusing to regulate CAT\

5 The history of these attempts is set out in a footnote contained in th

Notice of Inquiry and Notice of Proposed Eule Making, supra, note 1, a

464, B. 13:
f

Following the Report and Order in Docket No. 12443, supra, the Con;'

mission recommended that the Congress amend the Communications Ac

to require CATV systems to obtain the consent of the stations whos

signals they transmit, and to carry the signal of the local station (witt

out degradation) upon request. These proposals were embodied i

S. 1801 and H.R 6748, introduced in the 86th Congress, including i

2653 (providing for the licensing of CATV systems) and S. 2303 (prt

viding for the issuance of certificates of convenience and necessity). Th

Communications Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Interstate an

Foreign Commerce reported favorably on S. 2653. S. Kept. 923, 86t

Cong., 1st Sess. In 1960, following two days of debate on the floor o

the Senate (106 Cong. Roc. 10326, 10344, 10407 and 10520), S. 2653 ws'

recommitted to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce b.

one vote, 106 Cong. Rec. 10547. As a result, no legislation relating t|

CATV systems was enacted in the 86th Congress. In the 87th Congres-

the Commission proposed S. 1044 and H.R. 6840, which would ha^

expressly authorized the Commission to issue rules for the protection a

stations providing locally-originated television programs. These bil'

received no action. The Commission proposed no legislation to the 88t

Congress, and no action was taken on any bills.

8 The operation of CATV systems has been described in detail in Clark,

burg Publishing Co. v. Federal Communications Commission, 225 F. 2d 5

(D.C. Cir. 1955) and Lilly v. United States, 238 F. 2d 586 (4th Cir. 1956).
j



systems) which is still valid today. The Commission

stated

:

"59. We have no doubt that, as the broadcasters

urge, CATV's are related to interstate transmission

(regardless of where the station retransmitter is

located, the signal often originates, via netw^ork, in

New York or elsewhere). Therefore it appeared to us
' there is no question as to the power of Congress to

regulate CATV's, or give the Commission jurisdiction

to do so, if it desires. But, as an administrative agency

I
created by Congress, we are of course limited by the

terms of the organic statute under which we were
created, and must look to that statute to find the extent

of our jurisdiction and authority.
"

'^ (R. 22).

The Commission from 1960 to this day recommended

several bills to the Congress which would have given the

authority to the Commission to regulate CATV systems

and accompanied the request for submission of these bills

with the statement that the Commission needed this

authority, but the bills have not been enacted into law.

j(E.22)/

Under the jurisdictional posture of the Commission pre-

vailing in 1960, Petitioner obtained a local franchise to

provide CATV service to Clallam County, Washington.

Petitioner is currently providing such service to the viewers

of the conununity of Port Angeles, Washington, and its

I surrounding suburbs. (R. 0001 and R. 22). The population

of Clallam County is approximately 35,000. Port Angeles

jhas a population of approximately 15,000. Petitioner's

jCATV system serves about 3,000 subscribers.^ (R. 0001,

0002, R. 22 and 23).

T In the Matter of Inquirj- into the Impact of Community Antenna Systems,

et«. on the Orderly Development of Television Broadcasting, Docket No. 12443,

Report and Order No. FCC 59-292, 24 Fed. Reg. 30004, 18 Pike & Fischer

Eadio Reg. 1573 (1959); 26 FCC 403 Par. 59. See also. Pars. 62, 64, 69

and 70 of the same document.

8 FCO Memorandum Opinion and Order in this matter, released January 23,

1968, page 1, para. 1. (R. 0015).
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The Port Angeles Teleeable, Inc. CATV system supplier

its subscribers with the signals of the following televisior

stations

:

Call Sign Channel Network Location

CRUT-TV o CBS Vancouver, British Columbia

KOMO-TV 4 ABC Seattle, Washington
KING-TV a NBC Seattle, Washington
CHEK-TV 6 CBS Victoria, British Columbia
KIRO-TV 7 CBS Seattle, Wasliington
CHAN-TV 8 CTV Vancouver, British Columbi:
KCTS-TV 9 Educational Seattle, Washington
KVOS-TV 12 CBS Bellingham, Washington

(R. 0002 &R. 23)'

The city of Port Angeles is located on the Straits o:

Juan de Fuca which is 17 miles south of Victoria, Britisl

Columbia. This community is on the Olympic Peninsuh

surroimded on the north and northeast by water (Straitf

of Juan de Fuca), and on the south and west by th<

Olympic Mountain Range which severely impedes thi

reception of television signals from all United Statet

stations except Station KVOS, Bellingham, Washington

This is because Bellingham, which is a greater distance

from Port Angeles than Seattle (R. 0002, R. 23) transmits

its signal over the Straits of Juan de Fuca to said com
munity. "Spotty" television reception caused Petitionei

to select an antenna site so as to insure that its subscribers

receive high quality reception from all television channeb

available in the Port Angeles area, especially the Seattle

stations. (R. 0003 and R. 23).

In the Spring of 1966, six years after Petitioner's CAT\
system began operations in Port Angeles, the FCC assumec

regulatory jurisdiction over the entire CATV industry anc

published certain Rules and Regulations in the Federa

Register which it adopted as the Second Report and OrderJ]

The Second Report and Order was adopted by the Com
mission after voluminous comments were filed by botl

representatives of the broadcasting industry and th(

"2 FCC 2d 725 (1966).



CATV industry during the pendency of the rulemaking

proceeding. (E. 24).

Port Angeles Telecable, Inc. is a member of the National

Cable Television Association, Inc. (formerly called National

Community Television Association, Inc.), of Washington,

D. C. The National Cable Television Association, Inc.

(hereinafter NCTA), the only national trade association

for CATV members and associate members, filed volumi-

nous comments on behalf of its members, including Peti-

tioner, in the aforesaid rulemaking proceeding. These

comments challenged the jurisdiction of the Commission

to regulate CATV systems, because neither the Com-

munications Act of 1934, as amended, nor any other law

grants to it such authority either expressly or impliedly,

and NCTA challenged the proposed regulations as

arbitrary and capricious and as violative inter alia of the

due process clause of the Fifth Amendment to the Con-

stitution of the United States. Nevertheless, the Commis-

sion adhered to its said Eules and Regulations. These

legal challenges are now pending in cases in the Circuit

Court of (R. 24) Appeals for the Eighth Circuit ^^ and

some of the issues are being reviewed in the Supreme

Court of the United States on certiorari from a decision

of this Court." (R. 25).

Pursuant to the said Second Report and Order, Tele-

vision Station KVOS-TV, Bellingham, Washington, has

requested non-duplication protection under Section 74.1103

(e) of the Commission's Rules.^^ On September 14, 1966,

10 Black Hills Video Corporation and Midwest Video Corporation, Petitioners

V. United States of America and Federal Communications Commission (Case

No. 18,052).

11 Southwestern Cable Co., et al. v. United States of America and Federal

Communications Commission (378 F. 2d 118—C.A. 9, 1967).

12 47 C.F.E. §74.1103; United States of America and Federal Communica-

tions Commission v. Southwestern Cable Co., et al. (Case No. 363), on cer-

tiorari to the Supreme Court of the United States (Oct. Term 1968).
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Petitioner, through its CATV system manager, Mr. Jack

B. Chapman filed a Petition For Waiver with the Com-
mission dated September 7, 1966, pursuant to Section

74.1109 of said Rules. (R. 0001-0008, R. 25).

After outlining the facts and statistics pertaining to

Petitioner's operation, as narrated above, the said Petition

For Waiver stated that compliance with the request by

KVOS-TV would require the Petitioner to delete at least

substantial portions of the programming of Television

Station KIRO-TV, Seattle, Washington, and would possibly

result in totally deleting the programs of this Seattle

station from its system. (R. 0003 and R. 25).

Petitioner pointed out that a grant by the Commission

of its Petition For Waiver would not adversely affect

Television Station lO^OS-TV. (R. 0005). In support of

this conclusion, Petitioner stressed the following facts.

The contours of Station KVOS in Bellingham are very

unique and provide said licensee with the best of both

possible worlds. This station (R. 0004 and R. 25) provides

a Grade A signal to Vancouver, British Columbia ; Victoria, i

British Columbia; and its Grade A signal falls just north

of Seattle. Seattle, is, however, within its Grade B contour.

Its non-network advertisements and non-network pro-

gramming, for the most part, cater to advertisers and
listeners Avithin its Canadian coverage. Geographical

factors are such that it has an extremely choice coverage

contour, which should not prejudice the subscribers of

the Port Angeles CATV system who enjoy, desire and are

dependent upon the signals from the Seattle stations,

especially KIRO-TV. (R. 0004 and R. 26).

Petitioner stated KVOS would not be prejudiced against

should the Commission grant the waiver request. (R. 0005

and R. 26).

KVOS-TV serves both Vancouver, British Columbia and
Bellingham, Washington. This is understandable; KVOS
serves a potential of 368,200 television households in
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British Columbia and only 145,700 such households in the

United States. The Canadian Bureau of Broadcast

Management credits KVOS-TV with a "station reach" of

268,100 homes, whereas the American Research Bureau

credits KVOS-TV with an average daily circulation of

34,500 homes in the United States. The network base

hourly rate of KVOS-TV is only $300.00, whereas its Class

AA rate is $650.00, which is obviously attributable to

KVOS-TV 's substantial Canadian audience. All of this

information is recited in the 1966 edition of Television

Factbook. (R. 0005 and R. 26).

Petitioner brought to the attention of the Commission

the fact that the community of Port Angeles is a Seattle

suburb and not a Bellingham suburb. Port Angeles is

63 miles from Bellingham and only 60 miles from Seattle.

However, to travel from Port Angeles to Bellingham

encompasses a trip of approximately 170 miles. An indi-

vidual traveling by automobile from Port Angeles must
cross one toll bridge (R. 0003 and R. 27), take a ferry

across a body of water and drive 94 miles to reach

Bellingham. This trip consumes approximately Sy^ hours.

A trip from Port Angeles to Seattle takes only about two
hours. The proximity of Seattle to Port Angeles has

caused the citizens therein to become dependent upon
Seattle in all regards. Seattle advertisers cater to the

Port Angeles market; such is not the case as concerns

retailers in the Bellingham area. A cursory glance at any
map reveals the closer geographical proximity of Seattle

vis-a-vis Bellingham to Port Angeles. (R. 0004 and R. 27).

j
The Petition For Waiver pointed out the inconsistencies

in the Commission's Rules if they were applied to the pre-

vailing situation in Port Angeles. The Rules would work
to the benefit of three Canadian television stations (CBUT,
CHEK and CHAN) (R. 0005 and R. 27), which could
advertise on their channel and be heard and seen by the

subscribers of the CATV system, but KIRO-TV and KING-
TV, of Seattle, Washington, would be blacked out when
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KVOS-TV would use the same programs as KIRO and (

KING within a twenty-four liour period, and the advertise-

ments from Seattle could not then reach Petitioner's CATV
subscribers. (R. 0005, 0006 and R. 27).

Petitioner did not ask for relief only for its subscribers,

but it pointed out that the Rules were detrimental to the

community of Port .Vjigeles. (R. 0006 and R. 28). This

was obvious from the fact that merchants in Seattle, which

is much more readily accessible to the inhabitants of Port

Angeles than Bellingham (R. 0003, 0004), cannot advertise

their goods in Port Angeles, because certain programs con-

taining these advertisements are blacked out by Commis- •,

sion fiat, while the Bellingham station's programs and f

advertising, which cater more to the Canadian markets,

can be shown on the Port Angeles CATV system. Thus,

the citizens of Port Angeles are deprived of the benefit of

advertisements originating from Seattle. (R. 28).

The Commission summarily denied Petitioner's Petition

For Waiver on January 23, 1968 (R. 0015-R. 0018). Peti-

tioner duly filed before this Court a Petition For Review .;

as stated in the Jurisdictional Statement, supra.
'

F. Questions Presented I

The questions presented which will be argued in detail

in this Brief are as follows:

1. Does the Federal Communications Commission i

have statutory authority to issue rules, regulations and

orders with respect to CATV systems which are not

served by microwave and which, accordingly, make no

use of the radio spectrum?

2. If the Commission does possess such authority,

can it deprive the viewing public of its right to select

the television programs of its choice through general

rules adopted upon the mere conjecture and without

proof that a CATV system will have an adverse i
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economic impact upon television stations to the extent

that the public interest will be adversely affected?

3. Can the Commission deny a Petition For Waiver

of its non-duplication rules based upon allegations

supported by affidavit of Petitioner without a hearing,

when the allegations are simply contradicted by an

Opposition not accompanied by an affidavit as required

by the Commission's Rules?

4. Can the Commission apply its rules to a pre-

existing CATV system, which has relied upon the

Commission's repeated declarations that it had no

jurisdiction over it, in a way that changes its business

practices and threatens its continued existence?

5. Can the Commission's rules arbitrarily discrim-

inate between CATV subscribers and the general public

in prohibiting the CATV subscribers only from viewing

certain television programs available to all in the

CATV community?

6. Can the Commission's rules prohibit advertising

from distant stations to be received in the CATV com-

munity without violating the antitrust laws?

7. Can the Commission impose upon a non-licensee

CATV operator the restrictions imposed upon its

licensees while simultaneously denying to the CATV
operator the procedural protections of Section 309(e)

of the Communications Act because he is a non-

licensee ?

. Specification of Errors

1. The Commission's attempt to regulate Petitioner, a
ATV system not served by microwave, was issued with-

t statutory authority.

2. The Commission summarily disposed of Petitioner's

(Tguments claiming that its contentions were "largely con-
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clusionary in nature."" (R. 0015, para 2, and R. 28)

To the contrary, Petitioner's CATV system manager, Mr

Jack B. Chapman, accompanied tlie pleading with ai

alTidavit to the eiTect that he had "reviewed the foregoinj

petition for waiver and states that the facts therein othe

than those which may be officially noticed, are based upo
his personal knowledge and are true and correct.'

(R. 0007 and R. 28). The Commission in its Memorandur.

Opinion and Order does not point to contrary statement

under oath or to facts which contradict the claims in M>
Chapman's affidavit. (R. 001 a-R. 0017). As stated to thl

Federal Communications Commission by the United State

Circuit Court for the First Circuit in the case of Presqu

Isle TV Co., Inc. et ol. v. United States of America an

Federal Communications Commission (Case No. 689(;

(R. 28), in a decision rendered on December 18, 196

"there was no justifiable basis for the Commission

sweeping them aside with a part of one sentence." (R. 29

*{Presque Isle TV Co., Inc. et al. v. United States c

America and F.C.C., . . .F.2d . . ., 1st Cir. 1967).

In that case, the Petitioner had filed affidavits wit,

reference to the signal strength of television stations aii|

pertaining to economic impact and the Commission ha,

simply stated, in effect, as in this case, that it was not coil

vinced, despite the fact the testimony was uncontradicted

In the instant case, likewise, KVOS did not show how c

to what extent it would be injured financially by Pei

tioner's carrying the Seattle stations' programs. (R.

R. 0009-0013).

The Rules of the Federal Communications Commissic

(? 74.1109) provide that comments or opposition (such j

that filed by Intervenor, KVOS Television Corporatio

R. 0009-R. 0014) to a petition (such as that filed by Pe

18 Memorandum Opinion and Order released January 23, 19fi8, page 1, pa

2 (R. 0015).
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tioner (R. 0001-B. 0008) before that Commission "shall

contain a detailed full showing, supported by affidavit, of

jany facts or considerations relied upon". The Commis-

jsion's Rule § 74.1109(c)(2)(d) states:

I Interested persons may submit comments or opposi-

tion to the petition within thirty (30) days after it has

been filed. Upon good cause shown in the petition, the

Commission may, by letter or telegram to known
interested persons, specify a shorter time for such

1 submissions. Comments or oppositions shall be served

! on petitioner and on all persons listed in petitioner's

affidavit of service, and shall contain a detailed full

showing, supported by affidavit, of any facts or con-

siderations relied upon."^*

': Intervenor's, KVOS's, opposition did not contain the

required detailed full showing and it was not supported by

an affidavit,!' although Petitioner's Petition For Waiver

ifiled with the Commission was supported by the affidavit

j(R. 0007) required by the Commission's Rules (§74.1109

1(c) (1).^^

Still this did not phase the Commission nor deter it

from disregarding the facts and considerations contained

lin Petitioner's Petition For Waiver and making a finding

ibased upon allegations made by Intervenor in its Opposi-

I

tion To Petition For Waiver. The Commission disregarded

ithe facts and allegations supported by Petitioner's affidavit

and based its findings upon Intervenor's allegations and

conclusions which were not supported by affidavit as re-

quired by the Commission's Rules. This does not constitute

a finding by the Commission upon the facts in the record.

In fact, the Commission's decision appears to be merely

a synthesis of the Intervenor's Opposition To Petition For

14 The nearest attempt to supporting its allegations was made by KVOS
by incorporating by reference irrelevant affidavits filed in an entirely different

ease not involving Petitioner (R. 0011 and E. 0012). This fails to comply

with 5 74.1109(c)(2), supra.

1547 C.F.R. §74.1109, et seq. (1967).
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Waiver. The Memorandum Opinion and Order of the Com-

mission simply paraphrases Intervenor's uncorroborated

Opposition. The following comparison of the salient points

in the Commission's Memorandum Opinion and Order with

the main points in Intervenor's Opposition makes this

conclusion inevitable.

KVOS' Opposition to Prtition

for Waiver (R. 0009-0014)

(Emphasis added)

1. So far as the public is

concerned, it is immaterial
whether the network pro-

grams it views are those

of KIRO-TV or KVOS-TV
(R. 0010).

2. In support of its request to

be relieved of the requirement
that it afford non-duplication
protection to KVOS, Port

^ Angeles Telecable agrees that

(a) the community of Port
Angeles is more closely iden-

tified with Seattle than with
Bellingham; (b) KVOS-TV
has unique advantages; and
(c) KVOS-TV would not be
prejudiced should the Com-
mission grant Port Angeles
Telecable 's waiver request.

3. Not only has Port Angeles
Telecable failed to provide
factual support for those
claims, but it has totally

failed to show that such con-
siderations, even if true,

would warrant a departure
from the Commission's non-
duplication requirements as

FCC's Memorandum Opinion
and Order (R. 0015-0018)

(Empha-sis added)

It makes no real difference to

the cable subscribers wliether

they watch CBS programming
on the channel allocated to

KVOS rather than on the one

alloted to KIRO. (R. 0015 and
0016).

In support of its waiver request.

Port Angeles Telecable argues

that Port Angeles has a greater

community of int-erest with

Seattle than Avith Bellingham:
that KVOS-TV would not be

prejudiced by a grant of tho

waiver. These contentions arc

largeli) conclusionary in nature.

No facts are alleged in support
of the claims that the people of

Port Angeles are "dependent
upon Seattle in all regards

'

' and
that "Seattle advertisers cater

to the Port Angeles market"
while Seattle retailers do not.

But even if true, these argu-
ments are not persuasive (R.

0015. para. 2).

Our Second Report and Order
in Docket Nos. 14895 et al, 2
FCC 2d 725, found, for reasons
there stated, that stations in

this situation are entitled to

limited protection of the pro-

gram exclusivity for which they

have bargained through the dele-

tion of more distant programs
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KOS' Opposition to Petition

for Waiver (R. 0009-0014)

(Emphasis added)

kt forth in Rule 74.1103 (R.

'010). . . . There is no luider-

fing factual support for Port

Lageles Telecable 's conclu-

ionary statements. (R. 0011).

4. 'ort Angeles Telecable makes
point of the fact that

[VOS-TV provides television

jrvice to persons in Canada
s well as to the United States

itizens whom it is licensed to

jrve. The short answer to

liiis contention is that KVOS-
'V is a fully American sta-

bn which fully meets its re-

ponsibilities to serve the

eeds and interests of the

sfnited States viewing public

dthin its service area. (R.
lOll). . . . Port Angeles Tele-

'able's final argument in sup-
lort of its waiver request is

hat KVOS-TV would not be
•rejudiced by a grant of its

•etition. Port Arigeles Tele-

able's suggestion that KY08-
^V has sufficient coverage so

hat incursion into its United
Uates revenues can he over-
ooked must he rejected. Port
ingeles Telecable's own peti-

ion concedes that a suhstan-
ial portion of KVOS-TV's
^evenue is derived from net-

vork sources, which conced-
•Aly are rated on the hasis of
Urculation in the United
states. (R. 0012).

FCC's Memorandum Opinion

and Order (R. 0015-0018)

(Emphasis added)

duplicating their own. It would
be disruptive of KVOS-TV's
audience in Port Angeles for its

network programming to con-

tinue to permit that program-
ming to be duplicated from
Seattle. Our Second Report ex-

plains the reasons for requiring
program exclusixdty and Tele-

cable has not shown that these

reasons are not fully applicable

here.

Finally, the claim that KVOS
would not he prejudiced is,

again, not adequately supported.

While it is suggested that it de-

rives substantial revenues from
its Canadian circulation, it is

conceded that it has a network
base hourly rate of $300, which
depends upon its audience for

the network programs here in

question. Port Angeles is within
its Grade A contour, and it is

the only American station which
provides dependable over-the-

air service to that community.
(R. 0016).
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3. The Commission's Rules pertaining to waiver appl:

tions provide that "The petition may be submitted i

formally, by letter . . . ." (§ 74.1109(b)), [see Appeii

A attached to this Brief] and that the Commission, a

the consideration of the pleadings, may determine whel

the public interest would be served by the grant, in wl.

or in part, or denial of the request, or may issue a ni

on the complaint or dispute. The Commission may spo

other procedures, such as oral argument, evidentiary hi

ing, or further written submissions directed to partici

aspects, as it deems appropriate (§ 74.1109(f)).
[f

Appendix A attached to this Brief.]

If the Commission did not believe that Mr. Chapm;
affidavit was conclusive, it could have held oral argum^

ordered a hearing or at least it could have ordered furl

;

written submissions in the case, (R. 29). Instead, it tur >

down the request for waiver summarily and arbitral;

(R. 30 and R. 0015-R. 0017).

In fact, the Commission's Memorandum Opinion i

Order in this case indicates that the Commission i

already made up its mind and that no matter how ]n

suasive Petitioner's proof was, the outcome would b?

been the same. The Commission said: "But even if tj

these arguments are not persuasive." ^^ This conclui;)

defies logic. If Petitioner's statements supported o

affidavit are true and correct to the effect that Port Angle

has a greater community of interest with Seattle than \t

Bellingham (R. 0003, 0004), that KVOS-TV obtains!

revenue primarily from its Canadian audience (R. 0"-

0005) and that KVOS-TV ivoiild not be prejudiced b

grant of the waiver (R. 0005), then there would be no pu i

interest involved in protecting KVOS-TV from competi'

»

with the Seattle television stations and depriving CAi^

subscribers from the programs and advertising of i

18 Memorandum Opinion and Order released January 23, 1968, paj

(R. 0015).
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Sattle television stations. The Commission confesses its

a,)itrariness and capriciousness in this statement. (R. 30).

The Commission's non-duplication rules are on their face

a protectionist policy for television stations regardless

oneed. The proof is that they go into effect in any par-

ti'iilar case and in all cases only if the television station

rifuests the protection in writing from the CATV system.

Tese Rules were adopted in spite of the policy of the Com-
nnications Act which allows television stations to be in-

vfved in the competitive free enterprise system without

bng subjected to public utility, common carrier and profit

lilting rules such as pertain to telephone common
criers, for instance. The non-duplication rules apply

n^ardless of a showing of need by the television station.

Tus the public is deprived of information and advertising

mssages because of these arbitrary and capricious rules

o:the Commission, contrary to the First Amendment to

tl Constitution of the United States, (R, 30 and 31).

. The Commission stated:

"It makes no real difference to the cable subscribers
whether they watch CBS programming on the channel
alloted to KIRO.""

T|e Commission has evidence in its files that CATV sub-

sabers often react violently to having a television channel

t(which they are accustomed yanked away from them by

Commission action. For example, one CATV system, in a

ci,e brought to the Commission's attention, lost 300 sub-

Siibers within the very first month by complying wdth the

Cfnmission's Rules. *^ When the Seattle stations are

bvcked out by the Commission's action, the particular

clmnels remain dark instead of containing a station's

Memorandum Opinion and Order released January 23, 1968, pp. 1 and
2 p. 0015 and 0016).

'The Black Hills Video Corporatian and Midwest Video case referred to
intn. 10, supra.
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program. This is a deprivation of a service for which he

CATV subscriber pays a monthly fee. Part of the 'n-

sideration for the monthly fee is to light up as may
channels or television signals as can be received in be

locality by means of the coaxial cable. Insistence by he

Commission upon imposing these arbitrary and capric us

Rules probably will cause Petitioner to lose many b-

scribers and thus be deprived of its property without ue

process of law in violation of the Fifth Amendment tobe

Constitution of the United States. Furthermore, the Cji-

mission's Rules, if upheld, would require Petitioneito

spend several thousands of dollars in obtaining additii al

personnel in order to switch the programs off and b,ck

out the channels or to purchase an expensive time-cck

which is designed to do this automatically, or to do \th

of these things. Furthermore, time-clocks are not reli)le

and they can involve Petitioner unwillingly and unmtti)ily

in violation of the Rules and subject it to punishmen by

the FCC. (R. 31 and 32).

The Commission knows that its following statemen is

inaccurate

:

"It makes no real difference to the cable subscrilrs

whether they watch CBS programming on the cha:iel

allocated to KVOS rather than on the one allotte< to

KIRO, and the former 's signal should be the stroi er

one in the Port Angeles area. " ^^

Were non-duplication pursuant to the Commissi I's

Rules put into effect, the channels on which the dupliit-

ing Seattle stations occur would be blacked out \vile

KVOS broadcast the same programs and the same 'O-

grams cannot be broadcast for a twenty-four hour pemd.

The CATV subscriber while watching a program is id-

denly faced with an exasperating blacked out screen nd

19 Memorandum Opinion and Order released January 23, 1968, paf 1

and 2 (R. 0015 & 0016).
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he must get up and change it to another channel. (R. 32).

In the case of shut-ins or sick or crippled people, this can

cause a very serious disruption. Furthermore, the pro-

grams may be lost to the particular viewers, if a movie, for

instance, is shown at a particular time on a particular day

by KVOS-TV and because of the FCC Rules it cannot be

received that day on a Seattle television station at another

•time on the same day, when the particular viewers have

fthe time or the opportunity to see it. All of this was ex-

plained at length to the FCC by NCTA in the proceedings

tvhich led to the issuance of the Second Report and Order.

irhis is a glaring instance where a Government agency pur-

aorts to know more than the particular business operator

whether it makes a real difference to the clientele to be

lleprived of a program at a particular time. (R. 33).

,
5. The Commission made the assumption that KVOS'g

signal "should be the stronger one in the Port Angeles

irea."'" That is a pure assumption, not based upon any
'act in the record. The Commission should know that a

.''ATV system usually obtains its signal on a tower on a

ligh mountain-top where the mountains would not interfere

jvith reception as they do in the valleys. Port Angeles'

|)leading stated that Bellingham is a greater distance from
I'ort Angeles than Seattle. (R. 33).

6. The Commission's finding that "it would be disruptive

|f KVOS-TV's audience in Port Angeles for its network
jj)rogramming to continue to permit that programming to

|j>e duplicated from Seattle^^ is not based upon any substan-

jial evidence in this record or in the proceedings which led

|o the Second Report and Order, as NCTA for Petitioner

Sind others pointed out in the latter proceedings. KVOS
las not shown that its progranuning is or will be disrupted

20 Memorandum Opinion and Order released January 23, 1968, page 2

|R. 0016).

21 Memorandum Opinion and Order released January 23, 1968, page 2

If. 0016).
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by Petitioner's CATV continuing to do what it has done

for years, viz., to receive the programs from the Seattle

stations. (R. 33 & 34).

KVOS-TV in its Opposition To Petition For Waiver

(R. 0009-R. 0014) filed by Port Angeles did not deny that

it had a choice television allocation because of its proximity

to the Canadian markets which it serves. The Commis-

sion's annually published statistics for the last five years

indicate that the average commercial television station in

the United States makes unprecedented profits, by compari-,

son with other businesses. Those statistics prove thai

the average commercial broadcast station currently makes

between 100% and 105% return on its capital investment

each year before taxes and depreciation. Under the cir"

cumstances, it is unreasonable, arbitrary and capricious'

for the Commission to issue a rule which requires protec

tion by a CATV system of a television station without

proof of the need of such protection on the part of the'

broadcast station requesting protection, through an en-

forced black out of the programs of competing televisior

stations in other markets. The Second Report and Ordet

of the Commission states that the television station is en

titled to such protection mthout proof or even allegatioi

of need. The public is made the loser in this type of arbi

trary and capricious Rule and the private businessman wh(,

operates a CATV system. (R. 34).

H. Summary of Argum.enl

The regulations adopted by the Commission in its Secom
Report and Order deal in considerable detail with a wid<!

variety of subjects such as whether a CATV system hat

the right to carry only the signals of its choice or whethei

it must carry the signals of local television stations.

This issue is not present here because Petitioner volun;

tarily carries the signals of so-called local teJo\nsion sta,

tions, including that of KVOS-TV, the Intei-vonor herein.
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The simple aspect of the Commission's Rules involved in

his case is whether the Commission has the right to compel

irbitrarily a CATV operator to black out to his financial

letriment from his subscribers' view the signals of televi-

iion stations which they can see any\\^ay on their television

'ets by means of a roof-top antenna.

I

Because this question is inextricably interwined with the

Question of Commission jurisdiction to regulate those

jpATV operators, such as Petitioner, who make no use of

fhe radio spectrum, this latter question will be argued first,

i

: There is nothing in the Federal Communications Act of
']

934 which gives to the Commission authority to regulate

i business which makes no use of the radio spectrum, ex-

cept a common carrier by wire engaged in interstate com-

nerce. A CATV system maizes no use of the radio spec-

rum, and the Conmiission itself and the Courts have ruled

.hat a CATV system is not a conmion carrier. Therefore,

i CATV system, such as Petitioner, which is not served by

nicrowave, is not subject to the Commission's jurisdiction.

;'he Commission repeatedly has asked the Congress for this

power and the Congress did not grant its request.

Even if it were conceded, arguendo, that the Commission

lid have jurisdiction over Petitioner, the Commission does

iot have the authority to deprive the viewing public of its

kght to select the television programs of its choice through

general rules adopted upon the mere conjecture and ^vith-

jut proof that a CATV system will have an adverse eco-

fiomic impact upon televi'sion stations to the extent that the

I

tublic interest will be adversely affected.

Again, if it were conceded, arguendo, that the Commis-
ion could regulate CATV systems, the Commission cannot

kpply its regulations to a CATV system which was in exist-

ence before the Commission asserted its jurisdiction in a

s^ay which causes the CATV system to lose subscribers or
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wliicli threatens its continued existence. This is a depriva-

tion of property without due process of law.

Even if the Commission did have jurisdiction over CATV
systems, it cannot arbitrarily disci-iminate between CATV
subscribers and the general pul)Iic by prohibiting the CATV
subscribers only from viewing certain television programs

available to all in the CATV community.

The Commission oajinot without violating its oAvn prece-

dents and the antitrust laws of the United States prohibit

advertising from distant television stations from being

received in the conmiunity by CATV subscribers only.

The Commission cannot impose upon a non-licensee, such

as Petitioner, the restrictions imposed upon its licensees

while simultaneously denying to the CATV operator the

procedural protections afforded to licensees under the Com-i

mmiications Act of 1934 because he is a non-licensee.

ARGUMENT
I. THE COMMUNICATIONS ACT OF 1934 CONFERS NO AU-

THORITY ON THE COMMISSION TO REGULATE NON-
MICROWAVE CATV SYSTEMS

The Conmiission rested its Memorandum Opinion and

Order in this case squarely upon its Second Report and

Order in Docket Nos. 14895, et al, 2 FCC 2d 725 (R. 0016).

The Commission stated: "Our Second Report explains the

reasons for requiring program exclusivity and Telecable

has not shmvn that these reasons are not fully applicable

here." (R. 0016). The Commission does not base its^

decision upoii any other grounds.

The Second Report and Order (2 FCC 2d 725 [1966]) was

based upon the following alleged authority contained in the

conclusion of that Report and Order:
;

Conclusion

154. Authoritv for adoy)tion of those lulos is contained

in Sections l', 4(i), 303, 307(b), 308, and 309 of thc^
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Oommunications Act. A\'o wish to stress particularly

the provisions of Section 1 that the general purpose of

the Act is to "maintain the control of the United States

over all the channels of interstate and foreign radio

transmission . . . under licenses granted by federal

authority"; of Section 303(h), "to establish areas or

zones to be sei'ved by any station"; of Section 307(b),

to make "a fair, efficient, and equitable distribution of

radio service among the several states and oonimuni-
ties", Section 303(g), to study ncAv uses of radio and
generally encourage the larger and more effective use
of radio in the public interest, and Section 303 (s), the
"all-channel receiver" section. The rules we adopt
here, under the rule making power bestowed upon the
Commission in Sections 4(i) and 303(r), are designed
to "study new uses" and insure future CATV activity

and growth consistent with the "larger and more effec-

tive use of radio in the public interest". Indeed, the
type of situation here involved is the very reason for
the creation of this agency as the history of early
chaos in the radio field shows. As the Supreme Court
has stated, the Communications Act "expresses a de-
sire on the part of Congress to maintain, through ap-
propriate administrative control a grip on the dynamic
aspects of radio transmission" {FCC v. Pottsville
Bctg. Co., 309 U.S. 134, 138; see also NBC v. U. 8.,
319 U.S. 190).

The Commission is composed of seven members and three

of the members dissented to all or certain parts of the

Second Report and Order.

Commissioner Bartley 's dissent is as follows

:

I dissent from the action asserting jurisdiction over
community antenna systems. In my opinion, the Com-
munications Act does not now confer such jurisdiction
and the Commission is without authority to promulgate
these rules.

I believe that we should seek legislation to resolve
the basic considerations in this matter. Since the
real concern surrounding CATV appears to be its pos-
sible evolution into pay TV, I propose an amendment
of the Communications Act to preclude community
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antenna systemis from distributing programs other

than those received from transmissions of broadcast

stations.

I am opposed to the rule's impediments on entry of

commmiity antenna systems into the top 100 markets,

and specification of the Grade B contour, rather than

the Grade A or lesser contour, as the benchmark for

requiring carriage of local TV stations. (Attached to

Second Report and Order).

Commissioner Loevinger concurred in the substantive

provisions of the Order but said:

"I ciinnot join in the opinion or agree that the Com-
mission has the jurisdiction which it now asserts." . . .

On the other hand, the assertion of jurisdiction is

a legal matter that requires a legal judgment. Nothing
has appeared or occurred since the previous Commis-
sion statement on this subject that furnishes any basis

for reaching a different conclusion as to jurisdiction

than the one set forth in my prior opinion. 38 FCC
683, 746 (1965). Accordingly, I adhere to that opinion

and to the conclusions stated there." (Attached to

Second Report and Order).

Commissioner Loevinger is a former judge of the Su-

preme Court of Minnesota. Because of the lucidity of his

\'iews in the devastating attack which he made upon the

alleged jurisdiction of the Commission, his dissenting opin-

ion attached to the First Report and Order of the Com-
mission (30 F.R. 6038; 38 FCC 683, 746 (1965), and in-

corporated by reference in his dissent to the Second RepoH
and Order (31 F.R. 4540; 2 FCC 2d 725 [1966]) is carried

in full in Appendix B to this brief.

Petitioner is a member of the National Cable Television

Association, Inc., (hereinafter NCTA) of Washington,

D. C, which is the only national trade association for

CATV systems in the United States. AU of the legal

arguments contained in this brief were made in substance
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by NCTA on behalf of its members in the proceedings

before the Commission which led to the issuance of the

First Report and Order and the Second Report and Order

I in Docket Nos. 14-895, 15233 and 15971. These legal chal-

lenges are now pending in oases in the 'Circuit Court of

Appeals foir the Eighth Circuit^- and some of the issues are

being reviewed in the Supreme Court of the United States

on certiorari from a decision of this Court.-'"* (E. 24, 25, 33).

The case was argued before the Supreme Court of the

United States on March 12 of this year and a decision is

j
expected before the end of the Supreme Court's present

term in June of this year.

The alleged basis of the Commission's jurisdiction to reg-

; ulate non-microwave CATV systems is contained in the

Conclusion of the Second Report and Order, supra. Suc-

cinctly stated, as it is generally in the Grovemment's briefs

t
before the Courts and such as in the Southwestern Cable

Company case now pending before the Supreme Court of

the United States, it amounts to the following:

'

' CATV constitutes interstate communication by wire
(47 U.S.iC. 152(a), 153(e) since the systems physically
intercept and extend television signals. By so doing,
they directly affect and threaten to disrupt the alloca-

tion plan for off-the-air television service establiished

by the Commission under the Act (47 U.S.C. 303(h)
and (s), 307(b). CATV is therefore subject to the
Commission's general regulatory powers (47 U.S.C.
154(i), 303(f) and (r), 312(b))."

This argument is wholly dependent upon the assumption

that CATV constitutes '
' interstate communication by wire '

'

22 Black Hills Video Corporation and Midwest Video Corporation, Petitioners

V. United States of America arid Federal Communications Commission (Case

No. 18,052).

23 Southwestern Cable Co., et al. v. United States of America and Federal

Communications Commission (378 F. 2d 118—C.A. 9, 1967) ; United States of

America and Federal Communications Commission v. Southwestern Cable Co.,

et al. (Case No. 363. October Term, 1967) on certiorari to the Supreme/
Court of the United States.
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and theroforo falls under the authority vested in the Com-

mission. The argmnent refers to the fact that Sections

303(h) and 307(b) of the Act, 47 U.S.C. §§ 303(h), 307(b)

(1964), empowear the Cowmaission "to establish areas or

zones to be served by" radio stations and to provide for a

"fair, efficient, and equitable" distribution of radio services

"among the several States and conimunitieis." It notes

that Section 303 (s)-^ was enacted to effectuate the policy

of encouraging local broadcasting by authorizing the Com-

mission to require television receivers shipped in interstate

commerce be equipped to receive UHF ti-ansmission.

Finally, it refers to Sections 4(i), 303(f) and 303(r), 47

U.S.C. §§ 154(i), 303(f), 303(r) (1964), general provisions

confeiTing authority upon the Commission to perform

acts, make rules and regulations, prescribe restrictions and

conditionis and issue orders.

The Commission's assertion of jurisdiction over OATV,
based on claimed authority over '

' interstate communication

by wire" explicitly disavows reliance on the Commission's

authority to regulate common carriers under Title II of

the Act. On the contrary, the Commission has expressly

rejected the vieAv that CATV systems are common carriers.

Frontier Broadcasting Co. v. Collier, 24 F.C.C. 251 (1958)

;

Philadelphia Television Broadcasting Co. v. FCC, 359 F.2d

282 (D.C. Cir. 1966). It also ruled that CATV is not en-

gaged in broadcasting and that, therefore, its acti^dties do

not constitute unauthorized rebroadcasts in violation of

Section 325(a) of the Act, 47 U.S.C. § 325(a) (19&4).

{Frontier Broadcasting case, supra).

Nor does the Government contend that CATV constitutes

"radio communication." The suggestion was considered

and rejected by the Commission when it originally decided

it had no authority to regulate CATV. CATV and TV

24 47 U.S.C. $303(8) (1964). This is the so-called All-Channel Receiver

Law. Pub. L. No. 87-29, 76 Stat. 150 (19G2).
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lepeafer Services, 26 F.C.C. 403, 428-29 (1959). It was

gain discussed in the Commission's Memorandum On Its

uiisdiction and Authority, 1 F.C.C.2d 453, 478-82, issued

u April 23, 1965, as an attachment to the Notice of Inquiry

nd Notice of Proposed Rule Making which initiated the

'econd Report and Order. However, when the Commission

;sued the Second Report and Order on March 4, 1966,

Imost one year later, it relied for its claim to jurisdiction

Dlely on its view that CATV constitutes communication by

jrire. In these circumstances the contention that CATV
Iso constitutes communication by radio cannot be con-

dered here. SEC v. Chenery Corp., 318 U.S. 80, 87

1943).^'

. History and Structure of the Communications Act in 1934

Prior to 1934 the authority over radio communications

nv exercised by the Federal Communications Commission

ider Title III was exercised by the Fedeiral Radio Com-
;i8sion pursuant to the Radio Act of 1927, 44 Stat. 1162.

't that time the Interstate Commerce Commission reg-

ated conmiunications common carriers pursuant to the

iterstate Commerce Act.-" 41 Stat. 475. Section 1 of

e Communications Act, 47 U.S.C. § 151 (1964), makes it

tsar that the purpose of the iCommunieations Act was to

/5 The Radio Act of 1927, from which Title III of the Communications Act

ved, was directed at the elimination of confusion, chaos and conflicting

of the radio spectrum. National Broadcasting Co. v. United States, 319

, 190, 211-13 (1943). But CATV does not involve use of the spectrum,

£& the Act contains no standards for the regulation of this type of com-

ijnication. However, if CATV were determined to constitute interstate

C|ununication by radio, difficult problems would arise concerning the Com-

1
lesion's present system of leaving a large measure of regulation to State

;

ajj local authorities. The regulatory scheme for interstate communication by
fjio preempts the field and is

'
' exclusive of State action. '

' Allen B. Dumont
i rWatories, Inc. v. Carroll, 184 F. 2d 153, 155 (3d Cir. 1950), cert, denied,

\ ^ U.S. 929 (1951).

fin
addition, the Postmaster General had certain jurisdiction over corn-

carriers. S. Rep. No. 781, 73d Cong., 2d Sess. 1 (1934); H.R. Rep.

1850, 73d Cong., 2d Sess. 3 (1934).
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vest in one central body the authority foaTnerly exercise'

by separate agencies with different statutory grants i:

one statute administered by one agency,-^ and additional]

to confer certain specified new authority upon the agenc

so established.^

Before the enactment of the Communications Act, od

common carriers had been regulated under the Intexsta

Conunerce Act. The relevant provisions of that Act wei,

repealed by Section 602(1)) of the Oommunications Act, <

U.S.C. § 602(b) (19(54), and were reenacted as Title II (

the latter act. Only radio conmiunication had been re

ulated pursuant to the Radio Act of 1927, which was r

pealed by Section 602(a) of the Conmiunications Act, '

U.S.C. § 602(a) (1964), and was essentially reenacted

Title m.

The structure of the Communications Act is compar

tively clear. Title I 47 U.S.C. §§ 151-155 (1964), is entitl-

("G-eneral Provisions". It sets forth the purposes of t'

Act, establishes the Commission, defines the terms used ai

contains familiar organizational provisions. Section 1, Til

I, is captioned "Purposes of Act, Creation of Federal Coi

munications Commisision". It states that "[f]or the pi,

pose of regulating interstate and foreign conm:iunicati

by wire and radio", and for related purposes, "there

hereby created a commission to be known as 'Fedeii

Communications Commission'." Section 2(a), Title I, [ji

captioned "Application of Act" and states that "[i]|5

27 lUd.

28 For example, Section 307(b), 47 U.S.C. § 307(b) (1964), as originrV

enacted was a new provision authorizing the issuance of additional licef3

for stations not exceeding 100 watts in power. Similarly, Sections 325^)

anw 325(c), 47 U.S.C. ^^ 325(b), (e) (1964), were new provisions desigil

to give the Federal Communications Commission control over broadcast stuijS

in the United States used to furnish programs to be broadcast to the Un'l

States from a foreign country. See S. Rep. No. 781, supra, at 6, 8 ; H.B. I >•

No. 1918, 73d Cong., 2d Sess. 48, 49 (1934).
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provisions of this Act shall apply to all interstate and for-

eign communication by wire." (Emphasis added). Title

II, 47 U.S.C. §§ 201-22 (1964), is entitled "Common Car-

riers" and deals only ^\^tli common carriers "engaged in

nterstate or foreign connnmiication by wire or radio," 47

Q.S.C. §201. Title III, 47 U.S.C. §§301-97 (1964), is en-

itled "Special Provisions Relating to Radio". Its pur-

pose is set forth as, "among other things, to maintain the

[control of the United States over all the channels of inter-

state and foreign radio transmission," 47 U.S.C, §301.

fitle III confers broad powers upon the Commission to

emulate radio transmission, including the power to issue

•adio station licenses, 47 U.S.C. §§ 303(e), 307(a); and

icensing pursuant to the standard of "public convenience,

nterest, or necessity" is the basic instrument for the ex-

•rcise of those powers. Regents v. Carroll, 338 UjS. 586,

^>97-98 (1950).-^

I Non-common carrier wire communication, whether or not

nterstate, does not fall within either of the two basic sub-

ect matters of regulation dealt with in the Act. It is not

uider Title II unless it is wire communication engaged in

ly a common carrier. Even if it should be conceded that

pATVs engage in interstate wire communication, the Com-
nission's consistent holdings that they are, nevertheless,

lot common carriers operates to exclude them from regula-

tion under Title II. Similarly, CATVs are not subject to

^-egulation under Title III because they are not engaged in

fadio communication.

! 29 The remaining titles of the Act which are not pertinent to the questions

Dresented, are captioned "Procedural and Administrative Provisions" (Title

IV; 47 U.S.C. U 400-10), "Penal Provisions" (Title V; 47 U.S.C. U 501-10)

'ind "Miscellaneous Provisions" (Title VI; 47 U.S.C. 6010xxx; VI; 47

,D.S.C. ^ 601-07).
i
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B. Commission Regulation of Interstate Wire Communicatioi

by Non-Common Carriers

Once it is recognized that—whatever else CATV may b

—it is neither a common carrier, nor engaged in radi<

transmission, it ine\dtably follows that CATV falls outsid*

the regulatory areas defined in Titles II and III of ih^

Cormnunications Act whether or not it has interstat-

impact.'*''

The Commission usually points out, however, that th>

term "communication by wire" in Sections 1 and 2(a) o'

the Act, is not limited to common carriers. And it is thi

use of the term in these sections which is relied upon by th:

Commission for the assertion of Commission authority ove.

CATV; and that such references in the Act constitute .:

separate and independent grant of authority to regulatt

CATV activities.

Stated otherwise, the linchpin of the Commission's con

tention is that Section 2(a) of the Act confers authorit^j

over CATV as an activity in "interstate wire commimica|

tion"; and, since the Commission has determined tha

CATVs are not common carriers, that it has authority ti.

regulate such non-common carriers engaged in wire com'

30 The contention that CATV systems, such as the petitioner's, whose oj(

erations are confined within a single state are nevertheless engaged in "inteij

state" communication by wire is subject to considerable question. SectioJ

2(b) of the Act, 47 U.S.C. H52(b) (1964), expressly precludes Commissio'

jurisdiction even over carriers "engaged in interstate or foreign communicn.

tion solely through facilities connected with the facilities of another carrier 'i

not under common control or "solely through connection by radio, or by wir

and radio, with facilities located in an adjoining State or in Canada o

Mexico ... of another carrier" not under common control. In his separat

opinion, concurring in part and dissenting in part to the First Report am
Order, Commissioner Loe\nnger concluded from Section 2(b) and simila

limitations contained in Sections 214, 221(b) and 301(d) of the Act, 4

U.S.C. H2U, 221(b), 301(d) (1964), that the intent of Congress wa
". . . to deny the Commission jurisdiction over intrastate carriers which ar

not part of a single integrated system and which simply carry signal

emanating from another State." First Report and Order, 38 F.C.C. 683

753-54 (1965). (See Appendix B hereto).
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iiuiioation. If it does not have the claimed authority to

gulate such non-common carriers the entire argnment

Ills.

'ilt is submitted that this esisential basis of the Commis-

5>n's claim to authority over CATV systems cannot be

epported—that, on the contraiy, under Section 2(a) of the

,3t the Commission does not have authority to regulate

(ITVs engaged in wire communication and that this is so

blether or not the wire comnmnication is interstate. This

i manifest from the explicit terms of Section 2(a), which

Init the Commission's authority to the ''provisions of

tis Act"; the absence of any such "provisions", substan-

t^e or procedural, or authority relating to interstate wire

crmnunication by non-common carriers in general and

(VTV in particular; the legislative intent; and the histoiy

c the Act's administration.

faction 2(a) states only that the "provisions of this Act

sail apply ... to all interstate and foreign communication

l, wire," but does not describe which provisions apply, in

viich circiunstances, under what terms, or to what extent,

hch a delineation of authority—essential to valid delega-

tin to an administrative agency—is set out in the other

pk)visions of the Act. It is indisputable, based on a search-

ife and meticulous examination, that the Act is devoid of

ay single provision granting regulatoiy authority over

rn-common carriers engaged in wire communications.^^

lie absence of any such regulatory provisions relating to

IFor this reason eases such as National Broadcasting Co. v. United States,

3] U.S. 190 (1943), and American Trucking Assn 's v. United States, 344 U.S.

2| (1953), and by the District of Columbia Circuit in Buckeye Cablevision

iL V. FCC, No. 20274 (D.C. Cir., June 30, 1967), are irrelevant. Those casesi

dllt only with the scope of regulatory authority over persons or entities (e.g.,

ntor carriers and radio station licensees) already recognized to be subject

t some regulatory authority. They are not precedents vsdth respect to the

ejension of administrative authority to entities or persons not covered by
tj relevant statute at all.
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non-common carriers engaged in wire communication

when contrasted with the comprehensive regulatory regiu

governing radio and common carriers spelled out in d'

tailed provisions implementing Section 2(a), clearly r

veals the purpose of the Act to regnilate common carrier

but not to regulate non-common carriers engaged in ^vil

communication.^^

In fact the Act confers upon the Commission only thri

functions with respect to wire communications generall

i.e., functions not limited to common carriers. Section 4(o

47 U.S.C. §154(o) (1964), directs the Commission to '*i

vestigate and study" problems relating to the maximin

effective "use of radio and vdre communication . . . [J|

they relate to the] safety of life and property." And Se-

tion 4(k), 47 U.S.C. § ir)4(k) (1964), directs it to mal

32 The terms '
' wire communication " or " communication by wire '

' appd

in a number of sections of the Act other than Sections 1 and 2(a). Th'

one or the other term is used in a number of the provisions of Title II, ho

ever only in connection with common carriers. Moreover, the terms may a!

be found in Sections 2(b), 3(a), 3(e), 4(b), 4(k), 4(o), 406, 410(a), 4

502, 503(a), 602(b), 002(d), 604(c), 605 and 606 of the Act, 47 U.S'

^M52(b), 153(a), 153(e), 154(b), 154(k), 154(o), 406, 410(a), 412, 5(

503(a), 602(b), 602(d), 604(c), 605, 606 (1964). A number of these proi

sions are also expressly confined in their impact to common carriers, e.

Sections 406, 503(a) and 604(c). Others do have a direct or indirect r

pact upon non-common carrier wire communication. Section 605 prohibits w.

tapping and is not limited to common carrier communication. Section 6

confers certain emergency powers upon the President—not upon the Co*

mission—with respect to all forms of wire communication, but '

' during t

continuance of a war" only. The limitation on financial interests of Fede:

Communication Commissioners, contained in Section 4(b), is not limited

interests in common carriers. Section 4(k) requires the Commission to ma

annual reports to Congress containing information that the Commission m
consider '

' of value in the determination of questions connected with t

regulation of interstate and foreign wire and radio communication and rai

transmission of energy." Similarly, Section 4(o) directs the Commission

investigate and study matters relating to "the use of radio and wire co

munications in connection with safety of life and property." Section 3(

is merely a definition and serves only the nonnal purpose of a statutory defi:

tion. Thus these references to "wire communication" or "communicati

by vriire" contained in the Act clearly establish no general system for t

regulation of non-common carrier wire communication.
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imual reports to Congress and provides that the reports

hall contain "specific recommendations as to additional

'gislation" and are to contain information collected by

lie Commission "of value in the determination of questions

onnected with the regulation of interstate and foreign wire

aid radio communication." The limitation of an agency's

auction with respect to a specific subject matter to study,

,ivestigation and recommendation to Congress is familiar.

'"PC V. Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line Co., 337 U.S. 498,

bs (1949). In addition, Section 605, 47 U.S.C. §605

1964), prohibits wire tapping with respect to "any inter-

jate or foreign conununication by wire or radio, '

' and the

'ommission has comprehensive regulatory powers to effec-

late that prohibition. Benanfi v. United States, 355 U.S.

3 (1957). These three functions do not, of course, estab-

sh a general system for the regulation of non-common

.irrier wire communication.

The legislative history of the Act expresses the clear and

lequivocal intent not to confer on the Commission regu-

tory authority over non-common carrier wire oommuni-

uition. The statement of the managers on the part of the

lOUse, included in the Conference Report, noted that the

fenate version of Section 3(h), 47 U.S.C. § 153(h) (1964),^^

been adopted and stated

:

It is to be noted that the definition does not include

any person if not a common carrier in the ordinary
sense of the term, and, therefore does not include press

associations or other organizations engaged in the busi-

ness of collecting and distributing news services which
may refuse to furnish to any person service which they
are capable of furnishing, and may furnish service

13 Section 3(li) of the Act provides that " 'common carrier' or 'carrier'

ijans any person engaged for hire, in interstate or foreign communication

l wire or radio or in interstate or foreign radio transmission of energy, except

ere reference is made to common carriers not subject to this Act; but a

rson engaged in radio broadcasting shall not, insofar as such person is so

^jaged, be deemed a common carrier, '

'
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ujidcr varying arrangements, establishing the servii

to be rendered, the temis under which rendered, ar

the charges therefor.

H.R. Rep. No. 11)18, 73d Cong., 2d Sess. 4r)-46 {193^

(emphasis added).'" To treat Sections 1 and 2(a) as Ind

pendent sources of regulatory authority would require

conclusion that the draftsman smuggled authority mi

those sections which they deliberately excluded from Tit'

Nor may it be argued that the Commission's assert'

power over CATV differs from its clear lack of authorL

over the press and other non-conmion carriers engaged '

conmiunication by Avire for the reason that such groups a

not involved in and do not have an impact on broadcastir

The fact is that radio and television networks are similar;

engaged in commimication by wire, and their involveme

with and impact upon broadcasting in general and televisi-i

in particular is profound. And it is also the fact that ij

Commission has not asserted jurisdiction over netrv'orM

On the contrary, the Commission has repeatedly and e|

plicitly disavowed authority over the networks. Thus, (

Don Lee Broadcasting System, 5 P&F Radio Reg. 111!,

1197-98 (1949), the Commission stated:

The network regulations are designed to insure th

;

control of the individual stations is not forfeited to,;

network organization with which such stations a,!

affiliated. The networks, as such, are not licensed j'

the Commission and are under no statutoi-y obligati i

to serve the public interest. The Chain Broadcasti;

Regulations, therefore, are designed to govern the oc •

duct of the individual stations rather than the networi

34 See also H.B. Rep. No. 1850, supra note 26, to the same effect.

I

3!> In this connection it it noteworthy that CATV systems carry and origin s

news programs.
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!' The analogy between CATV operations over which the

[Commission has presumed to assert authority, and network

)perations where the Commission has disavowed authority

;s striking, and on "all-fours". Netw^orks are engaged in

,ranscontinental communication by wire for the purpose of

.'carriage" of television broadcast programs,^'^ The avail-

l-bility of net work programs and indeed the availability of

,et work affliation agreements is frequently crucial to the

ifference between success and failure of television broad-

ast operations and particularly UHF station operations. ^^

Regulation of networks by the Commission could be a

'ighly effective means of attaining ComLmission objectives

'ot other^vise attainable, including its allocation plan for

'ff-the-air service and service to local conmiunitieis. One
•irect means of encouraging UHF broadcasting would be a
bquirement that networks accept as affiliates a certain per-

bntage of UHF broadcasters.

I

I

The Commission, however, has never asserted that its

Aneral regulatory powers may be exercised upon the net-

works in order to foster its plan for allocation of television

|rvice.^^ Instead, it has expressly advised Congress that

(The Commission has no jurisdiction over networks as

ch and the Commission does not have authority to license

p8 It is irrelevant to the question presented that networks lease lines from

lephoue common carriers. But in any event many CATV systems also lease

from the same companies and for the same pui-pose. And the Commission

asserting jurisdiction over CATVs does not distinguish between systems

ich own and those which lease their lines.

37 "The inability of most UHF stations to obtain network affiliation, or, if

itjliated,

to obtain sufficient network commercial programs was an important

iter in the limited development of the UHF service. '
' Network Broad-

Oting, Report of the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, H.E.

Jp. No. 1297, 8.5th Cong., 2d Sess. 226 (1958).

8 Thus, the chain broadcasting regulations involved in National Broad-
ting Co. v. United States, supra, note 31, were "addressed in terms to

tion licensees and applicants for station licenses" and npt to networks,

'f
U.S. at 198.
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or regulate networks"^'* and that the Commission "canno

roach networks directly".^" "When it lias deemed it desir

able to exercise direct regulatoiy authority over network.-

it has sought such authority from Congress."' Based o

fact, logic and law the assertion by the Commission of jim>

diction over netw^orks is a flat and absolute contradictioi

And the assertion of jurisdiction over CATVs cannot bi

defended in the light of the Commission's opposite answe

over the course of more than three decades to the identici

question presented with respect to networks. On the coi

traiy, since the Commission has not presumed to claiu

jurisdiction over the networks which are the lifeblood c

broadcast operations, how can it validly assert such ai

thorityoverCATV?

The compelling conclusion that the Commission does m
have authority over wire communication by non-commc

carriers also is supported by the consistent and unifor

practice of the Commission in other areas over an extendt
• • •

period of time. For years non-conmion carrier wire co©i

mmiication systems have been in extensive use and have ni

been subjected to regulation by the Commission. In adc

tion to the press services, hundreds of thousands of mil<

39H.R. Rep. No. 1297, 85th Cong., 2d Sess. 628 (1957).
'

40 Hearings before a Subcommittee of the House Committee on Intersta!

and Foreign Commerce, Besponsibilities of Broadcasiing Licensees and Statt

Personnel, 86th Cong., 2d Sess. 672 (1960). i

41 With the support of the Commission, two bills were introduced in t^

86th Congress. One was H.B. 5042 (entitled in part "A Bill To Amend I;

Communications Act of 1934 To Subject Television Networks to Cert^

Controls"), and the other was H.E. 11340 (entitled in part "A Bill To Amtj

the Communications Act of 1934 ... To Provide for the Regulation )

National Networks"). H.R. 5042 provided authority for the Commission
make rules and regulations directly applicable to the television networks, wl i

H.R. 11340 provided for the exercise of regulatory authority over the netwo

under a mandatory system of licensing national networks. Each was deaigi

to give the Commission specific regulatory .authority over the networks. !i

H.R. Rep. No. 281, 88th Cong., 1st Sess. 149-50 (1963). Neither bill v

enacted, and similar legislation, introduced in the 87th Cong., Ist Sess. i

S. 2400, also failed of enactment.
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of private non-carrier conmmnication. systems have been

operated (some as early as 1851) by railroads, electric

I power, petroleum and natural gas pipeline companies with

frights of way or similar facilities which make it practical

for them to do so. See ATdT (Railroad Interconnection),

1
32 F.C.C. 337 (1962). The railroad industry alone main-

tained over 200,000 miles of pole line in 1957.*- Yet the

;
Commission has never—before it asserted authoriy over

Q^TV—undertaken to regulate the operation of such sys-

tems.*^ Thus, while the amiual reports of the Commission

make reference to Sections 1 or 2(a), the functions they

describe include only the regulation of oonmion carriers and

radio communication; they do not refer to non-common

carrier wire communication.**

C. The Communications Act Provides None of the Required

Substantive and Procedural Standards for Regulation of

Wire Communication by Non-Common Carriers.

The structure of the Communications Act is such that the

assumption that the Commission has authority to regu-

late non-common carrier forms of wire communication

leaves it wholly without statutory standards for the ex-

ercise of the authority. In sharp contrast, the Act does

contain both general and detailed standards for the regula-

tion of radio communication and common carriers. The

licensing power which the Commission exercises with re-

spect to radio under Title III must be administered in the

42 See In the Matter of Allocation of Frequencies in the Bands Above 890

mc, 27 F.C.C. 359 (1959).

43 The only area affecting such private wire communication systems which

the Commission undertakes to regulate relates to whether the practices of com-

mon carriers, subject to Commission authority, permitting or denjang the

private wire communication systems to intereomieet with the carriers are

discriminatory. AT&T (Eailroad Interconnection), 32 F.C.C. 337 (1962).

This, of course, represents a regulation of the carriers, not of the non-carrier

wire communication system seeking interconnection.

44 See, e.g., 18 F.C.C. Ann. Eep. 13, 15 (1952); 28 F.C.C. Ann. Rep. 15

(1962); 31 F.C.C. Ann. Eep. 10 (1965).
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"public interest, convenience, or necessity", a standard

found adequate in Federal Radio Commission v. Nelson

Bros. Bond and Mortgage Co., 389 U.S. 266, 285 (1933), and

National Broadcasting Co. v. United States, 319 U.S. IQC,"!

226-27 (1943), in the light of its context, the purposes ofd

the Act and the requirements it imposes. Similarly, the.1

standards used for the regulation of common carriers pur-|

suant to Title IT are familiar and adequate for public'

utility regulation.^'" These general standards are given

flesh in nimierous provisions of the Act dealing \vith sub-

stantive, procedural and remedial matters relating to the

regulation of common carriers and radio commmiication.

Those provisions incorporate the basic legislative standards

governing the regulatoiy authority conferred on the Com-
mission. They specify with care, precision and detail the

substantive and procedural criteria for regulation under

Title ir« and under Title HI."^

IMoreover, the Act expresses an explicit concern \\dthi

areas of radio and common carrier activities excluded fromi

45 E.g., Section 201 requires charges, practices, etc., to be " just and rea-

sonable" and Section 214 requires certificates of "public convenience and

necessity '
' for common carrier operations.

i^ E.g., unjust and unreasonable discriminations, 47 U.S.C. § 202(a); the

use of franks and passes, 47 U.S.C. $ 210(a) ; adequacy of facilities, extension

of lines and public offices, 47 U.S.C. § 214(d) ; required records and depre-

ciation practices, 47 U.S.C. $ 220(a) (b); length of suspension of new

charges, and hearing requirements, 47 U.S.C. ^ 204; court injunction invol\-ingi

reductions or extensions of ser\-ice, 47 U.S.C. ^ 214(c) ; cease and desist au-.

thority, 47 U.S.C. $ 205(a) ; claims for damages in proceedings instituted I

either in the courts or before the Commission, 47 U.S.C. ^ 206, 207, 206

and 209.

47 E.g., classification of radio stations, including areas and zones served i

and power and time of operation, 47 U.S.C. § 303 ; restrictions on granta

t-o aliens, 47 U.S.C. J 310; operation of transmitting apparatus by licensed i

operators, 47 U.S.C. J 318; standards for distribution of licenses, frequencies,

hours of operation and power among the several states and communities,

47 U.S.C. 5 307(b) ; terms of licenses and standards, as well as procedural

requirements governing renewals, 47 U.S.C. ^307(d); and substantive and

procedural conditions governing modification, suspension and revocation of

licenses, 47 U.S.C. JM03(f), 303(m), 312 and 316.
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regulation by the Commission and, thercfoire, subject to

regxilation by the states.*® An assertion of plenaiy Com-

mission jurisdiction over CATV based solely upon the

language of Sections 1 and 2(a) must assume that Con-

gress was wholly miconcerned vnth problems relating to

the approi)riate areas of state and federal regulation over

non-conmion carrier wire commmiication. This assumption

flies in the face of its disclosed and explicit concern with

respect to radio and common carrier regulation.

No such similar panoply of substantive and procedural

provisions may be fomid in the Act with respect to wire

commmiication engaged in by non-conmion carriers. The
general regidatoiy provisions relied upon by the petitioners

qualify the power granted with limitations such as "not
inconsistent with this Act, as may be necessary in. the ex-

ecution of [the Commission's] functions''^ (Section 4(i));

"not inconsistent \vith laAv as it may deem necessary . . .

to carry out the provisions of this Act" (Section 303(f))

;

, "or as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this

Act" (Section 303(r), emphasis added). However, with

respect to non-common carrier wire communication there

are no '

' provisions of this Act '

' or Commission '
' functions '

'

defined elsewhere in the Communications Act to give mean-
ing or limit to these general regulatory powers. And in

the absence of any substantive and procedural authority

,
or limitation, the Commission 's argimient is reduced to the

I contention that the Commission has the jurisdiction to reg-

julate CATV, i.e., \\are communication conducted by non-

I

carriers, for such purposes and by such means as it may
consider appropriate.

I

A further difficulty with the PCC's position is that it

chooses from only one of the multitude of objectives con-

,
tained in the Act, some of which relate to radio communica-
tion and some of which relate to common carriers, to pro-
vide the required standards. The Second Report and Order

<8 See note 30, supra.
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D. The Commission's Claim to Regulatory Authority Over
Non-Common Carrier Wire Communication Is Wholly In-

consistent With Its Historic Administrative Practice/'"

The Government does not attempt to argue that the pro-

visions of the Act it cites and which confer substantive

powers upon the Commission, even when combined with the

general regulatory provisions, authorize it to regulate ac-

tivities or entities not otherwise subject to Commission

jurisdiction. Nor can that contention be made. This is

the essential holding of Regents v. Carroll, 338 U.S. oSG

(1950), which confirmed the power of the Commission to

reqniie a radio licensee (i.e., a subject of its regulatory

authority) to disaflfirai a contract as a condition of renewal

of license. However Regents also held that this authorized

action of the Commission could not operate to prevent the

other party to the contract—a non-licensee—from obtain

ing appropriate relief for the breach of contract. Indeed

if the law were otherwise it would operate to extend the

Commission's jurisdiction to activities which may be so con-

ducted as to have an incidental or even direct impact upor

the Commission's allocation plan for off-the-air televisior

sei'vice, but which are beyond the Commission 's competence

to regulate—e.g., the production and distribution of motior

pictures, the activities of the press, broadcasting networi

practices,^'^ or before the All-Channel Receiver Law, 4'i

U.S.C. §303(s) (1964), was enacted, the shipment of tele,

vision sets in commerce.

As the Commission usually points out, the inability unlit

recentlv of most television sets to receive UHF signals

no Microwave relay systems are clearly a form of radio communication

In consequence, eases dealing with Commission jurisdiction over such systems

e.g., Carter Mountain Transmission Corp. v. FCC, 321 F. 2d 359 (D.C. Cir.)|

cert, denied, 375 U.S. 951 (1963), and Idaho Microwave, Inc. v. FCC, 35'

P. 2d 729 (D.C. Cir. 1965), are irrelevant. Moreover, in each ease the micro

wave service involved was a common carrier.

51 See supra, pp. 41-44.

A
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•epresented a formidable obstacle to the development of

JHF broadcasting and therefore to effectuation of the

Commission's assigimient plan. However, the Commission

nade no attempt to contend, as it has with respect to

]ATV, that interstate shipment of sets equipped to receive

)nly VHF affected and threatened to disrupt its plan for

iff-the-air television service and therefore is subject to the

yommission's general regulatory powers. Rather, as it

lid with respect to networks, and CATV it requested legis-

3.tion, empoweiing it to deal with the problem. In so

loing it frankly stated

:

In the Communications Act of 1934, Congress vested

the Federal Communications Commission with the re-

sponsibility of making available to all people of the

United States, an efficient and nationwide communica-
tions service, and certain authoiity to carry out these

responsibilities. Our request for this legislation is an
expression of our feeling that in the area of television

reception systems, our present authority is not com-
mensurate with our responsibilities . . J''^

s j
In sum, the Commission regards CATV as a form of

I jjire communication, but not as one conducted by common

! |rrie(rs; since, as demonstrated above, no provisions of

\ |e Act confer general regulatory authority over non-oom-

[on carriers engaged in wire communication, the Commis-
n lacks authority over the subject matter.

Accordingly, if the Commission considers regulations ap-

i l^opriate it must seek authority and direction from Con-

•ess. And, in fact, after concluding that it lacked regula-

ry authority in 1959, CATV and Repeater Services, 26

,C.C. 403 (1959), the Commission did seek appropriate

islation. The continuing and repeated efforts to obtain

2 Hearings on H.B. 8031 Before the House Committee on Interstate and
^ireign Commerce, 87th Cong., 2d Sess. 7-8 (1902).
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such legislation are set forth in Appendix C hereto."'^ Th(

Commission's failure to obtain such legislation stronglj

suggests a Congressional awareness and acquiescence ii

the Commission's 1959 determination that it lacked sucl

jurisdiction.^'* This acquiescence is entitled to great weight

United States v. Leslie Salt Co., 350 U.S. 383, 396-39",

(1956). See also Norwegian Nitrogen Products Co. v

United States, 288 U.S. 294 (1956).

The precise question here presented is whether non

microwave CATV may, as a form of wire conmiunicatioi

conducted by non-common carriers, be regulated by thi

Commission pursuant to the Communications Act. It i

submitted that the foregoing discussion amply supports th

conclusion that the Communications Act confers no genera

regulatory authority ovct such wire communication upo

the Conmiission and that, therefore, CATV is not subject t

such regulation.

This conclusion obviously does not preclude an act o

Congress conferring regulatory authority over CATV upoi!

the Commission or some other body. Moreover, such legi&

lation would supply answers to a host of questions whic

an assumption of plenary jurisdiction under Sections 1 arn

2(a) give rise, including : Shall CATV be licensed and if s(

by whom and for what period? Shall CATV systems pa

a franchise fee or rather, as in broadcast, shall the lioensi

be granted free ? Shall the rates charged by CATV to tbj

53 The Commission 's description of these efforts through the 88th Congrei

are set forth at note 5, supra. Appendix C also describes the legislative treaj

ment of UATV in the 89th Congress and discloses that nothing has sinJ

occurred to indicate the existence of any different Congressional \-iew.
;

54 Such efforts to obtain legislation are pursuant to the mandate of Sectii'

4(k)(l) of the Act to make annual reports to Congress on "such informatitj

and data collected by the Commission as may be of value in the detennini

tion of questions connected with the legislation of interstate and foreign wi|

and radio communication and radio transmission of energy" and Secti

4(k)(5) to make "specific recommendations to Congress as to additior-

legislation which the Commission deems necessary or desirable. '

'
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" viewer be regulated and if so, by whom and upon what

basis?

Although the Commission has undertaken to answer some

of these questions and refrained from answering others, its

claim to plenary jurisdiction necessarily involves a claim of

li

authority to answer all. The answers which it has furnished

have been supplied without any statutory guidance or direc-

;
tion and are at variance with the explicit directions of Con-

Igress in conferring authority on the Commission under
i Titles II and III.

The Commission's Memorandum Opinion and Order heire

involved (R. 0015-0018) cannot be supported by resort to

[
Sections 4(i) and 303 (r) which are general regulatory

provisions of the Communications Act.

' First, this contention would assume that the Commission

does have authority to regulate non-microwave CATV sys-

tems and the argument would fail in any event if, as argued,

supra, the Commission does not have such authority.

The powers which the Conunission reads into Sections

4(i) and 303(r) could atfect far moire than CATV, and

could well govern other activities subject to regulation

under the Communications Act. Sections 4(i) and 303(r)

of the Conununications Act are framed in language familiar

in statutes conferring conventional powers upon an ad-

ministrative agency. The general language of these sec-

tions requires that this question be tested in the light of

the structure of the Act and its legislative history, rather

than by sweeping cliches of statutory interpretation which

literally assume the answer to the question presented.

Section 4(i), 47 U.S.C. § 154(i) (1964), provides as

j

follows

:

" (i) The Commission may perform any and all acts,

make such rules and regulations, and issue such orders,

not inconsistent with this Act, as may be necessaiy in

the execution of its functions. '

'
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Section 303(r), 47 U.S.C. § 303(r) (1964), provides that

the Oomniission shall

:

" (r) Make such rules and regulations and prescribe

such restrictions and conditions, not inconsistent with

law, as may be necessary to carry out the provisions

of this Act, or any international radio or ^\dre com-
munications treaty or convention, or regulations an-

nexed thereto, including any treaty or convention inso-

far as it relates to the use of radio, to which the United

States is or may hereafter become a party."

This task is made more difficult because the problem

arises in the context of the Commission's asserted juiis-

diction over CATV. As pointed out above the Com-

munications Act is replete with explicit provisions

which give meaning and limitation to the substantive and

procedural powers granted to the Commission in areas it

was expressly intended to regulate. For example. Section

316(a) of the Act, 47 U.S.C. § 316(a) (1964), expressly au-

thorizes the Commission for stated reasons to "modify a

station license or construction permit". This power to

modify is available when the Commission has pei-mitted a

station to transmit signals in a manner that interferes

with other legitimate uses of the radio spectrum. Never-

theless, Section 316(a) expressly requires that before thei

Commission modifies a license the licensee must be accorded)

a hearing if he so requests; and Section 316(b), 47 U.S.C.<|

§ 316(b) (1964), provides that at the hearing "both the

burden of proceeding with the introduction of evidence and

the burden of proof shall l>e upon the Commission."

It is therefore clear that the limiting impact of provisions

of the Act relating to fields other than CATV would not

permit the language of Sections 4(i) and 303 (r) to operate

in those fields with the same expansive and unlimited mean-

ing claimed with respect to CATV. Since the Act does not

deal with non-oarrier wire communication, it does not con-

tain similar sources of illumination and limitation. Para
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doxicaliy, it is this very lack upon which the Government

rehes to support the Oonmiission's claim that its authority

to regulate CATV must encompass all that is necessary to

iprcvent frustration of the Act's purposes.

, As we have earlier noted, this is but another way of

claiming that not only has Congress directed the Commis-

don to regulate CATV, it has directed it to do so pursuant

lo any procedures the Commission sees fit to adopt. Such

I contention is so patently at odds with the Administrative

if*rocedure Act and standards for the delegation of powers

'hat it must be rejected out of hand. Rather, it is neoes-

,!aiy to look both to Sections 4(i) and 303 (r) themselves

md to a complex of relevant background in order to deter-

iiine whether these provisions in fact confer the injunctive

lowers claimed.

The language of Sections 4(i) and 303(r) evidence no

iitention to give to the Commission broad regulatory juris-

liction over industries or businesses not included otherwise

dthin the scope of the Communications Act.°^ Indeed,

he language justifies the conclusion that these sections are

)asically enabling provisions intended to implement the

Ipecific provisions of the statute, not general grants of

pdeipendenti suibstantive authority which authorize the

iotion taken in this case against Petitioner which makes
|o use of the radio spectrum. See FCC v. American Broad-

lasting Co., 347 U.S. 284, 289-90 (1954). Their scope must
)€ measured by reference to the express provisions and

iurpo'ses contained in other sections of the Act. Alabama
Uec. Coop., Inc. v. SEC, 353 F. 2d 905 (D.C. Cir. 1965),

|ert. denied, 383 U.S. 968 (1966). Thus, for example, these

ections are validly employed to issue rules governing radio

tations engaged in network broadcasting in view of the

55 The legislative history of Section 4(i) is set forth in Appendix D hereto;

tie legislative history of Section 303 (r) is set forth in Appendix E hereto.
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express authority conferred over such activities.^^ No-

tional Broadrnsting Co. v. United States, 319 U.S. 19(

(194-3). Similarly, the sections are properly employed tc

impleancnt the express Congressional policy against mo
nopoly enunciated in the Communications Act by limiting

the number of stations under common ownership or con

trol. Storer Broadcasting Co. v. United States, 240 F. 2i

5.-) (D. C. Cir. 1957)."

The legislative history of Section 4(i) (set forth in Ap
pendix D) demonstrates no intenit by Congress to make i

broad grant of the extraordinary powers here involved

Section 4(i) was derived from a provision of the Interstate

Commerce Act, 49 U.S.C. §17(3) (1951), which was do

signed to permit the ICC to control "the order and regula

tion of proceedings before it. " °^ It was desired that th

new commission have similar powers, and Section 4(i) wa

described "as more general in terms and may be suflScien

in scope to cover rules of practice and forms of pleading.'

(Appendix D). The legislative history makes it abun

dantly clear that this section was conceived as limited an<

narrow in scope, and not as a source of administrativ

injunctive power.

Section 303(r) was not part of the original Communicaj

tions Act of 1934, but was enacted in 1937 as a consequencj

56Seetion 303(i) of the Act, 47 U.S.C. ^ 303(i) (1964), provides that tli

Commission shall '
' Have authority to make special regulations applicable

radio stations engaged in chain broadcasting. '

'

57 See Section 313 of the Communications Act, 47 U.S.C. ^ 313 (1964).

58 Subsection 4(i) of the Communications Act is contained in the Sectioi

entitled "Provisions Eclating to the Commission" which sets forth and dea
^

with such administrative matters as the number and salaries of the Commir

siouers; the location of the principal office; the employment of staff member*'

the fixing of payment of overtime to staff engineers; the making of expend

tures for rent ; expenses for supj)lies, books, periodicals, etc. Tlie subsectic

immediately preceding 4(i) defines a quorum and provides: "The Conimi

sion shall have an official seal which shall be judicially noted." 47 U.S.I

J 154(h) (1904).

_L
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|of unfortunate losses of life on the high seas in the Morro

Castle and Mohawk disasters. The legislative history of

the provision (set forth in Appendix E) shows that the

Dnly purpose of the provision was to extend the Conimis-

-ion's general regulatory and nile making powers to make

^t possible to give effect to "any international radio or

>vire communication convention" relating to safety at

sea. Eeliance on this provision to support sweeping and

sj^neral injunctive powers by the Commission is wholly

nitenable.

i

jl. THE COMMISSION CANNOT DEPRIVE THE PUBLIC OF ITS

j
RIGHT TO RECEIVE AND SELECT TELEVISION PROGRAMS
OF ITS CHOICE WITHOUT PROOF OF ADVERSE EFFECT

' UPON THE PUBLIC INTEREST

I
In this case, the Commission has simply rested its de-

ision (E. 0015-0018), ordering Petitioner to black out

certain television channels from its subscribers ' view, upon

its findings in the Second Report and Order. (R. 0016).

besides resting the Commission's authority on the tenuous

frounds of the provisions discussed in Part I of this Argu-

ment, supra, which do not grant jurisdiction to the Com-
aission over Petitioner who is not engaged in business as

I
common carrier by wire or in broadcasting in any form

pthin the meaning of the Communications Act, the Second
Report and Order bases the non-duplication rules (Ap-

pendix A, herein) upon the Commission's purpose ''to

bsure that the local station is presented on the cable and

p protect the local stations against the unfair competitive

lisadvantage and prejudicial effect to which they are sub-

pet by the duplication of their programming on the signals

f distant stations." (Second Report and Order, 2 FCC 2d
|25 in 1966, paragraphs 131-137; see, also. Opposition of

Jbe FOC and the United States to Petitioner's Motion For
^tay in this case, pages 1 «fe 2).

The fallacy of the Commission's contention is that the

hurts have held that there is no unfair competition in-
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volved in a CATV system carrying either distant or loca

television stations' signals as they are received/'® Th.

POC has not been given authority to overrule the Court

in matters involving questions of unfair competition. L

fact, the Communications Act does not grant authority t-

the Commission to devise rules to present unfair competi

tion by anyone, let alone by persons not subject to the Com

mission's jurisdiction, such as Petitioner. This is au

thority wliich, if it exists at all in a Federal agency, i

placed imder the jurisdiction of the Federal Trade Coraj

mission.

Fui-thei-more, the Commission's efforts to protect th

local station is based upon the false premise that a tele

vision station bargains for exclusi^dty of network progran

ming throughout its Grade B contour or coverage arej

The fact is that a television station cannot under telev

sion network practices and FCC Rules bargain for exch

sivity of network programs except in its principal conij

numity, and it bargains only for the exclusive right t'

l>roadoast, as against any other television stations, th

I)rograms within the principal community which it serve;

It does not obtain exclusivity against the reception (

jirograms by a CATV system's subscribers and copyrigl^

holders have offered to bargain Avith CATV operators fc

the purchase of the rights to such reception, if such right

must bo purchased by the CATV operator. If the Si

]u-emo Court of the United States should uphold the d
cision of the lower courts in the case of United Artist

Television, Inc. v. Fortnightly Corporation^ CATV sy

terns Avill be liable for payment of copyright not only for tl

r.9Co6?e Vision, Inc. v. KVTV, Inc., 335 F. 2d 348 (9th Cir. 1964\ ce

den. 379 U.S. 989 (1965); Intcrmountain Broadcasting 4- Television Corp.

Idaho Microwave, Inc., 196 F. Supp. 315 (D. Idaho 1961).

60 255 F. Supp. 177 (S.D.-N.Y. 1966); 377 F. 2d 872 (2nd Cir. 1967

Fortnightly Corporation v. United Artists Television, Inc. on certiorari befc

the Supreme Court of the United States (Case No. 618), October Term, 19(
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future reception of television programs but, under the stat-

ute of limitations in the Copyright Act, for three years prior

to the time they are sued. Along with the penalties in-

curred for past non-payment of copyright, the costs of

doing business will be phenomenal for the CATV operator.

This shows the tenuous position of the Commission in

attempting to base its non-duplication rules upon the past

and current practice of CATV systems under which they

do not pay for programs received off-the-air, as distin-

guished from copyrighted programs which some systems

originate in their studios and for which they pay copy-

\ right. Will the Commission then be able to right the situa-

I tion and reimburse the CATV operator for his losses due

to adherence to the Commission's non-duplication rules?

: Obviously, no.

The non-duplication rules are designed strictly to pro-

tect the television broadcasters and networks, "unthout any
proof being required by the Commission to the effect that

they are injured financially or threatened to be injured

financially to the extent that the public interest is adversely

'involved.' (R. 30, 34).
1

The Commission itself has recognized that its Rules

ijmay have to be changed if the Supreme Couirt of the United

|States upholds the courts' decisions in the Fortnightly case

(footnote 60, supra). In its Second Report and Order, the

Commission stated

:

"In short, if the copyright suits are decided ad-
versely to the CATV industry, we may, as stated in

the First Report, have to revise our rules." ^^

Neither the Commission nor Intervenor, KVOS-TV, has
alleged or found, let alone proven, that the operations of

(Petitioner have adversely affected KVOS-TV in a financial

way. Neither have they alleged or found that the public

' 61 Second Report and Order (31 F.R. 4540), par. 108.
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interest will suffer or is likely to suffer from Petitioner's

operations. The Second Report and Order likewise con-

tained no such proof. The National Cable Television As-

sociation, Inc. of Washington, D. C, the only national trade

association for the CATV industry', for itself and its mem-

bers, including Petitioner, has filed pleadings in the pro

ceedings which led to the issuance of the Second Report ano

Order pointing out that no proof was adduced in those

proceedings to the effect that broadcasters were injured t(

the extent that the public would be adversely affected, bu

the Commission issued the Second Report and Order never

theless. In the Memorandum and Opinion in this case, i

has ruled again that an argmnent that KVOS-TV would no

be prejudiced by a grant of w^aiver even if true would no

be persuasive. (R. 0015, para. 2)

.

The Commission's ]\Iemorandum Opinion and Order v

this case contradicts the holding of the Courts that th

burden of proof is on the complaining television station t

show that the public interest, as distinguished from its ow

pecmiiary interests, wiU be hurt.**^

Petitioner averred that insistence by the Commissio

upon imposing these arbitrary and capricious rules wi

cause Petitioner to lose many subscribers and thus be d<

prived of its property without due process of law in \nol£

tion of the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution of m
United States. Furthermore, the Commission's Rules, .,

upheld would require Petitioner to spend several thousanc

of dollars in obtaining personnel in order to switch tl

programs off and black out the channels or to purchase a

expensive time-clock which is designed to do this automa

ically, or to do both of these things. Petitioner pointed oi

that time-clocks are not reliable and they can involve Pet

tioner unwillingly and unwittingly in a violation of tl

62 Carroll Broadcasting Co. v. FCC, 103 U.S. App. D.C. 346, 258 F. 2d 4

(1958).
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Rules and subject it to punishment by the FCC. (R. 31

fe 32). All of Petitioner's alleg-ations, such as that Inter-

srenor, KVOS-TV, did not need this proteotion and that the

public would be deprived of certain programs of its choice

iverc supported by affidavit, as required by the Commis-

>ion's Rules. Intei-venor's Opposition did not have an

iffidavit attached to it, as required by the Commission's

Rules. The Commission's Memorandum Opinion and Order

In this case is not based upon evidence in the Recoird and

jieprives Petitioner and the public of due process of law

Contrary to the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution of

;he United States. (R. 36).

in. THE COMMISSION CANNOT APPLY ITS NON-DUPLICATION
REGULATIONS TO PETITIONER WHICH WAS IN OPERATION
BEFORE THE COMMISSION ASSERTED ITS JURISDICTION

Again, if it were conceded, arguendo, that the Commis-

,5ion could regulate CATV systems, the Commission cannot

apply its regulations to a CATV system which was in

!)peraition before the Commission asserted its jurisdiction

n a way which causes the CATV system to lose subscribers

\x which threatens its continued exisitence.

Petitioner was in operation since May of 1960. (R. 21).

\.t that time the Commission had not attempted to exercise

urisdiction over CATV systems and had actually refused

regulate them. In the year before Petitioner began the

)peration of its CATV system, the Commission had de-

!ided unanimously that it did not possess jurisdiction to

egulate CATV systems. (R. 21 & 22)

.

Petitioner had a right to rely upon the Commission's

kction in agreeing with its subscribers to carry the signals

pf distant television stations. After Petitioner has in-

curred expenses of many thousands of dollars in construct-

ing and operating a CATV system, the Commission cannot

apply to his business the restriction of blacking out certain
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distant television signals and exposing Petitioner to tl

loss of many thousands of dollars and possibly eventual

to financial demise. This is a deprivation of proj)en

without due process of law contrary to the Fifth Ameii<

nient to the Constitution of the United States.^ This co

elusion follows, regardless of whether the Commission Cc

exercise this autority over CATV systems which went in

operation after the effective date of the Second Report m
Order.

IV. THE COMMISSION CANNOT ABRITRARILY DISCRIMINAT
AGAINST PETITIONER'S SUBSCRIBERS AND DEPRH
THEM OF THE OPPORTUNITY TO VIEW TELEVISIC)
PROGRAMS AVAILABLE TO OTHERS IN THE SAN
COMMUNITY

Even if the Commission did have jurisdiction over CAT
systems, it could not arbitrarily discriminate betwe<

CATV subscribers and the general public by prohibitn

the CATV subscribers only from viewdng certain dista

television programs available to all in the CATV cor

munity. Still, that is precisely what the Commission

^Memorandum Opinion and Order in this case accomplishe

The Commission knows that w%en a CATV subscriber

connected to the CATV system, he generally expresses'

wish to have his roof-top antenna disconnected from h

television set and to have the antenna removed. This \

does for aesthetic reasons, because he prefers not to ha^

an ugly antenna on his roof; for reasons of safety, becaui

he does not run the risk of the antenna falling and damai

ing his roof or injuring a passerby or an occupant; f<

reasons of economy, because he can often obtain a reductid

in his home insurance. When a CATV operator receiv<

all the local stations and all the distant stations which \

63 See concurring opinion in Southwestern Cable Co. et al. v. United Stai

of America and Federal Communications Commission, 378 F. 2d 118—C,

9, 1967.
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can receive, as Petitioner does, no one is injured by the

antenna being removed.

However, the Conunission 's non-duplication rules work

a real hardship on the CATV subscriber, as well as the
' ICATV operator, when all the television signals encom-

;
passed by the Commission's Rules are receivable in the

|CATV community with the use of regular antennas, such

as rabbit-cars or roof-top antennas. This is the situation

in Port Angeles, Washington. In such a case, the non-

'duplication rules do not prevent the public from viewing

[
ithe distant stations' television signals by use of roof-top

I or other antennas, but they deprive solely the CATV sub-

' 'scribers from viewing these distant signals by causing the

CATV operator to black out certain signals from distant
' television stations. This causes the CATV operator to

lose many subscribers and, in communities like Port Angeles

jwhere all the signals can be received off-the-air, it can cause

;
ithe CATV system 's demise.

Furthermore, even if the non-duplication rules were sus-

' Itainable in principle where a CATV system is denied the

right to receive the signals of television stations which are

not receivable in the CATV community except via the

;

p^iTV system, they cannot logically be applied where the

if'esult of the rules is nil. The rules will not accomplish

,
the result they were designed to achieve. If CATV sub-

,

scribers in Port Angeles cannot view the programs of

,

i^eattle television stations on their sets when connected to

,

|:he cable, they will simply revert to the use of roof-top

Imtennas and settle for a viewable though inferior picture.

|rhe result will not be to protect Intervener, KVOS-TV,
:

3ut it will nevertheless injure financially Petitioner. Dupli-

,

jjatdon by competing television stations will continue. The
ffion-duplication rules imder the circumstances are discrimi-

Eary
as against Intervener and its subscribers and viola-

i of due process of law in contravention of the Fifth

endment to the Constitution of the United States. The
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public's right to view television programs of its choie

cannot be curtailed by the Government on this speciou

pretext. Weaver v. Jordan, 411 Pac. 2d 289 (1966).

The Coimmissdon's policies are discriminatory in anothe

regard. The Commission has allowed KIEO-TV to instal

a translator which beams its programs into Port Angele

without requiring the traiislatoi- to refrain from duplical

ing KVOS or any other television stations' programs, j

translator broadcasts and it can reach many more person

than Petitioner's CATV system. Apparently the Commis-

sion and KVOS-TV do not fear this fragmentation of th

audience of KVOS-TV or of other television stations, b(

cause the Commission has made the grant of a license t

the translator and KVOS-TV has apparently not conteste

the grant. This discrimination is inexplicable and does n<

meet the due process of law standard of the Fifth Amen(

ment to the Constitution of the United States. Is th

answei" that the operators of the translator and of KVO^
^TV are fellow broadcasters?

V. THE COMMISSION CANNOT IN COMBINATION WITH INTEF

VENOR PREVENT ADVERTISING FROM DISTANT TELEV);

SION STATIONS FROM BEING RECEIVED BY CATV SUB
SCRIBERS IN PORT ANGELES

The Commission's non-duplication rules involve pixij

hibiting the advertising from distant television station

(from two Seattle stations in this case) from being n

oeived in Port Angeles, Wasliington, only if local hroat

caster requests non-duplication protection. The Commii

sion knows that some of the oommerciails from the tvfl

Seattle stations will not be able to be received by CAT
subscribers, if the non-duplication rules are enforced againi

Petitioner and that only Invervenor's (KVOS-TV 's) con

mereials will be viewed by CATV subscribers when tl

same programs are being shown by KVOS-TV and by ox

or the other Seattle TV stations involved.

The Commission's policy in not pennitting the comme

cials from KING-TV or KIRO-TV from being received
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Port Angeles conflicts with the antitrust laws of the United

States and with the Commission's own policies, as evi-

lenced in Public Notice B of the FCC, dated February 28,

1968, and attached hereto as Appendix F.

The only ditferenoe is that in the case discusised in Ap-

pendix F hereto, the radio station was conspiring with

liocal automobile dealers to keep the advertising of distant

istations out of the community, while the FCC in this case

s in a like position mth Intervenor, KVOiS-TV, in keepmg
he distant television stations advertising from oomiug into

he community, if the local station (KVOS-TV) requests

his to be done.

;, The Court's attention is called to the fact that it is the

'equest from the television station tha triggers the require-

aent that the CATV system does not carry certain pro-

|rams, including the advertising from the distant television

jtations, not a finding by the Commission that this is re-

iiired in the public interest.

,
If the local television station does not request the appli-

jation of the rule, then the CATV system can do what it

jdshes and apparently the "public interest" factor vanishes

Ipto thin air. This requirement is in violation of the anti-

rust laws of the United States^* which are made expressly

bplicable to
'

' interstate or foreign radio communications '

'

\y Section 313 of the Communications Act.

THE COMMISSION CANNOT IMPOSE UPON A NON-LICENSEE
THE RESTRICTIONS IMPOSED UPON ITS LICENSEES AND
DENY TO A CATV OPERATOR THE PROCEDURAL PROTEC-
TION AFFORDED TO LICENSEES UNDER THE COMMUNICA-
TIONS ACT

Part I of this Argument establishes that the Commission
s relied erroneously upon certain irrelevant provisions of

e Communications Act to extend its jurisdiction over
ATV systems without statutory authority.

6* The Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C. Sees. 1 & 2.
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Under the Second Report, the Federal Comnmnieatioii.>

Commission assumed jui'isdiction to reg\ilate the C!AT\

industry under the Connnunications Act of 1934:

"Authority for adoption of these rules is containec

in Sections 1, 4(i), ?,0?>, 307(h), ?m and 309 of thi.

Communications Act. We wish to stress particularh
the provisions of Section 1 that the general purpose
of the Act is to 'maintain tlie control of tlie Unite(

States over all the channels of interstate and foreigi

radio transmission . . . under licenses granted b;

federal authority; of Section 303(h), 'to establis!

areas or zones to be sei-ved by any station'; of Sec

tion 307(b), to make 'a fair efficient and equitable dis

tribution of radio service' among the several state

and communities; of Section 303(g), to study ne-*

uses of radio and generally encourage the larger an
more effective use of radio in the public interest, an

Section 303 (s), the 'all-cluumel receiver' section. M

Under Section 309(e) of the Communications Act of 193-

as amended,*''^ in any application for authority addresse

to the FCC in which a substantial and material questio

arises, the application must be formally designated fo

hearing. This procedure is applicable to all licensee;

Upon assumption of jurisdiction to regulate the CATV It

dustry the FOC has inferentially equated operators c

C'ATV with licensees and as such CATV operators mva

be accorded the same procedural protection as licensee;

It would certainly be violative of due process to impost

upon CATV operators the operating restrictions impose^

upon licensees while simultaneously denying them the pr(i

cedural protections of Section 309(e) of the Commimiciii

tions Act because they are not licensees. Moreover, it 'i{

quite clear that CATV operators are not licensees nude

the Communications Act of 1934, as amended, and tt

FCC does not so regard them. However, the FCC ca>

not control a non-licensee without providing the non-license

<i'-'47 U.S.C. 309(e).
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vrtain fundamental procedural protections including the

uurtesy of considering the evidence submitted.

In denying a Petition for Waiver of the CATV Rules of

te FCC without evidentiary hearing as to the substantial

inies of fact presented, Petitioner has been denied due

{ocess of law required by the Fifth Amendment.

'The action of the FCC in denying an application for

viiver tiled by an operator of a CATV system without hear-

'{y when substantial issues of fact are involved, is an

iibitraiy and capricious action contrarj^ to the public

iferest. Under the Administrative Procedure Act, as

alended, 60 Stat. 237, 5 U.S.C. 706(2)(a), this reviewing

clirt is empowered to set aside agency actions, findings

atl conclusions found to be arbitrary' and capricious.

The Commission's C'ATV rules specifically deny the

i"ht to a full evidentiary hearing to either petitioner or

oponent whether substantial or material questions of

fj-t are raised or not, unless the Commission on its own
irtion determines to set the Petition for hearing.*"* The
Ctnmission establishes itself as both trier of fact and of

lej'—'Which it may do, but it majy not do this through

tlj expedient of denying the right to cross-examine the

oponents evidence merely because such a process creates

admpler and more expeditious procedure.*"'^

i pe plain fact of the matter is that the Courts, as a

!m|ter of fimdamental due process, will not permit restraint

oila party's property rights without the prior hearing and
ip?ticularly where freedom of speech may be affected

! aversely. A Quantity of Books v. Kansas, 37S U.S. 205

: (l|64). Tn the cited case, the Supreme Court ruled that

iafiizure order against allegedly obscene books was con-

•-L
5i

'J47

C.F.R. $ 74.1109(f). Appendix A herein.

•poitoTioZ Broadcasting Co. v. FCC, 362 F. 2d 946 (D.C. Cir. 1966; Amer-
mBroadcasting Co. v. FCC, 179 F. 2d 437 (D.O. Cir. 1950).
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stitutionally deficient in not first allowing the distribute

of said books an adversary hearing. Surely, if a restrai

against allegedly obscene books cannot be issued Nnthc

prior hearing, then a fortiori, the Commission's flagrant

.

tempt to restrict the carriage of television signals and t

resultant diversified programs of entertainment, news,
]

litical broadcast, and education materials must be dismiss-

Even apart from fundamental First Ajnendment cons

erations, the property rights of Petitioners must be p
tected under elementary principles of due process as

forth in the Fifth Amendment.

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, it is urged that the Co

set aside, vacate, annul and determine to be erronc

and invalid the Second Report and Order and the st

Order of the Federal Communications Commission denyj

Petitioner a waiver of Section 74.110S of its Rules ic

Regulations (Appendix A herein).

If the Court finds that the Commission has jurisdicl i

over CATV systems, that the Court suspend the Sec a

Report and Order and order the Commission to reopen m

proceedings to obtain evidence, if available, in ordei;c

make a finding of adverse economic impact by CAV
systems on television broadcast stations to the extent)!

injuring the public interest before putting its Rules ic

Regulations thereunder into effect or that it make s^li

a finding of adverse economic impact on a case by <sc

basis upon substantial evidence of record before depriiig

the public of the programs of television stations. ,

At the very least, that the Court remand the insint

proceeding to the Commission with directions to desigrite
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the proceeding for a full evidentiaiy hearing of the sub-

istantive issues of fact involved.

I To grant such other relief as to this Honorable Court

[may seem just and proper.

Respectfully submitted,

Poet Angeles Telecable, Inc.

By /s/ E. Stratfoed Smith
' E. Stratford Smith

By /s/ Robert D. L'Hexjbeux

Robert D. L'Heureux

April 24, 1968

CERTIFICATE

We certify that in connection mth the preparation of

ilthis Brief, we have examined Rules 18, 19 and 39 of the

United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit,

^and that, in our opinion, the foregoing brief is in full

compliance with those rules.

/s/ E. Stratford Smith
E. Stratford Smith

/s/ Robert D. L'Heureux
Robert D. L'Heureux

Attorneys
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APPENDIX A

Rules and Regulations of the

Federal Communications Commission

"^ 74.1103 Kequirement relating to distribution of tele-

vision signals by community antenna television sys-

tems. [47 C.F.R. 74:1103]

No community antenna television system shall supply to

Its subscribers signals broadcast by one or more television

stations, except in accordance with the following conditions

:

(a) Stations required to he carried. Within the limits of

its channel capacity, any such CATV system shall carry the

signals of operating or subsequently authorized and operat-

ng television broadcasts and 100 watt or higher power

ranslator stations in the following order of priority, upon

;he request of the licensee or permittee of the relevant sta-

tion;

'

(1) First, all commercial and noncommercial educational

stations within whose principal community contours the

lystem operates, in whole or in part

;

(2) Second, all commercial and noncommercial educa-

ional stations, within whose Grade A contours the system

i^perates, in whole or in part;

(3) Third, all commercial and noncommercial educational

|tations within whose Grade B contours the system oper-

ites, in whole or in part;

(4) Fourth, all commercial and noncommercial educa-

ional television translator stations operating in the com-

munity of the system with 100 watt or higher power.

(b) Exceptions. Notwithstanding the requirements of

aragraph (a) of this section,

(1) The system need not carry the signal of any station,

f (i) that station's network programming is substantially

luplicated by one or more stations of higher priority, and
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(ii) carrying it would, because of limited channel capacity,

prevent the system from carrying the signal of an independ-

ent commercial station or a noncommercial educationa

station.

(2) In cases where (i) there are two or more signals ol

equal priority which substantially duplicate each other, and

(ii) carrying all such signals would, because of Ihnited

channel cajDacity, prevent the system from carrying tht

signal of an independent commercial station or a noncom

mercial educational station, the system need not carry aU

such substantially duplicating signals, but may select among'

them to the extent necessary to preserve its ability t(

carry the signals of independent commercial or noncom

mercial educational stations.

(3) The system need not carry the signal of any tele

vision translator station if (i) the system is carrying thi

signal of the originating station, or (ii) the system ii{

within the Grade B or higher priority contour of a sta

tion carried on the system whose programming is substan

tially duplicated by the translator.

(c) Special requirements in the event of noncarriage^

Where the system does not carry the signals of one Oi

more stations within whose Grade B or higher priority:

contour it operates, or the signals of one or more 100 wat

or higher power translator stations located in its eoini|

munity, the system shall offer and maintain, for each suhi,

scriber, an adequate switching device to allow the subj

scriber to choose between cable and non-cable receptionj

unless the subscriber affirmatively indicates in writing tha

he does not desire this device.

(d) Manner of carriage. Where the signal of any sta

tion is required to be carried under this section,

(1) The signal shall be carried without material degra

dation in quality (within the limitations imposed by th

technical state of the art)

;

*
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li (2) The signal shall, upon request of the station licensee

i)r pennittee, be carried on the system on the channel

)n which the station is transmitting (where practicable

yithout material degradation) ; and

(3) The signal shall, upon the request of the station

icensee or permittee, be carried on the system on no more

ban one channel.
\

j
(e) Station.^ entitled to program exclusivity. Any such

lystem which operates, in whole or in part, within the

Iriade B or higher priority contour of any commercial or

oncommercial educational television station or within the

,ommunity of a fourth priority television translator sta-

lon, and which carries the signal of such station shall,

pon request of the station licensee or permittee, main-

lin the station's exclusivity as a program outlet against

)wer priority or more distant duplicating signals, but not

gainst signals of equal priority, in the manner and to

jie extent specified in paragraphs (f) and (g) of this

Wion.

(f) Program exclusivity; extent of protection. Where a

'ation is entitled to program exclusivity, the CATV sys-

Im shall, upon the request of the station licensee or per-

|ittee, refrain from duplicating any program broadcast

\ such station, on the same day as it's broadcast by the

iktion,

if the CATV operator has received notification

)m the requesting station of the date and time of its

oadcast of the program and the date and time of any
oadcast to be deleted, as soon as possible and in any
ent no later than 48 hours prior to the broadcast to be

(dieted. Upon request of the CATV system, such notice

iiall be given at least eight days prior to the date of any
Ifoadcast to be deleted.

(g) Exceptions. Notwithstanding the requirements of

liiragraph (f ) of this section,

(1) The CATV system need not delete reception of a

^itwork program if. in so doing, it would leave available
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for reception by subscribers, at any time, less than th

programs of two networks (including those broadcast b

any stations whose signals are being carried and wliog

program exclusively is being protected pursuant to th

requirements of this section)

;

(2) The system need not delete reception of a netwoi

program which is scheduled by the network between tl

hours of G and 11 p.m., Eastern Time, but is broadcast 1

the station requesting deletion, in whole or in part, on

side of the period which would normally be considen

prime time for network prograimning in the time zoi

involved

;

(3) The system need not delete reception of any pr,

gram consisting of the broadcast coverage of a speech 4

other event as to which the time of presentation is

special significance, except where the program is bei«

simultaneously broadcast by a station entitled to progrs

exclusivity; and

(4) The system need not delete reception of any pi|

gram which would be carried on the system in color l'

w^ill be broadcast in black and white by the station reque;(

ing deletion. '

§ 74.1109 Procedures applicable to petitions if

waiver of the rules, additional or different requii

ments and rulings on complaints or disputes. [47 C.F,

74:1109]

(a) Upon petition by a CATV system, an applicant, pj-

mittee, or licensee of a television broadcast, translajr

or microwave relay station, or by any other interested pj-

son, the Commission may waive any provision of the mjs

relating to the distribution of television broadcast signas

by CATV systems, impose additional or different requi-

ments, or issue a ruling on a complaint or disputed questiji.

i
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(b) The petition may be submitted informally, by letter,

but shall be accompanied b}' an affidavit of service on any

CATV system, station licensee, permittee, applicant or

"other interested person who may be directly affected if

the relief requested in the petition should be granted.

(c) (1) The petition shall state the relief requested and

iknay contain alternative requests. It shall state fully and

precisely all pertinent facts and considerations relied upon
ito demonstrate the need for the relief requested and to

support a determination that a grant of such relief would

serve the public interest. Factual allegations shall be sup-

ported by affidavit of a person or persons with actual

knowledge of the facts, and exhilnts shall be verified by

the person who prepares them.

(2) A petition for a ruling on a complaint or disputed

Question shall set forth all steps taken by the parties to

|"esolve the problem, except where the only relief sought is

I elariiication or interpretation of the rules.

(d) Interested persons may submit comments or oppo-

sition to the petition within thirty (30) days after it has

i>een filed. Upon good cause showm in the petition, the

]Iommission may, by letter or telegram to known interested

)ersons, specify a shorter time for such submissions. Com-
aents or oppositions shall be served on petitioner and on

II persons listed in petitioner's affidavit of service, and

hall contain a detailed full showing, supported by affi-

avit, of any facts or considerations relied upon.

(e) The petitioner may file a reply to the comments or

ppositions \\'ithin twenty (20) days after their submis-

[ion, which shall be sei'ved upon all persons who have filed

leadings and shall also contain a detailed full showing,

upported by affidavit, of any additional facts or consid-

rations relied upon. Upon good cause sho"\\Ti, the Com-
ission may specify a shorter time for the filing of reply

inments.
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(f) The Commission, after consideration of the plead-

ings, may determine wliether the public interest would be

served by the grant, in whole or in part, or denial of the

request, or may issue a ruling on the complaint or dis-

pute. The Commission may specify other procedures, such

as oral argument, evidentiary hearing, or further writter-

submissions directed to particular aspects, as it deems ap-

propriate. In the event that an evidentiary hearing is re

quired, the Commission will determine, on the basis of th(

pleadings and such other procedures as it may specify;;

whether temporary relief should be accorded to any parti;

pending the hearing and the nature of any such temporan,

relief. Where a petition involves new service to subscrib;

ers (other than service coming within the provisions O;

§ 74.1107(a) of this chapter), the Commission will expedite

its consideration and promptly issue a ruling either o'

the merits of the petition or on the interlocutory question,

of temporary relief pending further procedures.

(g) Where a request for temporary relief is containef?

in a petition with respect to service coming within thi

provisions of § 74.1107(d) of this chapter, opposition i

such request for temporary relief shall be filed withi

ten (10) days and reply comments within seven (7) day^

thereafter. The Commission will expedite its consider?

tion of the question of temporary relief. i
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APPENDIX B

Opinion of Commissioner Loevinger Concurring in Part and
Dissenting in Part in Dockets Nos. 14895. 15233. and 15971

The Commission is issuing today a report and order, a

notice of inquiry and of jDroi^osed rulemaking, a memoran-

dum on jurisdiction and the text of new rules all of which

relate to the problems posed by community antenna tele-

\'ision systems, commonly referred to as CATVs. These

documents aggregate over 120 pages and set forth such a

mass of detail that the outlines of the problems, as well

as the basic issues, are somewhat obscured, if not wholly

submerged. Accordingly, it seems worth while to restate

Very briefly and simply what the problems and the issues

are, in order to indicate my points of agreement and dis-

lagreement with the majority.

A CATV is a system comprising an antenna for receiv-

ing television signals, and cables and auxiliary apparatus

(such as amplifiers) for carrying the signals received into

a number of receiving sets. CATV's are about as old as

commercial television itself, the first systems having been

started as early as 1950. CATV's have been developed in

order to fill the wants of those who either because of dis-

Itance or terrain were unable to get television signals off

the air in satisfactory quality or numbers. (See articles

in Television Magazine, June 1962, September 1964, and

I

April 1965.)

For a variety of reasons, some of them related to ac-

Jtions of the FCC, the commercial CATV business has de-

Iveloped through independent companies which transmit

jor relay the signals and other companies which distribute

ite signals to subscribers. Typically there will be an antenna

on some high point near a community which receives the

signals of a number of TV stations. These signals will be

transmitted either by microwave relay or by coaxial cable

to a point in the settled part of the community. At this

point the relay company will deliver the signals to the
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CATV operating company. The latter will maintain and

operate the system which distributes the signals over wires

to the homes of subscribers within the community. In some

cases the relay company will deliver signals to several

CATV companies.

CATV's were started in mountainous areas of Pennsyl-,

vania and Oregon where television recei)tion was either'

poor or nonexistent for many communities. As it appeared

that CATV's were able to bring good reception and offer"

a variety of services to communities far outside the major

metropolitan centers, the companies spread to more com-i

munities and got more subscribers. Over the years, as tele-T

vision has grown in both numbers of broadcasting statiom

and numbers of homes, CATV has also grow^n, althougl:;

by no means in proportion. In rough figures there are wmi
about 566 television stations in the United States coveringi

some 266 markets (Television Magazine, April 1965, pi

85). Over 52 million U.S. households have television rer

ccivers, which is 92 percont of aU of the U.S. households:

The CATV industry today has about 1,300 operating;

system's serving about 1.2 million homes (Seiden repor

to the FFC, p. 1). CATV's are concentrated largely

in one- or two-station markets. Most systems are fairl>

small in size, about 90 percent having fewer than 3,00(']

subscribers and the average having about 655 subscribers]

Most CATV's deliver five signals to their subscribers^

although some deliver as few as three and some as nian>

as seven or more. However, the number and size a

CATV's is growing and CATV systems are being offeree

to more communities, and to larger communities.

The proliferation of CATV's is regarded by many in the

television business as an economic threat. It is said thai

while the broadcaster has the burden and expense of pro:

viding programming which the audience gets without pay^

ment and which must be supported by advertising, thf

CATV operator simply delivers the broadcasters' pro

graming to subscribers and receives pa>nnent from thenij

]
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iThis is said to constitute unfair competition. It is also

lalleged that the competition is not only unfair but destruc-

tive in some situations, because CATV's deliver the signals

of far-distant stations and deliver a relatively large num-

ber of signals to relatively small conmumities in which the

audience is not large enough to support a number of sta-

(tions. CATV's create the anomaly that some relatively

small towns are provided with a greater choice of televi-

sion programing over the local CATV than many larger

cities have in the absence of CATV.

These circumstances have created a demand by many
|broadcasters for the FCC to take jurisdiction over CATV's
and to institute measures to protect television broadcasters

against competition of CATV's. As will be pointed out

in some detail below, tlie FCC has instituted several pro-

.ceedings and investigations relating to this matter. How-
ever, heretofore it has not taken any definitive action of

general significance. While there has been some question

as to the extent of the FCC jurisdiction, the Commission

has had undisputed jurisdiction with respect to licensing

microwave transmitting facilities for those relay com-

panies that carry TV signals by microwave. The manner

of exercising that jurisdiction is one of the matters that

has been bitterly disputed and that is involved in the

present proceedings.

By the documents which the Commission is now promul-

jgating it adopts a series of measures which represent the

conclusion of the Commission majority as to the action

that the Commission should take in this field. There are

four significant measures involved

:

First, the Commission rules that CATV's must carry

the signals of all local television stations without ma-
terial degradation. The Commission exercises power
over the CATV's by requiring licensed microwave re-

lay companies to require their customers to comply

with the Commission conditions.
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(Second, the Commission rules that the relay com-

panies must require the CATV's which they serve to

avoid the delivery to their customers of the television

signals of any programs which duplicate the program
of any local station. This rule of nonduplication does

not refer merely to sinuiltaneous dui)lieati()n, but re-'

quires CATV's to avoid presenting any duplicate pro-

gram either 15 days before or 15 days after the date

of broadcast by a local station. Thus, this rule pro-

vides that the CATV's served by the relay companies'

subject to the rule must avoid duplication of any local-

TV program for a period of 30 days. j

Third, the Commission asserts jurisdiction over al)|

CATV relay companies and systems, including those;

that are wholly intrastate and that transmit signals'

entirely by wire. Although this conclusion is called

tentative, the background demonstrates that there isi

no practical possibility of dissuading the Commission
from this conclusion. The Commission gives notice that

the substantive measures already adopted will be ex--

tended to the full limits of this asserted jurisdiction

as soon as the procedural amenities can be completed.

Fourth, the Commission institutes an "inquiry" seek-,

ing further comment on more than a dozen and a halfi;

questions, all of them relating to the possibility ofj

imposing further restrictions upon the operations ofj

CATV's.

It seems to me that in its approach to the CATV problem',

the Commission is doing the wrong thing for the wrong),

reason in the wrong manner to deal with the wrong ])rob-\

lem. It is thereby erecting only a gossamer barrier against

the evils Avhich it fears.

The Commission is doing the wrong thing Avhen it sock?

to control, directly or indirectly, the specific programs-

which shall be presented to the audience. The Commissiorl
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is acting for the wrong reason because it seeks only to

limit competition. The Commission is proceeding in the

wrong manner because it is acting to extend its jurisdic-

tion beyond statutory language and contrary to precedent.

The Commission is dealing with the wrong problem be-

cause it concentrates attention only on the single matter

of competition for listener attention and substantially dis-

regards more important and more basic problems. Finally,

the Commission is erecting only a gossamer barrier against

feared evils because the actions taken and proposed are

act only wrong but must ultimately prove to be ineffective.

A-Ssuming that the Conmiission will assert jurisdiction

Wer all CATV companies, and will impose nonduplication

irules, and disregarding the risk that the action will be set

iiside for lack of jurisdiction, at best these rules will give

ilight and marginal protection against competition, and

it worst they will be wholly overturned on the whim of

some future Commissioner. This is not a sound basis on
V'hich to build an industry,

I
Basically I concur in two of the four rulings made by

he Commission today and dissent from two of the four.

agree that the Commission should, within the scope of

ts jurisdiction, require CATV carriage of local television

tations without degradation, and that it should imple-

' jaent the rule so as to insure its effectiveness. I have no

jisagreement with the substance of the rules regarding

arriage of local stations. I also agree that the Commission
hould undertake an inquiry into the role and scope of

|!ATV's, although I have some reservations as to the in-

* rairy now initiated by the Commission. I disagree with
"' he nonduplication rule which I believe is an improper at-

5mpt to limit competition by controlling programing; and
'

! disagree with the Commission's attempt to extend its

nrisdiction without congressional authorization.

While I heartily agree that the Commission should con-

uct a sweeping inquiry into the role and scope of CATV's
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in the field of mass communications, it seems to me tha

the present inquiry is too little and too late. It is too littli

because it does not deal with fundamentals. Many of thi

important issues in the field are mentioned in the notici

of inquiry, but they are scattered through the somewha
diffuse discussion in random fashion, even occurring ii

footnotes. But the basic issues are not mentioned. Thes

are what the function of CATV's should be, and what ulti

mate mode and system can be developed or encourager

to provide the greatest service to the greatest number. I

various paragraphs of the instant orders and opinion

CATV's are discussed as being ancillary or su])sidiary fg

cilities to broadcasting and as being a service coinpetitivi

with broadcasting. These concepts seem inconsistent t

me, and differing regulatory consequences flow from theiji

For example, if the services are truly competitive, the^"

there is some reason to prohibit or discourage joint owner

ship of broadcasting facilities and CATV's. On the othd

hand, if the services are ancillary, then that reason do€(

not exist, and broadcasters should be permitted, and pes'

haps encouraged, to own CATV's. At the present time tl^

Commission is deferring action on a large number of broa(

east license renewals because the licensees also own CAT';

facilities. This action seems inconsistent with some of H
positions adopted in these proceedings.

In any event, the present inquiry is too late because tl(

Commission has already formed its opinion on this subjec

T believe the Commission should make its investigatid

and conduct its inquiry before reaching its conclusion

rather than afterward. The documents issued today plaini|

show that the Commission and its staff have strong ar

fixed views regarding the subordinate place of CATV
in the mass communications system, and these views a

not likely to be much influenced by anything that can 1

nresented to the Commission in the course of the inqnir

Even if some Commissioners hold such views, it won'

seem to me to be more courteous, more productive ai
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Qore wise to refrain from officially promulgating them imtil

he formal "inquiry" has been completed.

' In any ev-ent, I cannot agree that it is jiroper for the

"CC to determine, either directly or indirectly, which pro-

rams shall be carried by a CATV system. It seems to

16 that the basic issue is whether the Commission should

tnploy economic and engineering rules in order to achieve

3onomic and engineering objectives, or should exert di-

jct control over the substance of programing in an effort

) achieve its objectives. The method of selective program
Ibntrol, which the majority adopts here, will beget future

roblems and more control. Problems will arise because

[ delay, changes in plans for broadcasting of particular

rograms, the requirements of section 315 and "fairness,"

id section 317, and other provisions, to pose only a few
camples that can readily be foreseen of the numerous
roblems likely to arise under this rule. Suppose that a

cal station advises a CATV that the latter cannot carry

ime program because the station intends to carry it, and

en the station, for whatever reason, does not carry the

'ogram? As a practical matter, the CATV will not have

;|iy other opportunity to carry the program once the date

its broadcast has passed. Will the FCC then require

[e local station to carry this program? Will that depend
I'yon the Commission's determination of the value of the

]irticular program? We know from experience that docu-

mentary and political programs are those most likely to

' } delayed or omitted. Will the Commission permit these

I'ograms to be taken off the CATV at the whim of the

;
Ipal station owner without insuring that he does carry

item? It seems unlikely to me that the majority will be

;
billing to do this. However, I doubt that those broadcasters

mo now clamor for a Commission rule on nonduplication

^|ll welcome this new grounds for Commission regulation

their programing.

3ven more provocative questions are posed with respect

}a political programing. Support a distant station, carried
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on a local CATV, is carrying a series of political program
on a presidential election which is balanced as between th

major parties. A local station decides to carry those ne

work programs presenting the views of one of the tw

major j)arties. It notifies the CATV which then blanl

out these i)rograms on its circuits. The local station wi

then have to balance out its own programing by presentin

the views of the other major party over its broadcastin

facilities. But the programs of the distant station carrie

on the local CATV will be unbalanced since they will presei

only the j)rograms presenting the views of one party. MoJ

important, the local public will then have an unbalance

presentation since it will have the programs favoring oi

party presented over two stations on the local systei

whereas the programs favoring the other party will ij

presented over only one of the local channels and theh

will be only half as many of the latter. This is obviousi

a device that could easily be used to give the public a ve.'

biased political presentation during a campaign. Is tl'

FCC then going to supervise CATV systems to see tht

their programs comply with all of the requirements i

section 315 and "fairness"? How will this be accomplishe<i

Will the FCC require program origination by CATV'
These and a host of other problems flow directly and i

evitably from the approach adopted here. To say that a:j

single situation is unlikely is not an adequate respomj

The records of the FCC and its own attempts to influent

programing are eloquent testimony that situations such

those suggested, and others more bizarre and unusu^

do occur and recur.

It should be noted that the rules now adopted by t

Commission are based, in significant part, upon its C(j-

cern for the preservation of "local live" programing, ajl

that the notice of inquiry suggests that the protection whiji

the Commission is now bestowing upon broadcasting sj-

tions is likely to be "accompanied by a concomitant d\9

on the part of the station" to provide "local live" pj-
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^Taming. (See notice of inquiry, par. 53.) Thus, the non-

iluplication rule is not only a direct intrusion into the pro-

iraming area through control of CATV's, but is also

iinother argument to buttress the case for further Com-
lission control of the programing of broadcasters. Believ-

ig, as I do, that the Commission should not seek to control

jrogram content in the field of broadcasting, I am opposed

||) this approach. See separate opinions in Lee Roy Mc-
^'ourry, 2 R.R.2d 895 (1964) ; George E. Borst el al, FCC
r)-207 (1965); The Role of Law in Broadcasting, 7 J. of

dcsting. 113 (1964); Religious Liberty and Broadcasting,

^ Geo. Wash. L.R. (March 1965).

» One practical factor that seems to be left out of considera-

jon in the adoption of a nonduplication rule is that this is

le approach which is most likely to provide incentive, if

3t virtual necessity, for CATV's to undertake the origina-

on of their own programs. The operation of the nondu-

lication rule means that the CATV operators are required

I
delete material from the programs which they receive

lid deliver to subscribers and it also means that when
ich material is deleted the CATV is left with a vacant

lannel. While the economic pressures and motivations

ill undoubtedly vary from situation to situation, this kind
' situation provides both the opportunity and incentive

V program origination; and therefore, in the long run,

likely to engender more competition for the local tele-

sion stations than it avoids. It seems to me to be far

ore simple and effective, not to mention wise and ap-

i'opriate, to require that CATV's shall carry local stations,

jiat they shall not alter or degrade the signals that they

irry and that they shall meet such other engineering re-

lirements as may be found appropriate, and to leave de-

nination of programing to the broadcasters without

trcing the CATV operators into the area of program selec-

on and encouraging them to enter the area of program
agination.
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The most important and fundamental legal objection t

the present Commission action is its lack of adequate jurit,

dictional basis. The rule promulgated by the Commissio

at this time undertakes to regulate the programs that ma
be carried by CATV's by requiring common carriers the

serve the CATV's to impose upon their customers, as

condition of service, the limitations contained in the Con,

mission rules. The Commission has repeatedly rejected thj

basis of jurisdiction in the past, as appears from the caso,

cited and quoted below. But regardless of lack of suppoii|

in precedent or statutory language, the logical implication

of this approach should warn of its unsoundness. If t?.

Commission can impose its will on a person or businesi'

entity, that is the customer of a common carrier, by tli

simple device of requiring the common carrier to act
5,

the Commission's policeman in order to keep its licensr

then the Commission can regulate any business in tl:

United States. Every business and most citizens are cu^

tomers of the telephone and telegraph companies. It hi

' never previously been suggested that this fact subjected

them to regulation by the FCC. But if today's decisic^

stands, then that is the law. The Commission need r

longer be constrained by any technical limitations on i

jurisdiction arising from statutes enacted by Congress, >

this theory is sustained by the courts. The rule adoptf

by the Commission today applies to CATV's served V

the telephone company as well as to those served by CAT
relay companies. But there is nothing in the logic of tl'

Commission's jurisdictional approach that limits this teci

nique to CATV's. If this jurisdictional foundation is sour

for CATV's, the Commission may, by precisely the san

technique, impose its regulations on theaters or new

papers, on stockbrokers or taxicabs, indeed on any bus

ness or person that needs and uses the services of a cor

munications common carrier.

The Commission's assertion of direct jurisdiction ovi

companies that receive broadcast signals and transm
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lem wholly by wire within a single State, without any

;)ecific statutory foundation, is equally alarming in its

jiplications. The principal argument urged in support of

ie Commission's jurisdiction over such companies is that

i' is desirable for the FCC to have such jurisdiction in

(der to attain tlie broad general objectives of the Com-
junications Act. However, if this reasoning is sound, then

Ie jurisdiction of the Commission is literally unlimited.

' lere is scarcely any aspect of organized social living that

ilnot in some way related to the complex ramifications of

tie communications system that is now under the jurisdic-

tm of the Commission. If the Commission has authority

t deal with any activities which "threaten to impede re-

gization of the Commission's * * * plan and policies" (mem-
c'andum on jurisdiction) then it can control all amuse-

r^nts, the field of journalism, the scheduling of movements

Ij' trains, planes, and ships, not to mention almost any
cjier activity that is either competitive or ancillary to or

d important user of communications. Such vague and

toad reasoning simply will not sustain jurisdiction as to

ativities not plainly within the scope of some more specific

s'ltutorv language. See F.P.C. v. Panhandle Co., 337 U.S.

m (1949).

When the Communications Act itself is examined it is

fimd that not only is language lacking to give the Com-
nission jurisdiction which it undertakes to assert here but

tfi language of the statute expressly denies that jurisdic-

tin.

ection 1 of the act, 47 U.S.C. 151, states the purpose

the act in most general terms and states that the FCC
i^created pursuant to this purpose. However, it does not

dfine or confer any jurisdiction.

Section 2 of the act, 47 U.S.C. 152, says in its first sub-

dHsion that "the provisions of this chapter shall apply

t all interstate and foreign communication by wire or

riiio * * *." It does not state that the Commission has
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jurisdiction over all such communication. Kather it d

scribes in general terms the scope of tlie act and the oi

ermost limitations of its application. However, it says th

within these outermost limits the act applies pursuant

its provisions. In other words, in order to find jurisdictl

within the scope described by the first subdivision of s(,

tion 2, it is necessary to find some specific provision of t

act conferring jurisdiction.

This is emphasized by the second subdivision of si'

tion 2, which specifically says that nothing in the act sh I

be construed to give the Commission jurisdiction wi'i

respect to "intrastate communication service by wire f

radio of any carrier" or "any carrier engaged in interstt"

or foreign communication solely through connection ^'

radio, * * * with facilities located in an adjoining St,"e

* * * of another carrier * * *." It would seem that the l*^

ter clauses specifically exclude both CATV relay company?

and CATV's from the jurisdiction of the Commission wlVi

they do not use microwave. However, it is argued that Ife

intrastate relay companies using wire, rather than mic"-

wave, are connected by radio with hrnadcasters in anotlr

State rather than with carriers in another State. The «(

vious answer is that at the time of enactment of the Ccfi-

munications Act such things as CATV's were unheardlf

and that the intent of Congress expressed in the secri

subdivision of section 2 is to deny the Couuuission jiiijl-

diction over intrastate carriers which are not part o1'3

single integrated system and which simply carry sign^s

emanating from another State. The congressional intft

to exclude the Commission from regulation of intrast*

facilities and operations is indicated in a number of i)-

visions in the Communications Act. In addition to the is-

strictions of 47 U.S.C. 152(2), a statutory denial of Cos-

mission jurisdiction to regulate intrastate facilities jr

operations appears in 47 U.S.C. 214 as to communicatiyS

common carriers, in 47 F.S.C. 221 (b) as to telephone od-

panies, and even in 47 U.S.C. 301(d) as to radio sigilfl
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nich do not have a direct effect on interstate coinmunica-

1)11S.

'However, it is not necessary to rely upon inferential con-

sruction. Examination of the entire Communications Act

fr a specific provision applicable to companies engaged

i| transmitting signals intrastate by wire discloses that

oiy section 214, 47 U.S.C. 214, is applicable. This section

pvides that no carrier shall construct or operate a line

vtliout obtaining authority from the Commission provided,

liwever, that no authority from the Commission is re-

qired for the construction or operation of "a line within

aiingle State unless such line constitutes part of an in-

testate line." The section further provides that, "As used

iithis section tlie term 'line' means any channel of com-

mnication established by the use of appropriate equip-

n,nt other than a channel of communication established

b. the interconnection of two or more existing channels
* *." Thus, by specific statutory provision, the mere fact

tU a CATV system or relay company is connected by

rilio to some other eouununications facility does not con-

sVMite its lines a part of a channel of communication com-

p.sing both the out-of-State facility and the intrastate

feility. The company which operates by wire within a

sigle State is, therefore, specifically excluded from Com-
mission jurisdiction by section 214. By familiar rules of

sttutory construction such a specific and explicit ex-

cision prevails over any inference that might otherwise

btjspun out of more general language that is claimed to

ir{)ly jurisdiction.

L
vhe Commission memorandum on jurisdiction argues

fim the definitions of "wire communication" and "radio

ccjununication" in 47 U.S.C. 153, to the conclusion that the

Cpimission has jurisdiction over CATV's because their

advities may be said to come within the scope of these

ddnitions. This argument is wholly beside the point. The
sflion on definitions confers no jurisdiction at all. Many
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tez'ins are defined in that same section, including the ten

"United States," "person" and "State eonniiission." It ,

obvious that the FCC does not have jurisdiction over t

United States, over State commissions or over all perso).

The terms defined have legal significance only to the < -

tent that they are used in other sections of the statut

.

But one will search the act in vain for any section wh i

expressly confers jurisdiction ujjon the Commission in li?

broad terms mentioned in the memorandum on jurisdicti .

Consequently, the definitions given those terms are 1

1

germane to the issue.

If the argument in the Commission's memorandums
correct, then the Commission has jurisdiction not only o r

intrastate wire relay systems and CATV operating system s

but also over television and radio receivers. The arn-

ment made in the Commission memorandum is that jy

instrumentality which is incidental to or used in the piiv

ess of transmitting picture or sound or which forms a o'l-

necting link in the chain of communication between [e

transmitting station and the viewing public is subject o

Commission jurisdiction. Television and radio reeeiv g

sets are jnst as much within this jurisdictional concept s

CATV's and broadcasting stations. In that event the 'ill

channel law" (Public Law 87-529, 47 U.S.C. 303(s) 'jis

unnecessary as the Commission had full authority to r? di-

late and license receivers by the terms of the original Ca-

munications Act. Clearly, neither the Commission noriiie

courts have ever previously thought this to be the cje.

Both have continuously acted on the contrary assumptioiij

The Commission itself has explicitly denied its righito

control and its jurisdiction over CATV's in several de-

cisions which up to the present time have not been spf f-

ically reconsidered or overruled. The first reported le-

cision is Intermountain Microwave, 24 FCC 54, adopted

January 30, 1958. In this case, a television broadcafjr,

Hill County, objected to the grant of a microwave In-
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'lority to a CATV relay company. The Commission opinion

lid:

Hill County is seeking to have the Commission

1 deny a radio authorization to a communications com-
' mon carrier because the communication circuit to be

derived under such authorization will be utilized by

subscribers who are competitors of Hill County in

endeavoring to provide visual entertainment * * *.

We are of the opinion that the request of Hill County

must be denied. * * * In considering this problem, it

must be remembered that it is possible and feasible

for communications common carriers to provide pro-

gram relay facilities to subscribers where no special

authorization is required from this Commission, e.g.,

where the carrier already has in place properly au-

thorized general cable, wire, or radio facilities which

may be put to such particular use in the ordinary

course of business. Thus, to single out for special

consideration and denial only those situations where

new construction is involved, where such new con-

struction is specifically for the purpose of providing

a service to the public, when the initial or sole user

availing himself of service is a community television

distribution system, would be arbitrary, capricious,

and discriminatory. An alternative, of course, would

be to adopt an overall policy, rule, or condition with

respect to every cable, wire, or radio authorization,

issued by this Commission to carriers under its juris-

diction, under both title II and III of the Communi-
cations Act, prohibiting the rendition of the specific

type of service here under attack by the objectors.

Such a procedure would be equally arbitrary, capri-

cious, and discriminatory and unwarranted in view of

our ultimate determination herein.

\. few months later, in Frontier Broadcasting Co., 24 FCC
« 2I, 16 R.R. 1005 (1958) the Commission specifically
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pointed out that even ii" it lield CATV systems to be coir

nion carriers they would come within the scope of sectio

214 of the Communications Act and, therefore, would nc

require Commission authority to construct or operate ir

trastate lines. The Commission further said that whe

CATV systems transmitting signals by wire do not em
excessive radiation they involve no radio transmissio

which requires any form of license from the Commissic

under the act.

Thereafter the Commission conducted an extensive i)

quiry and after plenary proceedings entered a report ee;

order considering the whole subject of CATV and rj

peater service, 26 FCC 403, IS R.R. 1573 (1959). The fc

lowing are some of the conclusions then reached and statd

by the Commission:

* * * we find no present basis for asserting jurii

diction or authority over CATV's except as we i

ready regulate them under part 15 of our rules wif

respect to their radiation of energy. (Par. 71.)

* * * it would 'iwt constitute a legally valid exerei",

of regulatory jurisdiction over common carriers

deny authorization for common carrier microwa"\

wire, or cable transmission of television programs ii

CATV systems on the ground that such facilities worl

abet the creation of adverse competitive impact t

the CATV on the construction or successful operatii

of local or nearby stations. (Par. 77.)

Certainly, with respect to anything more than t'

barring of simultaneous duplication, we believe ti>

to be an unwarranted invasion of viewers' rights (•

get "live" programing if they are willing to pay ii'

it. The suggested rules restricting presentation of H

programs of the local station's network would appe

to be cumbersome, if not completely unworkable,

pecially considering that many stations in small m.

kets, including some of those covered in the recoi,
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present programs of two or even three networks. (Par.

96.)

We have considered herein the problem, the issues

raised, and suggested methods of sohition. Two of the

broadcasters' suggestions, both relating to CATV's, we
adopt. These are that CATV systems should be re-

quired to obtain the consent of the stations whose

signals they transmit and that they should be required

to carry the signal of the local station (without de-

grading it) if the local station so requests. Since both

of these steps require changes in the Communications

Act, we will shortly recommend to Congress appro-

priate legislation, as indicated above. (Par. 99; em-

phasis added.)

In 1962 the Commission, Avitli one dissent and one absten-

tion, issued the Carter Mountain decision, which is the

principal reliance of those who now argue for FCC juris-

diction in this matter. Carter Mountain Transmission Corp.,

32 FCC 459 (1962). In this ease a CATV relay company
applied for authority to transmit television signals by

tmicrowave to a small community with one local television

station. The television station jirotested the application

and a hearing was held. On the basis of a complete eviden-

tiary record the Commission found that a grant of the

microwave authority to the relay company with the bring-

ing of CATV service to the community would result in

the demise of the local television station. It, therefore,

found that a grant of the microwave authority would not

be in the public interest. The Commission stated that the

itwo basic issues in the case were whether the relay com-

pany was a bona Me common carrier and whether the

economic impact of the grant was of legal significance

or the public interest was inherent in the fact that appli-

cant was a common carrier. The Commission held that

economic impact of the proposed grant on the broadcast-

ing station was of legal significance and Avas adequate

ground for denying the authority sought. The holding was
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explicitly limited to this. The Commission said in its opin-f!

ion: "There is no attempt to examine, limit, or interfere

with the actual material to be transmitted. We are merely

considering the (piestion of whether the use of the facility

is in the public interest, a conclusion which must be reached

prior to tlie issuance of the grant." The Commission did

not consider or discuss the decisions cited above and the

only comment in Carter Mountain on the earlier decisions

is this: "To the extent that this decision departs from ouri;

views in the report and order in docket No. 12443, 2fi FCCj
403 (released April 14, 1959), those views are modified." ;

The decision was appealed and affirmed by the courtu

of appeals. In the Court of appeals, six issues were agreed
i

upon between the parties and submitted to the court byi

stipulation. These are set forth in the appellate opinioiL,1

Carter Mountain Transmission Corp v. FCC, 321 F.2d.'

359 (C.A.D.C. 1963), cert. den. 375 U.S. 951 (1963). Nonei

of the issues related either to the imposition of condi-li

tions upon or control over the programs to be carried byi

the applicant or to the possibility of extending FCC juris-

f

diction to companies not utilizing radio transmission for

the carriage of signals. In fact, the Commission in its brief
»<

to the Supreme Court in opposition to certiorari, specifi-'

cally stated that no question of Commission jurisdiction
i

over CATV's operating by wire was involved in that case.j

The brief stated "* * * several bills have been introduced^

in Congress to give the Commission direct autliority oven

CATV's, a question not involved here, * * *" (FCC brief,

p. 1
J
emphasis added)

.

A month after issuing its Carter Mountain decision, thet

Commission issued a unanimous order in WSTV, Inc. v.

Fortnightly Corp. 23 R.R. 184 (1962) in which it relied

upon and reaffirmed the holding of the Frontier Broadcast-',

ing decision, and reiterated that "this Commission [is]

without title II jurisdiction over the CATV system." Ac-

cordingly, the Commission ordered that the complaint by

a broadcaster against a CATV svstem "is dismissed foK
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failure to state a cause of action within the jurisdiction of

the Commission."

In the report and order adopting rules to be imjiosed on

CATV's through the common carriers which serve them,

the Commission merely mentions the matter of jurisdiction

in a footnote (footnote 5). This cavalier reference relies

entirely on the authority of the Carter Mountain case as

the legal foundation for jurisdiction to issue the rules.

But this reliance is wholly misplaced. The Carter Mountain
decision held only that the Commission could wholly deny

a common carrier application when the sole proposed use

1 of the common carrier was to serve a CATV and such serv-

: ice would, on the facts of record in that case, result in

I the economic destruction of a local broadcasting station.

The issue of Commission authority to impose conditions

Ion or control the character of the signals carried by the

I relay company, not to mention the customer, was not

raised or decided in that case, was not considered by the

I Commission (see par. 3, 32 FCC 460) and, in fact, was
expressly disclaimed by the Commission (par. 8, 32 FCC
462). The Commission did say that its denial of the ap-

plication was without prejudice to the right of applicant

to file a new application when conditions had changed

so that the operation of the CATV would not have the im-

pact on the local television station which the record there

demonstrated was likely to follow in circumstances pre-

vailing at the time of the decision. However, this is a far

I cry from a holding that the Commission can impose con-

ditions as to the signals to be carried by the communica-
tions carrier or by its customer. As noted in the preceding

discussion, the Commission told the Supreme Court in

the Carter Mountain brief that the issue of FCC jurisdic-

tion over CATV's was not involved, and shortly after the

Carter Mountain decision a unanimous Commission re-

affirmed that it did not have jurisdiction over the carriage

of signals by CATV's. There is no reasoned Commission
opinion that considers this issue and concludes that the
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Commission does have the jurisdiction actually exercised

in the instant report and order. Several Commission opin-

ions hold to the contrary. In these circumstances, the casual

disposition of the jurisdictional issue in a footnote seems

inadequate at best and irresponsible at worst.

The Commission memorandum cites cases like American

Trucking Assn. v. U.S., 344 U.S. 298, and NBC v. U.S.,

319 U.S. 190, to sustain jurisdiction. However, the point

at issue in those cases, and others like them, was simply

whether a regulatory agency having jurisdiction over a

field of activity and an enterprise within tliat field could

act with reference to a particular practice not s])ecified

in the basic statute. The Supreme Court held that, re-

gardless of the absence of specific reference to a particu-

lar practice in the act, the regulatory agency having juris-

diction of the field and the enterprise might promulgate!

regulations dealing with a practice which was considered

to be an evil requiring correction. The Court points out

,

that the necessity of fornuilating regulations to meet spe-6

cific practices not foreseen by Congress is precisely one^

of the reasons regulatory agencies such as the Commis-(j

sion are created. However, this reasoning has nothing);

whatever to do with an issue as to the existence of juris-

,

diction over an economic or technical field or a particular

enterprise.

A case much closer to the present situation than anyil

cited in the Commission's memorandum is F.P.C. v. Panrt

handle Co., 337 U.S. 498 (1949). In that case the Supreme

Court held that the FPC could not extend its power byt^

the kind of reasoning relied on by the FCC here, even

though the FPC was seeking to regulate a company con-,

cededly within its general jurisdiction but as to an asi)ect

of the company's business that was not within the termsi

of the statutory jurisdiction. The Court said, inter alia:

Nothing in the sections indicates that the power given

to the Commission over natural-gas companies by
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section 1(b) could have been intended to swallow all

the exceptions of the same section and thus extend

the power of the Commission to the constitutional

limit of congressional authority over commerce.

Failure to use such an important power for so long

a time indicates to us that the Commission did not

believe the power existed. In the light of that history

we should not by an extravagant, even if abstractly

possible, mode of interpretation push powers granted

over transportation and rates so as to include produc-

tion * * *. We cannot attribute to Congress the in-

tent to grant such far-reaching powers as implied

in the act when that body has endeavored to be precise

and explicit in defining the limits to the exercise of

Federal power.

The Court stated that if the Commission were of the opin-

lion that it should have the power sought, then it was au-

'thorized to call the attention of Congress to that fact. The

reasoning adopted by the Court in the Panhandle case ap-

pUes with even greater force to the FCC in the instant

situation. Here there is not merely an inference from earlier

inaction tliat the Commission did not believe it had the

power now asserted. Here tliere are clear and explicit

declarations by this Commission that it does not have the

power which the present majority of the Commission now
claims. The only thing that has changed since the Commis-
sion last disclaimed the jurisdiction it now asserts is the

personnel of the Commission. That is not a proper basis

for disregarding precedent and changing established legal

principles. See my separate opinion in Assignment of Addi-
tional VHF Channel to Johnstown, Pa., etc., 1 R.R. 2d 1572,

1580 (1963).

Contrary to the apparent belief of the Commission major-
ity, the fact that it might be thought desirable for the FCC
to have control of CATV's or their practices does not indi-
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cate that the agency does possess such power. See Youngs-

town Co. V. Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579 (1952). Despite some

reservations as to the wisdom and objectivity of the Com-

mission and its staff regarding CATV's, I would agree that,

as a matter of principle, the FCC should have the authority

to regulate CATV's as a service closely related to broad-

casting. I favor and will support appropriate congressional

legislation to give the Commission jurisdiction in this field.

This position differs from the assertion of jurisdiction

made by the Conunission in the instant proceedings in sev-'

eral important respects. First, it is founded on a deferen-''

tial respect for the constitutional scheme by which Congres?!

must specifically delegate power before it is exercised bjlj

an agency created by Congress. Second, the power thaV

Congress delegates is almost certainly going to be specifiecf

and limited in extent, whereas the power derived by infer^

ence from broad general statutory terms is unlimited excep''

by the self-restraint of the Commissioners and the vigilance'

of the courts. Finally, it is likely that congressional hean-

ings will illuminate this problem and that Congress wi)-'

provide some guidance to the Commission that may sugges'

a better course that the one the Commission is now deter'

mined to follow.

At least part of tlie problem that the Commission no"V(|

foresees in the proliferations of CATV's is the result of th(j

Commission's own past policies. In the past the Commiai

sion has adopted the same restrictive attitude toward trana|

lators and other auxiliary services that were within itj

jurisdiction that it now proposes to take tow^ard CATV's]

The popular demand which has been responsible for thi

recent rapid growth of CATV's has been largely the resul

of the denial of service to many areas because of the FC*

strictness and reluctance in granting authority for the cor

struction and operation of translators and boosters. Appai

ently the Commission has not yet learned that the expansio

of service is not to be attained by the Ihnitation of compeb
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tion and the imposition of rip:orous regulation but ratlior

by stimulating competition and moderating regulation. The

Commission can do many things to stimulate and encourage

ithe extension and expansion of television service through-

out the country, but regulating the programs that can be

|)rought into homes by CATV's and extending the Commis-

sion's jurisdiction without specific congressional authority

are not likely to help.

However, it seems to me that the most basic and impor-

iant issue involved here is far more important than the

interests of the broadcasters, the CATV's, or even of the

ludience in securing broadcasting service. The basic issue

jiivolved here is whether a great Government agency will

ihow reasonable respect for its own precedents and reason-

able restraint in seeking to extend the scope of its own
:)ower. Undoubtedly the independent regulatory agencies

..ave been given great power and broad discretion in its

Ixercise. But if democratic government is to survive, the

roUary of great power and broad discretion must be a

rong impulse of self-restraint in the exercise of such

lower. In the face of statutory language, the Commission's

m precedents, the prior statements of the Commission to

.6 courts and its requests to Congress for legislation on
is subject, it seems to me to be presumptuous for the

ommission now to assert jurisdiction which it has previ-

sly explicitly disclaimed. If the laws are inadequate to

3 jape with the problems of the moment, it is the function of

I pngress to remedy that lack. There,is no reason to as^^ume

I |iat Congress is any less responsive than the Commission
the public interest, or that it is unable or unwilling to

t if action is needed in this field at this time. I am, accord-

gly compelled to dissent from the Commission's efforts

extend its jurisdiction without specific congressional
thority.
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APPENDIX C

Legslative History of Proposed Amendments to the

Communications Act, Conferring Jurisdiction over CATV

On September 8, 1959, and after lengthy hearings during

the 8Gth Congress, First Session, the Committee on Inter

state and Foreign Commerce submitted Senate Report 92,'

accompanying and recommending passage of Senate Bil

2G53, entitled "A bill to amend the Communications Ac
of 1934 to establish jurisdiction in the Fedoi-al Commnni
cations Commission over Community Antenna Systems.'^

The bill provided as follows

:

That section 3 of the Conmiunieations Act of 193^'

(47 U.S.C. 153) is amended by inserting at the en-:

thereof the following: "(hh) 'Community antenna tele

vision system' means any facility performing the ser^

ice of receiving and amplifying the signals transmili

ting programs broadcast by one or more television sti>

tions and redistributing such programs, by wire, t

subscribing members of the public, but such term shai

not include (1) any such facility which serves fewe

than fifty subscribers, (2) any such facility whic

serves only the residents of one or more apartmcj

dwellings under common ownership, control, or mai

agement, and coimnercial establishments located o

the premises, or (3) any such facility used only ff

the distribution, by wire, of programs for Avliicli

charge is imposed generally on all subscribers wherj

ever located and which are not in the first instaW

broadcast for recei)tion without charge by all membel

of the public within the direct range of televisk

broadcast stations."

Sec. 2. Section 3 (h) of the Communications Act

1934 (47 U.S.C. 153) is amended to read as follows:

*' (h) 'Common carrier' or 'carrier' means any perse

engaged as a common carrier for hire, in interstaj
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or foreign communication by wire or radio or in inter-

state or foreign radio transmission of energj^, except

where reference is made to coimnon carriers not sub-

ject to this Act ; but a person engaged in radio broad-

casting or in operating a community antenna television

system shall not, insofar as such person is so engaged,

be deemed a common carrier."

Sec. 3. Title III of the Communications Act of 1934

(47 U.S.C. 301 and the following) is amended by in-

serting therein a new section 330 as foUows, entitled:

"Community Antenna Television Systems

"Sec. 330. (a) No person shall operate a community

antenna television system except under and in accord-

ance with this Act and with a license granted under

the provisions of this Act : Provided, That a community

antenna television system which is in operation on the

date of the enactment of this section may continue to

operate until the Coimnission issues a license therefor

:

Provided further, That any system continuing to oper-

ate in accordance with the foregoing shall, not later

than one hundred and twenty days after such enact-

ment, submit an application for a license containing

all the information required by the Commission to be

submitted with such application.

"(b) (1) The provisions of sections 303, 304, 307,

308, 310, 311, 312, 313, 315 and 316 relating to stations,

radio stations, broadcasting stations, licenses therefor,

licensees thereof, and station operators shall apply also

to community antenna television systems, licenses

therefore, licensees thereof, and operators thereof.

"(b) (2) The provisions of section 317 relating to

matters broadcast by any radio station, and section 326

relating to radio communications shall be deemed to

apply also to all matter distributed to its subscribers

by a community antenna television system.
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solely in rebroadcasting) which is assigned to a cm

munity in which a community antenna television a
tem provides television programs to local subscrib ;

the Commission may recinire that such comniui

antenna service shall regularly redistribute progm
broadcast by such local television broadcast statioi

"(f) (2) The Commission may, by rule or order, ]

scribe such standards and conditions as it may k

necessary to assure that the rece])tion of the progm
redistributed by the community antenna television ra

tem under subsection (1) shall be reasonably comjr

able in technical quality to the reception of programu

other television stations redistributed by the comi.i

nity antenna television system.

"(f) (3) The Commission also may, by rule or orr

prescribe the period of time within which commui't;

antenna television systems shall complete preparat:',i

for and commence the redistribution of programs uii'3

subsections (1) and (2).

"(g) The Commission shall prescribe appropi't

rules and regulations in order to avoid the duplica ))

of programs broadcast or scheduled to be broadcaso;

a television station (other than a station engaged s( 1;

in rebroadcasting) which is assigned to a conmiunit|ij

which a community antenna television system se>e:

subscribers by such community antenna television ^'S

tem redistributing the signals of another television '^

a

tion. In promulgating such rules and regulationsrh(

Commission shall be guided by the standard set f tl

in subsection (e) of this section, requiring thati,u(

regard be given for the desirability of facilitatingi|h(

continued operation of a television station which is ifo

viding the only available locally originating televior

broadcast program service."
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The committee report explained the purpose of the bill

^iis to place CATV imder the jurisdiction of the FCC

:

This bill is designed to amend the Communications

Act of 1934 so as to place community antenna tele-

vision systems (CATV) under the jurisdiction of the

' Federal Communications Commission and to empower
the Commission to issue requisite certificates of public

I interest, convenience, and necessity for the construc-

tion and operation of community antenna television

, systems. This bill declares CATV systems not to be

i common carriers and sets forth the sections of title

III of the Conununication Act affecting regular broad-

casters that are to apply to the community antenna

television systems.

SJRep. No. 923, 86th Cong., 1st Sess. 3 (1959).

The report summarized the Commission's treatment of

C.TV since its inception and referred to it disclaimer of

jiisdiction in Frontier Broadcasting Co. v. Laramie Com-
rmity TV Co., 16 P & F Radio Reg. 1005 (1958)

:

The question of the FCC's jurisdiction over com-

munity antenna television systems and the type of

regulation that should be imposed was raised many
years ago. The FCC's files make it clear that this issue

was presented to it as early as 1950 and that its staff

recommended that it exert authority in this field. But,

the Commission has long hesitated over the matter. In

speeches by individual commissioners and in testimony

before your committee, doubt as to its power has been

expressed but no official ruling was made until April

21, 1958, when the FCC decided a long-pending proceed-

ing instituted by a group of small-town broadcasters

who asked that the Commission regulate CATV sys-

tems as common carriers. [See Frontier Broadcasting
Company v. Collier, 16 R.R. 1005 (April 1958.)) The
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Commission's final action in this matter made it pei

fectly clear that it did not intend to regulate CAT"'

systems in any way whatsoever. However, on May 21

1958, the FCC instituted an inquiry into the impac

of community antenna television systems, televisio

translators, television satellite stations, and televisio

reflectors upon the orderly development of televisio

broadcasting (Docket No. 12443) and included as pai

of that proceeding the reconsideration of the abovi

mentioned Frontier Broadcasting case. Id. at 5.

After several amendments to the bill were otfere*

S. 2653 was debated on the Senate floor on May 17 ar,

18, 1960. Senator Pastore, chairman of the sponsorir

committee, was the floor leader and explained that the b

was not designed to hurt CATV, but merely place it undti

regulatory control

:

This bill is not directed in any way toward injurin

CATV as such. We seek merely to place CATV sy.,

tems under regulation in order to protect their right

and also to protect the rights of the only availab.

broadcasting station, which may perisli and go out i

existence unless proper reforms are taken now of

very moderate nature. 106 Cong. Rec. 10417 (196(

Senator Pastore was questioned at length on the purposi,

of the bill and explained it was a new delegation of authc^

ity of jurisdiction over CATV. In a brief colloquy, it wj

stated

:

Mr. Curtis. First, I thank the distinguished Senatj

for his long efforts in a difficult area. I have girj

very limited study to S. 2653. It appears to me tli

the proposed legislation places the community anten

systems under the jurisdiction of the Federal Co:

munieations Commission. To that extent there is •

delegation of authority to them. Does the bill direO'
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prohibit or outlaw any act that the community antenna

systems are doing now!

Mr. Pastore. I do not think so, aside from the fact

that now they are at liberty to take a picture from a

broadcasting station in Phoenix and show it in Yuma,
for example. It may be earlier than the picture would

be shown on the local broadcasting station in Yuma,
and if the broadcasting station at Yuma made an appli-

cation to the FCC, it could bring that to a stop. That

would be a deprivation of some activity. That is about

as far as it would go.

Mr. Curtis. The bill grants to the Commission the

right to look into that situation?

Mr. Pastore. And to make rules and regulations.

Mr. Curtis. To make rules and regulations.

But in the absence of action by the Commission, is

there anything in the bill which prohibits what the

_
community antenna systems can do ?

^
I

Mr. Pastore. I would not say so, unless the Senator

sees something in the bill to the contrary. Id. at 10425.

?th

1 answer to questions by Senator Kerr, an opponent of

bill and of the grant of jurisdiction to the FCC over

!rV, Senator Pastore explained that the jurisdictional

gr|ttt was necessary to develop an orderly system of TV

:

... [I]t is necessary to put these people under regula-

tion, so that as new licenses are granted the Federal

Communications Commission will have jurisdiction.

The FCC then will be in a position to develop an
orderly system of TV. However—and this must be

borne in mind—insofar as harassment is concerned, or

so far as a burden may be incurred, because of the
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duties that are imposed upon a CATV organizatio

where there is no problem, I would assume the actio

of the Federal Conmiunications Commission would b

nothing more than perfunctory. Id. at 10426.

The Kerr-Pastore debate demonstrated that the issu

before the Senate was whether the FCC was to gain jui

isdiction over CATV through the passage of the amenc

ment—jurisdiction which it admittedly lacked:

Mr. Kerr. Did it ever occur to the Senator froi

Rhode Island that there are hundreds and thousano

of American Businesses in operation who are prayin

unto the Lord and their Government to protect thei

by keeping them free of regulation, rather then in

posing it on them and then having them depend upon

legislative record made on the floor of the Senate whic

if someone downtown whose identity we do not kno:^

is controlled by it ,will let them loose after they ha^

paid a bunch of lawj'ers in Washington to come dow

to get them loose?

The Senator says he cannot write a bill to prote

these people. Apparently the Senator does not know b

own ability. . . .

Mr. Pastore. There was not one representative oft

CATV who appeared before our committee who did n

say that he wanted to be regulated. I call as my chi^

witness the Senator from Oklahoma [Mr. Monrone\(

who is going to make the motion to recommit the b,i

As a matter of fact. Senator Monroney introduced.^

bill himself to regulate the entire industry. Howeve
that bill is only a shell. It does ])ut them under regu^

tion, but it does not regulate.

Mr. Kerr. Next to not being under it, that is the bi

shape one can be in. Ibid.
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,
Senator Pastore urged that by conferring jurisdiction

|)ver CATV, the bill would actually provide protection to

CIATV systems against exorbitant charges by the broad-

cast station, should the stations prevail in pending copy-

•ight litigation. Senator Kerr countered that the FCC
;;hrongh its present jurisdiction over the broadcasters could

Protect CATV without extending its jurisdiction to CATV.

Mr. Kerr, Did the Senator from Rhode Island say the

Federal Communications Commission, which has con-

trol of the station whose signal is being picked up,

could not control them without this act?

Mr. Pastore. I did not say that.

Mr. Kerr. That is what the Senator did say.

Mr. Pastore. I said the CATV would not have any

right to go before the FCC.
Mr. Kerr. Who says they would not?

Mr. Pastore. I say so.

Mr. Kerr. Who prescribes that?

Mr, Pastore. Because the Senator says they should

be put under the CATV. That is just the point.

Mr. Kerr. Cannot a i3erson go into court and ask for

I justice, without being set aside by the court ?

I

I

Mr. Pastore. The FCC is not a court. It is a regula-

tory body. We are trying to put the parties under this

body with appropriate procedures.

Mr. Kerr. The Senator wants to make them slaves,

without provision for protection of their lives. How
silly can one get?

Mr. Pastore. I am not silly, I am talking about juris-

diction.

Mr. Kerr. So am I.

Mr. Pastore. I am talking about jurisdiction, and
there is nothing silly in it.

Mr. Kerr. The Federal Communications Commission
does not have to be given regulatory control over any
citizens to enable those citizens to go before that Fed-
eral Communications Commission and file a petition.
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Mr. Pastore. A petition to do what?

Mr. Kerr. To enforce any right that an American

citizen has with reference to that Commission's juris-

diction.

Mr. Pastore. The Senator could not b(> more wrong

than he is. Id. at 10429-30.

Senator Pastore, the fioor manager, insisted that the

bill was necessaiy to confer CATV jurisdiction upon thei

FCC, and that without it, the Commission was powerless *

to act.

Regarding the effects of the bill in conferring jurisdic-i,

tion. Senator Monroney emphasized that it would provide I'

unprecedented economic protection to broadcasters:

The only test for the granting of a license for a tele-

vision or a radio station, in the long history of thei

Federal Communications Act, has been. Is there a fre-

quency available which will not interfere with the fre-e

• quency assigned to someone else? A hundred television
ij

stations could be established if frequencies were avail-

able for them. If there is a radio station in Yuma, six

stations could be put in if frequencies could be found

for them. But we have never contemplated granting
i'

economic protection to licensees until this bill was intro-(j

duced. We are breaking entirely new ground, which

will extend in the future to such a point that other

people will want to install television in an area, andij

it will be necessary to provide economic protection for

the local single station. I do not think such a policy

has ever been established. Id. at 10535.

Senator Monroney compared the immunity from FOC'
regulation of Teoeption and cable distribution by CATV
to that enjoyed by the television networks:

Mr. Long of Louisiana. Does the bill violate the prin-i

ciple that the airways are free and are available toi

everyone ?
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Mr. Monroney. I do not think it does. But it violates

the principle of not having Federal regulation of cable

transmission.

Let me state the best illustration: All of us know
that the mightiest force in television, which controls 90

percent of all television programs received by viewers

in the United States, are the networks. They are not

subject to regulation, and very few Members of Con-

gress would want them to be regulated. AVhy! Because

the concept of the Federal Communications Act is that

the networks themselves are not putting anything on

the air. They use cables to carry the signals to the

local stations. So they are not regulated. So we do not

regulate—and I do not think we should—the mighty

giant of television which supplies the television diet of

50 million television sets by carrying the television pro-

gram signals by cable to the viewers.

But if the quite similar CATV systems are to be

regulated by means of this bill, we shall be establish-

ing a precedent ; and in that event' I do not see how we
can properly regulate the smallest midget in the indus-

try, but fail to give some consideration to regulating

the mighty networks Avhich are carrying signals by
means of a similar system, and also without using the

airways. Id. at 10536,

Senators opposing the amendment recognized that the

ill was designed to provide economic protection for

levision.

Mr. MoClellan. The meaning of the word "facilitate,"

as I understand it, is to make easy or less difficult ; to

free from difficulty or impediment. In other words, it

is to facilitate the execution of a task; to lessen the

labor of; to assist; aid. In other words, the station

owner could petition the Federal Communication Com-
mission to impose conditions that will facilitate, that
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will aid, that will remove any difficulty, that will re-

move encumbrance or hindrance to the continued oper-

ation of that station.

Mr. Monroney, Which would mean limiting competi-

tion, which this bill is designed to do, from newly con-

structed CATV's.

Mr, McClellan. In other words, the rules the Com-

mission promulgates must be promulgated to achieve

that purpose. That is the proposed law we are consider-i

ing. I am not saying it is not a good thing, but 1 think

we ought to know what it does. This provision sets up

a TV station in a position of preferred consideration,rf

and in a position of preferred considereation in com-

petition with another station. Id. at 10537.

Senator Long registered concern over the economic ad-

vantage to broadcasters conferred by the bill.

Mr. Long of Louisiana. I am referring to page 4 of

the bill, at line 21, Avhere it provides

:

A television station * * * may petition the Conmiis-

sion to include in such license such conditions on the

community antenna television system's o])eration as

will significantly facilitate the continued operation of

a television station which is providing the only avail-

able locally originated television broadcast progrann

service.

The thought that occurs to me is that it would seeni!

to go far enough to say that the community antenna

system should not impose any undue injury or hard-

ship on the television station. However, to say that it

could be required to operate in a manner to facilitate*
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the continued operation of the competitor and system

in his business, is too much to ask.

Mr. Long of Louisiana. As the law stands today there

is nothing in the law by which the FCC can prevent

one television station from driving another one out of

business. I have seen that happen in my state, where

a VHF station came into the community which had a

j
UHF station, by providing a better signal and better

programs. Id. at 10541.

iSenator Hickenlooper questioned whether the proposed

&,mendment conferring jurisdiction upon the FCC was
3onstitutional.

Mr. Hickenlooper. Mr. President, I merely wish to

ask some questions of the Senator from Oklahoma or
' of another Member of the Senate.

It seems to me that a rather complicated legal situ-

ation could arise in this instance. As I understand, a

CATV station merely takes something out of the air,

and does not put anything into the air.

I

Mr. Monroney. That is correct.

\ Mr. Hickenlooper. After it takes something out of

the air—just like using the air we breathe—it then

wires it, by means of a physical operation, into a house,

where it is hooked up to a television set.

Mr. Monroney. That is correct.

Mr. Hickenlooper. What justification is there for hav-

ing the Federal Government move into that regulatory

field! Can it be called interstate commerce? If so, can

the Federal Government then regulate my radio set in

my house because I take the signal out of the air by
means of an aerial erected on top of my house?
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Mr. Monronoy. This presents a problem, becaust

many think this is exclusively in the field of interstate

commerce. Of course, the ether waves are interstate

But when the signal is taken out of the air and is trans:

mitted to the Senator's house by cable, that is purelj

intrastate. Id. at 10543.

The issue to recommit the bill was plainly and openh

acknowledged as an attempt to defeat it.

Mr. Kerr. Mr. President, I rise in support of tint

motion to recommit the bill. I do it for the simple reai

son that I think it is an absolute necessity to protecv

the well-being and the opportunity for existence o

over 760 small businesses. . . . Id. at 10544.

The bill was recommitted by a vote of 39 to 38. Id. a

10547. A vote to reconsider failed 38 to 36. As a pos

mortem to the defeat of S. 2653, Senator Moss, a proponenr

of the bill, asked for further study by Congress as t

whether, in view of the bill's failure to pass, appropriat

legislation should be enacted to grant the FCC some juris'

diction over CATV in order to protect local television. /(

at 11462.

Throughout the lengthy debate, both proponents an

opponents assumed that the legislation was necessary r|

order to confer jurisdiction upon the FCC over CATV. Th"

legislation failed to pass.

II

In the 89th Congress, S. 3017 was introduced on Maro'

4, 1966, 112 Cong. Rec. 4901 (1966). It was entitled "a hi

to amend the Communications Act of 1934 to authorize 1i

Federal Communications Commission to issue rules ar

regulations with respect to community antenna system

and for other purposes." The bill i^rovided no regulator'
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scheme or rules as did S. 2653, S6th Cong., 1st Sess., but

merely conferred jurisdiction over CATV upon the FCC.

It also barred program origination by CATV, and relegated

it to the role of receiving and distributing broadcast signals.

This bill was submitted subsequent to the FCC's assump-

tion of jurisdiction and was designed, in the words of its

chairman as a confirmation of jurisdiction.

The Commission has determined that it has jurisdic-

tion over all CATV systems, and it has asserted that

jj

jurisdiction to the extent necessary to carry out the

announced regulatory program. However, given the

I importance of CATV, we believe it highly desirable

that Congress amend the Communications Act to con-

firm that jurisdiction and to establish such basic na-

tional policy as it deems appropriate.

Of prime importance is the proposed new section

331(a)(1) of the act, which would expressly confer

upon the Commission, in broad and comprehensive

terms, authority to regulate community antenna sys-

tems in the public interest. This authority is to be exer-

cised only to the extent necessary to carry out the pur-

poses of the Communications Act, particularly the

establishment and maintenance of broadcast services

and the provision of multiple reception services. There
is thus a congressional recognition of the public service

rendered by the broadcast and CATV industries and
a directive to promote the orderly growth of both in-

dustries. Ibid.

I
Also, submitted along with the explanatory statement is

;he dissenting statement of Commissioner Loevinger who
Adhered to the previous FCC rulings that it had no juris-

(iiction.
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Separate Statement of Commissioner Lee Loevinger Regarding
Proposed CATV Legislation

I believe it is necessary for Congress to legislate oi

the subject of community antenna television and tha

the draft of proposed legislation submitted herewitl

by the FCC is the best compromise that can now b(

agreed upon. It is my opinion that under present stat

utes the Commission does not have the jurisdictioi

which it claims over CATV's. See my separate opinion

at 4 RR 2d 1679, 1712. If the Commission is to act ii

this field, legislative authorization is, therefore, neces-

sary.

It would be desirable for Congress to esta])lish mon
specific standards for administrative action than an

contained in the proposed bill. But it is appropriat

for Congress to delegate broad authority for the Con

mission to act under whatever standards Congres

may see fit to establish.

Accordingly I join in reconunending that Congres

consider the j^roposed bill submitted herewith and enac

legislation in such form as may best express the coi

gressional view of the proper way to deal with th,

problems involving FCC jurisdiction to regulate CATTJ

systems, the operation of CATV systems, the relationj

of CATV systems to conventional broadcasting sti;

tions, and the relation between Federal and State juri

diction in this field. Id at 4902. i

The bill, S. 3017, contains the following language:

That section 3 of the Conmiunications Act of 19S

(47 U.S.C. 153) is amended by adding at the end ther

of a new subsection to read as follows

:

:

"(gg) 'Community antenna system' means any faci

ity which, in whole or in part, receives directly or i
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directly over the air and amplifies or otherwise modi-

fies the signals transmitting programs broadcast by-

one or more broadcast stations and distributes such

signals by wire or cable to subscribing members of the

public who pay for such service."

Sec. 2. The Communications Act of 1934 is further

amended by adding a new section to read as follows,

entitled

:

"Community Antenna Systems

"Sec. 331, (a) The Commission shall, as the public

interest, convenience or necessity requires, have au-

thority :

"(1) to issue orders, make rules and regulations

and prescribe such conditions or restrictions with

respect to the construction, technical characteristics,

and operation of community antenna systems, to the

extent necessary to carry out the purposes of this

Act, with due regard to both the establishment and
maintenance of broadcast service and the provision

of multiple reception services

;

"(2) to make general rules exempting from regu-

lation, in whole or in part, community antenna sys-

tems where it is determined that such regulation is

unnecessary because of the size or nature of the sys-

tems so exempted.

"(b) No community antenna system shall transmit

over its system any program or other material other

than that which it has received directly or indirectly

over the air from a broadcast station, except that the

Commission may, upon an express finding that it would

serve the public interest, authorize by general rule

limited exceptions to permit such transmissions with-

out any additional charge to subscribers,

" (e) Nothing in this Act or any regulation promul-

gated hereunder shall preclude or supersede legislation
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relating to, or regulation of, community antenna sys-

tems by or under the authority of any State or Terri-

tory, the District of Columbia, the Conmionwealth ol

Puerto Rico or any possession of the United States

except to the extent of direct conflict with the provi-

sions of this Act or regulations promulgated here

under."

Ill

Again in the 89th Congress a bill was introduced con

ferring jurisdiction over CATV. H.li. 13280, 89tli Cong.i

2d Sess. (19G6). On June 17, 1966 the House Committee oi

Interstate and Foreign Commerce issued H.R. Hep. Nol

1635, accomi^anying H.R. 13286, entitled "a bill to anieiK-

the Communications Act of 1934 to authorize the Federa;,

Communications Commission to issue rules and regnlationli

with respect to community antenna systems, and for otlie

'

purposes," The bill, as amended, provides:

, That (a) section 3 of the Communications Act of 193-",

(47 U.S.C. 153) is amended by adding at the end tlieref

of the following new subsection

:

"{gg) 'Community antenna system' means any facil

ity which, in whole or in part, receives directly or in

directly over the air and amplifies or otherwise modi

fies the signals transmitting programs broadcast b.^

one or more broadcast stations and distributes sue")'

signals by wire or cable to subscribing members of tli

public who pay for such service."

(b) Subsection (h) of such section 3 is amended tq

read as follows

:

"(h) 'Common carrier' or 'carrier' means any perso:

engaged as a common carrier for hire, in interstate fo

foreign communications by wire or radio or in intei

state or foreign transmission of energj^ except wher

reference is made to common carriers not subject t

this Act; but a person engaged in radio broadcastin
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or in operating a community antenna system shall not,

insofar as the person is so engaged, be deemed a eom-
' mon carrier."

Sec. 2 Part I of title III of the Communications Act

of 1934 is amended by adding at the end thereof the

following new section

:

"Community Antenna Systems

"Sec. 331. (a) The Commission shall, as the public

J

interest, convenience or necessity requires, have author-

! ity—

"(1) to issue orders, make rules and regulations,

and prescribe such conditions or restrictions with

respect to the construction, technical characteristics

and operation of community antenna systems, to the

extent necessary to carry out the purposes of this

Act, with due regard to both the establishment and
maintenance of broadcast services and the provisions

of multiple reception services ; and

"(2) to make general rules exempting from regula-

tion, in whole or in part, coimiiunity antenna systems

where it is determined that such regulation is un-

necessary because of the size or nature of the systems

so exempted.

The Commission shall, in determining the applica-

tion of any rule or regulation concerning the carriage

of local broadcast stations by community antenna sys-

tems, give due regard to the avoidance of substantial

disruption of the services to subscribers of community
antenna systems which were in operation on March 1,

1966, resulting from the limited channel capacity of

any such systems.

"(b) No community antenna system shall transmit

over its system any program or other material other

than that which it has received directly or indirectly
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over the air from a broadcast station, except that 1;

Commission may, upon an express finding that it woi ]

serve the public interest, autliorize by general ra

limited exceptions to permit such transmissions wi -

out any additional charge to subscribers.

"(c) The Commission shall prescribe such rules £ J

regulations and issue such orders as may be necesj v

to require the deletion by community antenna syste ?

of signals carrying any professional football, basebl,

basketball, or hockey contests if, after application
y

the appropriate league, the Commission finds that ,€

failure to delete such signals would be contrary to tic

purposes for which the antitrust laws are madeli-

applicable to certain agreements under Public I x

87-331.

"(d) Nothing in tliis Act or any regulation pronl-

gated under it shall preclude or supersede legislate

relating to, or regulation of, community antenna &?

terns by or under the authority of any State, the }k-

trict of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Bi.

or any possession of the United States except to le

extent of direct conflict with the provisions of this |3l

or regulations promulgated under it." H.R. Rep.

1G35, 89th Cong., 2d Sess. 1-2 (1966). r

In the purposes of the legislation, the Committee ijis

cautious not to challenge the FCC's already assumed jiis-

diction.
'

The principal purposes of the legislation are to— -j

(1) delineate the scope of the authority of the I'd-

eral Communications Commission to regulate CAi'V

systems. , . . Id. at 2.

The Committee pointed out that although the 1 d-

eral Conununications Connnission had asserted its juri^c-

f I
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on over CATV, the Committee would not state a position,

.i[cept to say that the Congress should confer this jurisdic-

3n.

In reporting the instant legislation, the conmiittee

does not either agree or disagree with the above con-

clusions. Test cases are pending at present in the

courts. Therefore, the question of whether or not and

to what extent the Commission has authority under

present law to regulate CATV systems is for the courts

to decide in such cases.

It is the considered judgment of the committee, how-

ever, that in order j^roperly to regulate broadcasting

and communications in the United States the Commis-
sion should have the broad jDOwers which the instant

legislation would confer upon the Commission to regu-

late CATV systems. Id. at 9.

'he Commission, in its explanatory note attached to the

Gmmittee report, candidly admitted it wished the Congress

ti confirm jurisdiction Avhich it had assumed.

The Commission has determined that it has jurisdic-

tion over all CATV systems, and it has asserted that

jurisdiction to the extent necessary to carry out the

announced regulatory program. However, given the

importance of CATV, we believe it highly desirable that

Congress amend the Communications Act to confirm

that jurisdiction and to establish such basic national

policy as it deems appropriate. Id. at 16.

n

'Ommi&sioner Loevinger issued a separate state-

nt explaining that although he favored the proposed
hpslation, he believed it necessarv to confer jurisdiction

ubn the FCC.
I

j
I believe it is necessary for Congress to legislate on

the subject of Community Antenna Television and that
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the draft of proposed legislation submitted herewitl

by the FCC is the best compromise that can now b(

agreed upon. It is my opinion that under the present

statutes the Commission does not have the jurisdictior

which it claims over CATV's. See my separate opinioi

at 4 KR 2d 1079, 1712. If the Commission is to act h

this field legislative authorization is, therefore, neces

sary. Id. at 20.

The Department of Justice, in response to a request fo:|

its views, was careful not to state an opinion as to whethc

the FCC had jurisdiction over CATV.

The principal purpose of the bill is to clarify am,

confirm the Commission's jurisdiction over connuuniti

antenna systems in order that the Commission shall'

have clear authority to integrate comnmnity antenDj;!

service into the national broadcast structure in such 111

Avay as to promote maximum service to everyone, ii'

p eluding both those persons who are dependent npo:

off-the-air service and those who may receive cabL

isei*vioe. Id. at 21.

The minority report of the Committee did not hesitat

to state its position that the Commission lacked jurisdic

tion over CATV and that the Commission had unlawfulli

usurped this jurisdiction. I

H.R. 13286 is a bill that Avas prepared by the Fe^

eral Communications Commission and forwarded ti

the Congress with the request that it be passed. It J

not an administration bill. It is an attempt by a Fed

eral agency to force Congress to give it jurisdictioi

which it heretofore claimed it did not have. The pai

sage of this bill at this time would serve to unde:

write an unauthorized assumption of jurisdiction b

the Federal Communications Commission; it won)
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thwart the judicial processes which are presently con-

sidering the issues involved; it would create an entire

new concept of regulation at the Federal level; it

would violate the constitutional guarantees of the

first amendment; it would permit a Federal admin-

istrative agency (supposedly an arm of the Congress,

created hy the Congress) to write substantive law by

the exercise of rulemaking powers; it would authorize

a Federal agency, not answerable to the electorate, to

repeal the laws of the several States by rulemaking

powers; it would authorize monopolistic practices in

the broadcasting of professional sports events and

deny millions of people the opportunity of witnessing

these events by television; it would create the power

of censorship in the Federal Communications Commis-

sion insofar as CATV systems are concerned ; it would

give the Federal Communications Commission the

authority in certain areas to determine what a person

could or could not receive over his television or radio

set—to name a few of the flaws.

Television and radio were not intended to be reg-

ulated in the same manner as public utilities. They
were subjected to regulation only because of the limited

frequencies available in the spectrum. Regulation was
for the sole purpose of properly policing the spectrum

and seeing that it was not abused. Hence, licenses

for broadcasting radio signals were required, because

the spectrum was public domain and subject to the

police poAvers of the sovereign.

The history of the Communications Act of 1927 and

the amendments thereto of 1934 reflect clearly that

the purpose of regulation was to make it possible for

the full spectrum to be used in an orderly manner so

that broadcast signals would not conflict with each

other and thereby create a pandemonium of static

which would be of no use to anyone. The operation

of the businesses operating under licenses issued by
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the Government was to be on the free enterprise base.

In other words, it was spelled out in the history that

the Government would not have jurisdiction of the

economies of the several broadcasters. Whether or

not they were able to stay in business or to be success-

ful in their operations was to be determined solely

by the traditional free enterprise system upon whicli

this country was built. Many attempts have been made

by the Federal Communications Commission to gain

economic control over the broadcasters. The most re-

cent attempt was in 1963 when the Commission issued

orders limiting the length and frequency of broadcast >

commercials. The House of Representatives struck i

down this attempt by the jiassage of a bill denyintr

them the power to enter the field of economic control.

H.R. 13286 as proposed by the Federal Communica-

1

tions Commission is an attempt to gain economic con-

trol over CATV systems and thence to move forward r

to gain economic control over broadcasters and thereby i

measurably expand the regulatory powers of the Com-i

munications Commission on a Federal basis.

A CATV system is a wired communications sys-

tem and does not use the spectrum or public domain

for broadcasting purposes. Hence, the Commission

has heretofore held on several occasions that it did

not have jurisdiction of CATV systems as such.
,

There are three methods by which programs can bei

received by a CATV system to be transmitted overi

it wires:

1. The pure off-the-air system. This is the case

where a high antenna is employed to catch any broad-

cast signals that happen to come its way.

2. The microwave-fed system. This is the system

where the original broadcast is rebroadcast throughi

the spectrum, one or several times, until it reaches'

its desired destination. (The FCC has jurisdiction

over the microwave facility because it is a rebroadn
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cast into the spectrum, bnt not over the reception

facility.)

3. The coaxial cable. This is a system where a

coaxial cable is employed from the broadcasting sta-

tion to the CATV system. If the coaxial cable does

not cross a State line, the Federal Communications

Commission does not have jurisdiction. If the coaxial

cable does cross a State line, the jurisdiction of

the FCC attaches under its jurisdiction over an in-

terstate common carrier by wire. However, in this

case the jurisdiction of the Commission does not

extend to a determination of what can or cannot be

carried over the wire.

The present bill is designed to give the Federal

Communications Commission absolute control over re-

ception by all three methods. The main objective of

the Federal Communications Commission is to gain

control over the off-the-air (subpar. 1 above) and the

coaxial cable (subpar. 3 above), for by this method

the Commission can gain direct control over reception

of television signals insofar as all CATV systems are

concerned. It has had an indirect, limited power over

CATV systems using microwave. The operator of a

microwave facility must get a license from the Fed-

eral Communications Commission because he is trans-

mitting radio signals. The Commission has taken the

position that it can issue a license with restrictions and

conditions as to what the microwave opei'ator can trans-

mit, even though section 326 of the Communications

Act prohibits censorship.

If the Congress passes H.R. 13286 it will open the

door wide for the Federal Communications Commis-

sion to gain jurisdiction over the reception of televi-

sion and radio signals—jurisdiction positively denied

the Federal Communications Commission under the

Communications Act as amended in 1934. It will en-

able the Commission to determine what can be received

bv the viewers of this Nation from satellite trans-
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mittals, as well as local broadcasting stations and net-

work broadcasts. Freedom requires that full free-

dom of communications and information be preserved

and protected. The i)assage of H.R. 13280 would do

irreparable danuige to this freedom. The people in the

fringe areas of radio and television reception would

be at the mercy of the Federal Counuunications Com-
mission and its rulemaking powers.

It is to be noted that the Federal Communications it

Commission, although previously denying jurisdiction

in the field of CATV, in the early months of 1966

completely reversed their position and assumed jur- i

isdiction over all CATV operations. Lawsuits were '

filed and are now pending. The Federal Communica-

tions Commission, no doubt fearing that it had fla-

grantly overstepped its jurisdiction, came to the Con

gress to put its stamp of approval on such action. It \

, is asking the Congress at the present time to give it i

unbridled authority to control every aspect of the i

CATV business, a i^ower it has never had over the

broadcasting business, but which it wants badly—an

entirely new concept in governmental regulation.

The Congress of the United States should not ab-

dicate its legislative powers and delegate to a com-

1

mission the power to write substantive law by rules f

and regulations promulgated by an appointed body.

If the Federal Government is to enter a new field I

of regulation, the manner and extent to which this i

will be undertaken should be definitely and explicitly I

spelled out by the duly elected representatives of the
'

people of this country in the Congress of the United '

States and not by a board, a bureau, or a commission i

wholly and completely insulated from the electorate.

Id. at 23-25.

The minority views, in respect to the powers of the Com-

mission and its lack of jurisdiction over CATV, were not
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"disputed by the majority, which merely urged passage of

the legislation. A second minority report also strenuously

,
objected to the jurisdictional grab by the FCC.

Community antenna television systems have been

I
around since 1950, and until 1965 the Federal Com-
munications Commission very clearly indicated that

it did not pretend to have jurisdiction over the trans-

mission of broadcast signals by cable. In fact it spe-

cifically denied having such jurisdiction. Suddenly,

however, the Commission did a complete turnabout

and argued that it had always possessed authority to

regulate cable television as an extension of broadcast-

ing and its recognized interstate character. By a 5 to

2 decision the Commission determined that the Com-
munications Act of 1934 meant something else and
something more than it clearly is. When we consider

the fact that the makeup of this Federal agency changes

rapidly, such action can lead to dangerous consequen-

ces.

Apparently uncertain of its ground, the Commission
prepared and suggested a most peculair piece of legis-

lation which is H.R. 1.3286. Even a casual reading of

this bill will indicate that it makes no attempt to de-

termine a broad policy under which the CATV industry

should develop in conjunction with the broadcasting

industry. Instead it merely grants broad authority,

throwing the whole problem to the Federal Commu-
nications Commission and hoping for the best.

Most of the 30 amendments which were offered by
members of the committee during the deliberations on

this bill were intended to show the will of Congress

and to provide reasonably clear guidelines. They were

offered in an attempt to make this bill at least rea-

sonably consistent with past principles for the regula-

tion of industrv. They were defeated.
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The result of passing H.R. 13286 would be to create

havoc within an industry of great importance to the

public because the policies adopted by the Commission

for its regulation today could well be reversed or

radically changed a month or a year hence. There

are no general principles to which the industry can .

point or by wliich the Congress may oversee the ac- s

tivities of its creature, the Federal Communications t

Commission.

In the case of broadcasting facilities the Federal

Communications Commission must allocate a frequency

and issue a license therefor. In the case of community .,

antenna systems there is no provision for licensing, i

but the bill does grant authority to issue permits for >

construction. This of course means that construc-

tion authority can be denied to any applicant. Under

the terms of this bill construction permits would be <

wuthin the complete discretion of the Commission. In

our opinion this grants to the Federal Communications <..

Commission a completely unacceptable and probably!

unconstitutional power over this industry.

There are presently pending lawsuits which will

determine w^hether or not the Federal Communica-ij

tions Commission was right when it iirst denied hav-*j

ing jurisdiction over CATV or whether it was right
:{

later when it reversed itself. Also pending are law-v

suits to determine the applicability of the copyright

laws to material carried by CATV systems. The de-i

termination of these matters requires no legislation*

and little purpose is served in passing such legisla-i

tion at this time, particularly since it does not pur-'

port to lay down realistic policies and guidelines within i

which regulation of the CATV industry can logically

proceed. Zr7. at 26-27.

The bill failed to reach the floor for vote.
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APPENDIX D

Legislative History of Section 4(i) of the Communications
Act of 1934

Section 4-(i) first appeared in H. R. 8301, 73d Cong., 2d

Sess. (1934), was carried into S. 2910, and S. 3285, 73d

Cong., 2d Sess. (1934), Anthout change, and was finally en-

acted as section 4(i) of the Communications Act of 1934,

48 Stat. 1066, 47 U.S.C. § 154(i) (1960).

In the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee report on

S. 3285, S. Rep. No. 781, 73d Cong., 2d Sess. (1934), there

lis no specific discussion of section 4(i). And as to the

^entirely of section 4, the Committee's only comment is:

Section 4: Provides for a bipartisan commission of

five members with terms of 6 years at an annual

salary of $10,000. Z^^.atS.

]
The House Committee's comments on S. 3285 were

equally abbreviated. Like the Senate Committee's report,

there is no specific comment on iSection 4(i) in the report

of the House Interstate and Foreign iCommeroe Commit-

tee on S. 3285, H. Rep. No. 1850, 73d Cong., 2d Sess.

(1934). As to the entirety of Section 4, however, the fol-

lowing conmient appeared:

Section 4 provides for a bi-partisan commission of

7 members, holding office for 7-year terms at a salary

of $10,000.' It also provides for the appointment of

personnel and contains other provisions usual in the

case of the creation of a new administrative body.

Id. at 5 (emphasis added).

1 The 7-inember, 7-year-term pro\'isions substituted by the House for the

iS-member, 6-year-tenn provisions proposed by the Senate were accepted by the

Conference Committee.
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At the same time, hoAvever, the Senate Interstate (Com-

merce Committee stated

:

This bill is so written as to enact the powers which

the Interstate Commerce Commission and the Radio

Commission now exercise over communications. . . .

In this bill many provisions are copied verbatim

from the Interstate Commerce Act because they ap-

ply directly to communications companies doing a

common carrier business, but in some paragraphs thel

language is simplified and clarified. These variances'

or departures from the text of the Interstate Com-i

meree Act are made for the purpose of clarification

in their application to communications, rather thar-^

as a manifestation of congressional intent to attaint

a different objective. S. Rep. No. 781, supra, at 3.

Section 4(i) was evidently derived from Section 17 oi

the Interstate Commerce Act, 24 Stat. 385, as amended.

49 U.S.C. § 17(3) (1964), and at the hearings on the pro<

posed Communications Act, Interstate Commerce Com
missioner McManamy testified:

Presumably paragraph (i) of the section [4] is in

tended to cover the same ground as the follownng pro.

vision in section 17(1) of tlie Interstate Commerce

Act:

"The [Interstate Commerce] Commission nuiy, froraj

time to time, make or amend such general rules

or orders as may be requisite for the order ano

regulation of proceedings before it, or before anj

division of the Commission), including forms oi

notices and the service thereof, which shall con

form, as nearly as may be, to those in use in thi

courts of the United States."
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This is the speciiic pro"\dsion under which this [In-

terstate Commerce] Commission prescribes its rules

of practice and the forms of pleadings before it. Para-

graph (i) is more general in terms and may be suf-

ficiently broad in scope to cover rules of practice and

forms of pleading. Those matters are of such im-

portance, however, that the question of the [Federal

Communications] Commission's authority should not

be left in doubt. Hearings on H, R. 8301 Before the

House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Com-
merce, 73d Cong., 2d Sess. 90 (1934) ; Hearings on

S. 2910 Before the Senate Committee on Interstate

Commerce, 73d Cong., 2d Sess. 202 (1934).

The only legislative refe'rence to Section 17 of the In-

'erstate Commerce Act (as Section 14 of S. 1532, 49th

|)ong., 2d Sess. (1886) is found in the remarks of Senator

|hillum, the sponsor of S. 1532:
'i

Section [17] relates to the conduct of the work of

s the Commission. 17 Cong. Rec. 3474 (1886).
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APPENDIX E

Legislative History of Section 303(r) of the Communication!
Act of 1934, as Amended

Following the unfortunate loss of life as a result of fin

at sea on the steamship Morro Castle (September 8, 1934)

and the further loss of life as a consequence of the sink

ing of the steamship Mohmrh (January 24, 1935), S. Res

63 was introduced in the United States Senate on Januar
28, 1935, 79 Cong. Roc. 1039 (1935). That resolution, amoiii

other things, requested the Senate Committee on Com
merce to initiate inquiries into the circumstances of thos^

two disasters, as well as the broader question of safet'«

of life at sea, and to make recommendations to Congresi

on what measures might be taken to better insure the safef

of life and property at sea in the future. In the word

of the Senate Commerce Committee

:

The Morro Castle and the Mohawk disasters movenl

the Senate of the United States to adopt a resolutiot

requesting the Committee on Commerce of the Senat

or a subcommittee thereof to conduct a study of tli

causes of these disasters, to make studies which migl

throw light on the question of safety of life at se;

and to make recommendations to the Congress fc

greater security of persons and property at sei;

The Committee on Commerce authorized its chairmaj

to organize a Subcommittee of the Department cj

Commerce and Merchant ]\Iarine, and this suboora

mittee authorized the chairman. Senator Copelaiia

to solicit the aid of technical experts in the wox

directed by this Senate resolution. A technical cor

mittee of such experts was appointed. This genen

technical committee gave special consideration i

the problem of radio, to the part radio plaj-s in tl

navigation and operation of sliips, and to its contii

bution to safety. As a result of this study of tl

l)roblem the bill, which the Commerce Committee nc
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reports, was prepared and introduced b.y Senator

Oopeland. S. Rep. No. 2060, 74th Cong., 2d Sess. 2-3

(1936).

The bill referred to was S. 4619, an amended version of

i 3954, introduced by Senator Copeland on January 11,

137, the purpose of which was "to modernize our law

vth respect to radio installations and radio operations

apard ships to the end that safely at sea may be further

a'sured." Id. at 1.

fhe FCC's view of the proposed legislation is found in

testimony of Lt. Commander E. M. Webster before the

^ate subcommittee considering the measure:

The primaiy purpose of the recommended legisla-

tion is to replace and modernize the Ship Act [of

1910, as amended in 1912] dealing with the equip-

ping of ships ^\dth radio apparatus and the manning
by operators for safety purposes. In view of the

I close relationship between the Ship Act and the Com-
munications Act, 1934, it is believed both logical and

' necessary to combine the two in enacting new legis-

lation to replace the Ship Act. Therefore it will be

noted that the suggested legislation is in the form of

amendments to the Communications Act; otherwise,

it would necessitate a repetition of many provisions

of the Communications Act in order to forai a com-
plete related whole.

Both the Ship Act, enacted 25 years ago, and the

Communications Act of 1934 are now inadequate as

they do not provide by statute for the full utilization

of radio as a major safety factor at sea. . , . Hearings
on iS. 3954 Before a Subcommittee of the Senate Com-
mittee on Commerce, 74th Cong., 2d Sess. 11 (1936).

See also, statement of Irvin Stewart, id. at 8-9.
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The main provisions of the l)ill were four: (1) A su

stantial broadening of the category of ships required

have radio communications equipment operated by qualifii

operators, as well as radio direction-^finder apparatus; (]

Detailed technical requirements for radio installations i

board ships, whicli requirements were in conformity wi

those found in the 1929 International Convention on Safe

of Life at Sea and the International Telecommunicati'

Convention; (3) A revision of earlier requirements regar

ing the number, qualifications, functions and licensing
ji!

operators of radio installations on board ships
; (4) i

requirement that everj^ motorized lifeboat required ^

treaty or statute be fitted with radio equipment. /(/.

3-4. "Other provisions of the bill," stated the Committ<f

"are either redrafts of existing law or involve in t

main non-controversial matters." Id. at 4.

Among those "other provisions" of S. 4619, SectioM

of the 1934 Communications Act was proposed to »

amended to add a new subsection (o)

:

For the purpose of obtaining maximum effectivenc

;

from the use of radio and \\dre communications i

connection with safety of life and property, the Co

mission shall investigate and study all phases of 1'

problem and the best methods of obtaining the co(

eration and coordination of these systems. The Co'^

mission shall, by proper rules and regulations or y

conditions incorporated in the authorization or licenl;

prescribe the conditions and procedure to be observe,

in harmony iiith the latv, in communications involvii

safety and property. [Emphasis added.]

S. 4619 was passed by the Senate and sent to the Hou(,

but was unable to be acted on by that body before I*

end of that session of the 74th Congress.

During tlie latter part of 1936, the International Ci

vention on Safety of Life at Sea, London, 1929, was n
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ed by the United States. And in the following year, on

anuary 11, 1937, a bill essentially the same as the earlier

4619 was introduced in the first session of the 75th

bngress by Senator Copeland as S. 595. Its counterpart

I the House Avas H. R. 4191.

The earlier proposed addition of a subsection (o) to

iction 4 of the Communications Act was preserved in both

e House and Senate bills. In addition, both bills pro-

sed a new section 360(a) to the Communications Act:

In addition to any other provision of law, the Com-
mission shall make such rules and regulations, de-

teraiinations, or findings as may appear to be neces-

sary to give effect to the radio and communications

provisions of the safety convention.

his provision was part of a proposed new Part II of

'itle III of the 1934 Communications Act, entitled "Radio

'^uipment and Radio Operators on Board Ship," the

fated purpose for which was ".
. . to promote safety of

le and property at sea through the use of radio." S.

f5,
75th Cong.,\st Sess. §351 (1937).

During the hearings before both the Senate and House

mmittees considering the measure, the Federal Commimi-
tions Commission recommended, among other things,

|at the second sentence of section 4(o) and the entirety

section 360(a) of the bill be deleted, and a new section

'3(r) be substituted, as follows:

(r) [Except as other^vise provided in this Act, the

Commission from time to time, as public con-

venience, interest, or necessity require shall—

]

Make such rules and regulations and prescribe

such restrictions and conditions, not inconsistent

with law, as may be necessary to carr^^ out the

provisions of tliis Act, or any international radio

or Avire communications treaty or convention, or

regulations annexed thereto, including any treaty
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or convontion insofar as it relates to tlie use >

radio, to which the United States is or may her

after become a party. Hearings on H. R. 41!

Before the House Committee on Merchant Marii

and Fisheries, 75th Cong., 1st Sess. 2-3 (1937

Hearings on S. 595 Before a Subcommittee of t!

Senate Committee on Commerce, 75th Cong., 1

Sess. 12 (1937).

The reasons for the suggested change were contain';

in a Statement by Anning S. Prall, then Chairman of V

FCC

:

In view of the fact that many of the situatiot,

which will confront the Commission as a result i

the ratification of the safety convention and the pj;

sage of this bill will be new, that changes in t(

rules and regulations may be desirable from time ij'

time, and that new international radio agreemeii

doubtless, will be effected in the future, it is i'

portant that the Commission should have authorio'

generally to prescribe such rules and regulations al

to impose such restrictions and conditions as may «

necessary to administer the act as amended and exi

ing or future international agreements concerned w: i

radio and wire communication. Such general authori

would permit the Commission to meet promptly ai

effectively situations ivhich arise under the safety C(\-

vention, provisions of this bill, and international agrf

ments entered into in the future. Ibid, (emphatj

added).

The bill, as reported out of the Senate Commerce Co(i-

mittee, S. Rep. No. 196, 75th Cong., 1st Sess. (1937), ail

as enacted, 50 Stat. 191, adopted the FCC's suggesti*.
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APPENDIX F

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

13345

PUBLIE NOTICE—

B

I February 28, 1968

^Vashington, D. C. 20554

Report No. 7063

, Broadcast Action

FCC Expresses Policy Regarding Refusal of Gulfport.

Mississippi, Licensee To Accept Out-of-Toivn

Advertising

The Commission has informed E. 0. Roden & Associates,

nc, licensee of radio station WGCM, Uulfport, Missis-

;ippi, that WGCM's refusal to accept out-of-town aiito-

nobile advertising ".
. . in the circumstances of this case,

|s contrary to the public interest in that it operates to

restrain and inhibit trade and competition ..."

I In a letter to Roden, the Commission requested the li-

'ensee to modify its policies and advise the Commission

(romptly of the action taken.

The Commission, in explaining the basis for its ruling,

urther stated "It appears from your statements to the

Commission that you have a policy of not accepting ad-

rertising from automobile dealers located outside of Gulf-

bort and Harrison County. This is not the result of a

ijormal or explicit agreement between you and the Auto-

Eobile
Dealers Association, but you state that the matter

IS been discussed between your station and the auto-

obile dealers, that the policy was initiated after you

were told by local dealers that advertising by New Orleans

lealers could create a hardship to the local industry, and

at it could be presumed that local dealers might cancel

vertising if advertising from other dealers was accepted.
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"The antitrust laws of the ITnitod States prohibit any

contract, combination or conspiracy in restraint of trade

or commerce. A refusal to do or accept business from

another arising out of such a contract, combination or

conspiracy is one of the clearest and most restrictive of

the prohibited types of conduct."

Max Petty and Associates, Inc., a New Orleans, Louisi-

ana, advertising agency, filed a comjilaint with the Com-

mission on May 15, 19G7, stating in part that WGCM
agreed to accept advertising from Fetty on behalf of

Gerry Lane Chevrolet of Bay St. Louis; aired one of the

announcements; and then cancelled the agreement on

grounds that Jay Jay Chevrolet-Buiok Company in Gulf-

port had stated it would cancel its advertising uidess the

Gerry Lane spot announcements were Avithdranni. Bay

St. Louis is about 18 miles west of Gulfport.

Action by the Commission Februaiy 21, 1968, by letter.

Commissioners Hyde (Chairman), Loevingor, WadsAWrth,

and Johnson, with Commissioner Bartley dissenting and

issuing a statement, and Commissioner Cox concurring in

the result.


